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Abstract 

 

Educational practice is managing a rise of the digital learning age along with the rapid development across 

the virtuality-reality continuum. Such innovation comes with an ongoing debate over the benefits and 

barriers of technology in classrooms. While the population of learners is growing in diversity, 

implementation of technology in schools is often based on evidence from research conducted with an 

average mainstream population. An inclusive approach to meaningful implementation of any new 

technology should involve a more nuanced exploration of various cases, experiences and perceptions of 

pupils and teachers.  

The aim of this research was to explore engagement and experience of learning with augmented reality 

(AR) learning game scenarios for pupils in Year 4-6 in four North West England primary schools. This 

research was specifically intended to analyse the interaction between pupils associated with the label of 

Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and their peers on individual and collaborative tasks. The 

AR-enabled learning materials were designed to explore various levels of kinaesthetic elements and digital 

content and find optimal balance between the two. 

Through an analysis of multiple cases involving pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical peers, different 

perspectives and experiences around using AR learning tools were considered and explored. To 

contextualise and expand the analysis of experiences, teaching staff were included in the interviewing 

phase to share their valuable insight into the school routines and environment. To increase the impact of 

this study on educational practice, further research and development, practical suggestions and guidelines 

were summarised and shared. 
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Introduction 

Educational practice is adapting to an age of digital learning with ongoing debates over the 

benefits and barriers of technology in classrooms. The COVID-19 pandemic has fuelled a rapid 

implementation of technology in all segments of our lives; and the frequently mentioned “new 

normal” emphasises that many aspects of remote working and technology-enhanced learning are 

here to stay. Solutions that played a big role in education were characterised as innovative, 

engaging and affordable, which highlights the importance of practice-focused projects, like the 

one presented in this thesis. 

Even though the population of learners we teach is diverse, implementation of technology in 

schools is often based on evidence from research conducted with an average mainstream 

population. An inclusive approach to meaningful implementation of new technologies should 

involve a more nuanced exploration of various cases, experiences and perceptions of pupils and 

teachers. 

The aim of this research is to design and implement augmented reality (AR) learning tools in four 

primary schools to explore the ways in which pupils engage with immersive technology. This 

predominantly qualitative research specifically aims to analyse the difference in experience of 

learning with materials of various levels of kinaesthetic elements and digital content. Additionally, 

the theory of individual and group flow experience is used to analyse the interaction between 

pupils associated with the label of Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and their peers 

in individual and collaborative tasks. The term ‘associated with the label’ is used to highlight that 

difficulties or ADHD-like characteristics are not only exclusive to those formally diagnosed, but 

rather include a large number of pupils who are on the diagnostic pathway. The learning tasks 

pupils fulfilled were designed utilising Vygotsky’s principle of the zone of proximal development 

and game-based learning. Through analysis of multiple cases, different perspectives and 

experiences of pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical peers about using AR learning tools are 

considered and explored. 

Research motivation and positionality 

The question of reflexivity and the researcher’s position are part of a broader debate about 

ontology, epistemology and axiology of the self. With reflective practice comes rigour in monitoring 

the impact of personal biases and personal experiences on one’s research as well as the balance 

between the personal and the universal. Berger (2015) emphasises the need for researchers to 

focus on self-knowledge and sensitivity in order to understand the role of the self in knowledge 

creation. A researcher’s position, often described through personal characteristics (age, gender, 

race, affiliation, sexual orientation, immigration status, linguistic tradition) and experiences, 

became an essential component of research communication (Drake, 2010), especially in 

autobiographic, autoethnographic, reflexive ethnographic or similar narrative-focused 
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methodologies (Wint, 2011). With recognition of the importance of personal position and 

experience in the approach to inquiry, the next paragraphs briefly describe my educational and 

professional background in relation to this research topic. 

I am a white educationalist with brief, but international teaching experience within Croatian, 

Latvian, Spanish and UK educational systems. In my teaching career I have worked in public and 

private institutions with diverse educational settings ranging from holistic inclusive environments 

to special schools and segregated class groups within the mainstream. My perspective on 

education was shaped while I was witnessing the effect of difference in social standards on school 

resources, and consequently, the opportunities and ambition of teachers and pupils.   

My main research interest and academic background is inclusive education and diversity, but in 

recent years I have discovered a passion for educational technology. The experienced differences 

in the availability of resources across the schools I have worked in made me think about the 

opportunities and limited choices available to some for decisions around utilising technology-

enhanced learning. For that reason, my research is based entirely on AR software that is available 

at no cost for educational purposes, and hardware that is accessible and widely used. 

After reflecting upon my attitude towards educational technology, I try to be a careful critic with 

the overall aim of improving educational practice and supporting positive change. In order to 

influence a more inclusive educational technology design practice, my motivation is to explore 

and describe good practice, and highlight aspects that need to be improved for all pupils to enjoy 

and benefit from these learning tools. 

In this research, my role as a researcher includes interpreting information shared with me by 

pupils and school staff. With that comes the responsibility to understand the physical and cognitive 

development of the age group I will be working with, including the specific characteristics of 

sensitive groups like children with diverse or complex developmental and educational profiles. In 

order to communicate effectively, Whyte (2006) suggests that researchers should ensure they 

have relevant qualifications and experience in working with children, as well as an understanding 

of age and power differences that might affect the interview process. My formal education, 

including the undergraduate and master’s degrees in inclusive education, and my previous 

experiences of working with diverse learners gave me confidence in approaching and interviewing 

the pupils, although this is discussed in more depth within the methodology chapter (see Chapter 

2). With respect to the individual characteristics of every child, I followed advice from their school’s 

gatekeepers, teachers and assistants as appropriate. 

Conceptual clarifications and operationalisation 

The theoretical basis of this research consists of three theoretical pillars: engagement through 

flow state theory; augmented reality in learning; and the biopsychosocial perspective on ADHD. 

For the purpose of clarity, and potential replication of this study, definition of terms is essential. 
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This section will briefly introduce and define the three theoretical pillars, while in-depth literature 

review of the main elements and overlapping aspects will be further explored in the next chapter 

(see Chapter 1).  

For the first theoretical pillar, the state of flow, the chosen definition focuses on the aspects of 

engagement with learning, which emphasise the difference between leisure and work-related 

activities in applied flow state theory research. For the purpose of defining the state of flow, this 

research relies on Csikszentmihalyi’s original theory from 1975. In that regard, the term flow refers 

to an optimal state of immersed concentration in which attention is centred, distractions are 

minimised, and the subject enjoys an autonomous interaction with the activity (Csikszentmihalyi, 

1975; Whalen, 1999). Although this definition is widely used in education research, the aspect of 

intrinsic motivation can be questioned in a formal education situation, like the one researched in 

this study. While the full literature review presents and discusses this issue, the main focus still 

highlights the individuality of each participant with their description of the learning experience and 

perceived engagement. 

Some of the participants in this study are individuals with additional difficulties related to attention 

and hyperactivity. Those characteristics form the second theoretical pillar – Attention 

Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). In order to clarify these difficulties, some form of definition 

and classification must be used. Since this research does not include any screening or diagnostic 

protocols, I am relying on the formal documentation participants have, as part of their support 

system in schools. In most cases, that includes a formal diagnosis based on core difficulties with 

executive functions, hyperactivity, inattentiveness and/or impulsiveness. 

In this research, all participants engaged in activities that include immersive media and tablet 

devices. In other words, the learning tools used in this research incorporate additional, digitally 

overlaid content. This type of overlay relates to the continuum of augmented and virtual reality 

(presented in Figure 5, in Section 1.2, Milgram et al., 1995). A specific segment of that continuum 

- Augmented reality (AR), forms the third theoretical pillar of this research. AR describes an 

interactive experience of a real-world environment where the objects that reside in the real-world 

are enhanced by computer-generated perceptual information. In this way, AR alters one's ongoing 

perception of a real-world environment (Schueffel, 2017). The overlaid sensory information is of 

different modalities and experiences which are mainly constructive (additive to the natural 

environment). Digital overlays used in this research consist of text, images, audio or video files; 

organised into quizzes and links guiding from one overlay to the next. This designed content, 

when experienced through a device, seamlessly combines the physical world with digital media 

in such a way that it is perceived as an immersive aspect of the real environment.  
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Figure 1 The definition and interrelation of the three theoretical pillars 

 

My position as a researcher, in relation to these three pillars, is the result of continuous reflective 

practice, and has, as such, changed during the project. In the first stage, the literature review, my 

focus shifted from the educational technology pillar to aspects of diversity among learners with 

ADHD. To fully understand and deepen my knowledge base around the group in focus, I studied 

definitions and perspectives from medical, psychological and educational literature on ADHD; 

before finally placing this research within the biopsychosocial model. In the next stage, the 

connection between flow state theory and the design principles for augmented reality tools 

became crucial for the creation of classroom activities and their implementation in schools. As 

anticipated, by developing my knowledge in all three theoretical pillars, my research position 

settled in the centre of these three interrelating themes (see Figure 1). This process was of great 

importance for minimising bias and attempting to ensure quality in data analysis and interpretation 

of findings. 
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Research focus and questions 

The aim of this research is to explore the engagement of pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical 

peers in individual and collaborative activities using AR learning materials. 

This is addressed by focusing on three research questions: 

1. How do pupils with ADHD, and their neurotypical peers, engage with individual and 

collaborative AR learning tools? 

2. What are the perceived benefits and boundaries in individual and collaborative AR based 

activities?  

3. Which features of AR learning tools are perceived to trigger and obstruct flow in learning 

experiences and promote an optimal learning environment?   

These questions were carefully formed to explore the three theoretical pillars while allowing for 

overlapping and new themes to emerge. More detail about the methods used to explore these 

questions can be found in Chapter 2, while chapters in the second part of this thesis present 

findings and discussion on each of these questions.   

Thesis Outline 

This thesis consists of two parts. The first part, Context and Methodology, starts with the analysis 

of previous work through literature review (Chapter 1). The gap in current understanding is 

identified by analysing each of the three theoretical pillars: engagement through flow state theory, 

augmented reality in learning, and the biopsychosocial perspective on ADHD. Building on that, 

the methodology chapter (Chapter 2) presents and discusses the choice and development of 

methods used in this research to address said gap. The research context, questions and methods 

are followed by the practical aspects of the design process for AR materials and learning activities 

(Chapter 3). 

The second part of the thesis, Findings and Discussion, presents findings across the three 

overarching analysis themes: Engagement (Chapter 4), Collaboration (Chapter 5) and 

Augmented Reality (Chapter 6). The findings are discussed in relation to the previous research 

indicating the potential impact on future practice. 

Finally, the conclusion highlights the main findings which form the original contribution to 

knowledge. It contextualises the findings within the scope and limitations of this project and 

presents suggestions for further exploration of this topic through research and practice-based 

contributions. 
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Part A: CONTEXT AND METHODOLOGY 

The first part of this thesis presents the previous research in the field (Literature review – Chapter 

1), which informs my research questions and methods used to explore them (Methodology – 

Chapter 2). In order to maximise the potential for replication and positive impact on practice, the 

design of AR materials and activities is shared in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 1: Literature review 

In this chapter, I present a short overview of the current literature covering each theoretical pillar 

and demonstrate how the overlap between them creates the gap in knowledge, which is 

addressed in this thesis. 

1.1 Engagement and Csikszentmihalyi’s flow state experience 

The first theoretical pillar is flow state theory, used as a foundation to operationalise the analysis 

theme of engagement. There are many connections between the definition of flow, and this wider 

concept of engagement, which includes aspects of cognition, emotion and motivation. All three 

aspects are recognised as important factors for promoting positive student learning outcomes 

(Appleton et al., 2006) and support the creation of optimal learning environments. The term flow 

was first described by Csikszentmihalyi in 1975 as follows: “holistic sensation that people feel 

when they act with total involvement in activity” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, p. 9). In 1990 he added 

that the optimal experience is like “a state in which the person feels completely immersed in an 

activity for one's own pleasure and enjoyment, while on its development time flies and actions, 

thoughts and movements occur one after the other with no pause” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, p.99).  

Following those initial definitions, flow research developed and expanded into fields such as 

psychology, sociology and marketing. In the educational literature, the widely used definition of 

flow state is concisely described as an optimal state of immersed concentration in which attention 

is centred, distractions are minimised, and the learner enjoys an autonomous interaction with the 

activity (Whalen, 1999). Prensky (2000) stated that optimal learning moments usually occur when 

a learner is working to their limit in a voluntary effort to accomplish something challenging and 

worthwhile, which generates flow experience that motivates the learner to persist in almost a 

game-like activity. Game-based learning activities are recognised as providing enjoyment for the 

learner (Roberts, 2017), which by activating the intrinsic motivation easily triggers flow experience 

in learning. To explore this process in more detail, Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory can provide a 

framework to understand a person’s positive and negative experience in connection to their 

internal cognitive states (Ryu and Parsons, 2012). 

Csikszentmihalyi (1990) explains three pre-conditions to achieving a state of flow: 

1. One must be involved in an activity with a clear set of goals and progress. This adds 

direction and structure to the task. 

2. The task at hand must have clear and immediate feedback. This helps the person 

negotiate any changing demands and allows them to adjust their performance to maintain 

the flow state. 

3. One must have a good balance between the perceived challenges of the task at hand and 

their own perceived skills. One must have confidence in one's ability to complete the task 

at hand. 
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Point three, being the most important, and for which he designed an easy-to-remember model, 

whereby he placed ‘skill’ on the horizontal line and ‘challenge’ on the vertical. Csikszentmihalyi 

(1990) explains that flow begins when learners are doing what they really like to do while 

accessing and challenging their highest levels of skill (Figure 2). Additionally, in his work with 

Moneta, Csikszentmihalyi describes optimal experience as a simultaneous equilibrium among 

challenges and abilities which provide the individual with a high-quality experience (Moneta and 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). 

Figure 2 Flow State Theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 2008) 

 

Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi (1988) explain how this balance in dimensions occurs 

when a person's skill is at just the right level to cope with the situational demands, which are 

above average for the individual. This improved performance in a situation that is at the limit of 

current ability is the focus of another theory, fundamental to children development; the theory of 

proximal development by Lav Vygotsky. These two theories are in fact complementary and can 

form a combined theoretical framework – zone of proximal flow. 

1.1 Vygotsky’s Zone of proximal flow and development of group flow 

Basawapatna et al. (2013) combined their experience of game simulation research in schools 

with theoretical concepts of flow state theory and zones of proximal development (ZPD) into a 

single framework. In his earlier works Csikszentmihalyi (1991) emphasised individual skills in 

establishing a boundary between states of flow and non-flow. His initial concept of flow did not 

include a social component as an influential factor for flow experience, social learning or learning 

outside of the individual. However, Basawapatna et al. (2013) concluded that flow state sits just 

under the zone of proximal development, as described by Vygotsky and Cole (1981; and later by 

Chaiklin, 2003). In other words, the level of challenge that a learner can successfully solve 

constantly increases and can be mediated with outside support to maintain engagement and flow.   
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Figure 3 Zone of Proximal Flow [Original picture source: Basawapatna et al. (2013:70)]   

 

Combining Flow theory and ZPD creates an additional layer of social learning, as demonstrated 

in Figure 3. Basawapatna et al. (2013) call this combined space the zone of proximal flow, where 

the social element fits in the area between the regions of flow and anxiety. Learners in a social 

environment can get ideas and solutions from others, which acts as a buffer zone and protects 

the learner from anxiety caused by the difficulty of a challenge, prolongs the period of flow and 

builds a social connection between the learners. 

When collaborating, pupils can experience what is defined as group or team flow. Hart and Di 

Blasi (2015) offer a concrete example of this model by linking engagement in shared goal-oriented 

activities with individual flow, arguing that group flow and dynamics guide the actions of the 

individual. Nonetheless, Van den Hout and Davies (2019) state that the reverse can also be the 

case. The review flow definitions by Pels, Kleinert and Mennigen (2018) describes the complexity 

of overlapping components for individual and group flow. The pioneer of group flow, Sawyer 

(2007), lists numerous components and prerequisites to flow experiences achieved in 

collaboration with others (see Table 1). 
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Table 1 Comparison of individual and group flow components 

Flow state (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) Group flow (Sawyer, 2007) 

Clear goal Mutual and specific goal  

- Potential for failure 

Sense of control Being in control of actions and environment 

Lack of self-awareness Equal participation 

Altered sense of time - 

Skills-challenge balance Familiarity with foundations or work principles 

- Familiarity/relationship with others in the group 

Immediate feedback Communication 

Complete concentration Complete concentration 

- Close listening 

- Blending egos 

- Moving forward 

 

As opposed to Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development, Sawyer (2007) describes how group 

flow is more likely to occur when all participants play an equal role in the collective creation of the 

final performance. Duncan and West (2018) interpret this by describing group flow as blocked if 

anyone’s skill level is below that of the rest of the group’s members; all must have comparable 

skill levels. However, the two theories were previously successfully combined in the work of 

Basawapatna et al. (2013) who defined the zone of proximal flow. 

Similarly, Fischer (2003), described different support types learners can use to reach their 

proximal development zone. He recognised that learners might use previously acquired digital 

skills to meet the task challenges they face. Using digital and game technology would in that case 

not increase challenge and anxiety but rather serve as scaffolding to bring learners into their zone 

of proximal development. In line with our technological age, it can be understood as an adapted 

understanding of Vygotsky’s original theory, where technology offers support previously assigned 

to a more capable peer. 

As an alternative perspective to comparing components of these two concepts, Gloor, Oster and 

Fischbach (2012: 38) describe group flow as “collective individual flow” which emphasises the 

engagement of each individual in the group. Similarly, Aubé, Brunelle and Rousseau (2013) report 

on 85 teams participating in a project management simulation, for whom the group flow was 

mediated by team goal commitments. 

As an operational definition for the current research, individual or collaborative, flow activity is a 

system of graded challenges that are able to accommodate individuals’ continued and deepening 
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enjoyment in learning and growth of skills (Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). The 

components found both in individual and group flow definitions, descriptions and models include 

balanced skills and challenges, direct communication (or feedback), safe space and commitment. 

These components are also becoming a focus of researchers in the field of gamified learning 

(Chan, Leung and Kung, 2019), and entertainment and video games (Borderie and Michinov, 

2017). 

According to Acosta-Gonzaga and Ramirez-Arellano (2021), an optimal learning environment can 

be achieved through different strategies and modifications as long as they address cognition, 

emotion and motivation. Technology-based learning is considered to be one of the main strategies 

of the future (Green, 2017) because it offers educational content in mediums that can focus 

learners’ attention and promote enjoyment. One of the innovations in technology-based learning 

mentioned by Green, immersive mixed reality tools, is the focus of this research. The effects of 

the immersive technology on the pupils’ engagement with learning have been addressed in recent 

literature, and are highlighting the flow state criteria in design as a way forward (Kiili, 2012; Kiili 

et al., 2014)  

Figure 4 Flow framework for educational games (Kiili et al., 2014) 

 

Flow framework for educational games by Kiili et al. (2014) presents the connection between the 

identified elements of flow and the design of learning tools and games (Figure 4). Their framework 

describes the dimensions of flow experience that can be used to guide design-process for optimal 

educational games by revealing ways to optimise learning effects and user experience. The 

design of learning activities for this research was informed by the guidelines identified by Kiili et 

al. (2012; 2014) and the theoretical framework of learning with AR tools (Bujak et al., 2012), which 

are combined and adapted to suit the age of the participants and the content covered. 
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1.2 Augmented reality for education 

The concept of reality in the field of technology can be defined by contrasting virtual and real 

worlds. This idea of describing reality and virtuality as two end points of a continuum was first 

presented by a group of researchers in 1995 (Milgram et al., 1995) with a simplified design that 

outlines the matrix of a mixed reality environment. The position of AR in Figure 5 defines it as a 

medium similar to a real environment that introduces some elements of virtuality. 

Figure 5 Reality-Virtuality Continuum (adapted from Milgram et al., 1995: 283) 

 

While augmenting means to make something greater or to enhance, reality stands for everything 

we experience around us. Therefore, AR is a greater version of our perceived reality, a real world 

experience enhanced with an overlay of additional media. 

Although the primary purpose of AR development was entertainment and marketing, the 

digitalisation of the education sector has led to the expansion of AR to a specific field of 

educational technology (Wu et al., 2013). AR today has the potential to revolutionise learning in 

schools more than any other technology has done in the recent past, and educational experts 

recognise that potential, as demonstrated in the citation below. 

“Augmented learning uses electronic devices to extend learners’ interaction with and 

perception of their current environment to include and bring to life different times, spaces, 

characters, and possibilities. It offers opportunities for transformation of learners’ 

perspective and their learning context.” (Sheehy, Ferguson, Clough, 2014, p.1)  

Educational interactions with AR, as mentioned by Sheehy, Ferguson and Clough (2014), offer 

new possibilities to update the learner-centred approach through multimedia and multisensory 

experiences. When combined with flow experience, it has a great potential to create an optimal 

learning environment for each student. 

In using both educational and technical definitions to develop an understanding of AR, it is clear 

that an interdisciplinary approach is of crucial importance (Bujak et al., 2012; Sielhorst, Feuerstein 

and Navab, 2008). Researchers from different disciplines agree on the fact that using AR as a 

learning tool enhances students’ experience and engagement with learning (Bacca et al., 2014; 
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Bujak et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2017; Radu, 2014). On the other hand, it has been suggested that 

some students can be prone to paying too much attention to virtual information and for that reason 

some educators believe AR is an intrusive or distracting technology (Bacca et al., 2014). Given 

these differing opinions and findings, there is a need for further research of benefits and barriers 

involved with the implementation of AR in education, which is the focus of the present research. 

By committing to an interdisciplinary approach to immersive technology, this research explores 

elements that connect pedagogy, psychology and technology in human experience of 

engagement, discovery and learning. 

1.2.1 Playful learning 

To maximise the integration of learning experiences in children's play, and ultimately make 

learning effortless and fun, researchers started using AR technology to elicit playful learning 

(Hinske and Langheinrich 2009; Wang and Cheok, 2011). 

The divide between play and learning represents a deeper, fundamental debate about how 

children learn. On one hand, Gray (2011) argues that self-directed play and discovery supports 

learners in creating new understanding of the content of play and ultimately learning. On the other 

hand, Geary (2007) supports a perspective that more complex skills and knowledge cannot be 

acquired or discovered through play alone. While Gray argues that self-directed activities which 

are chosen by children promote rich emotional, social and intellectual development, Geary 

focuses on the important limitations to older children’s learning through free play. In particular, 

Geary distinguishes between primary (for example, numeracy skills) and secondary (for example, 

complex arithmetic of simultaneous equations) skills. With a notion that the acquisition of 

secondary skills is slow and effortful, he views direct instruction as the most effective approach in 

teaching those skills. Even though playful discovery alone surely cannot lead to an understanding 

of complex concepts, more recently Toub et al. (2016) propose a more balanced solution to the 

dichotomy. They argue that the debate between self-directed play and direct instruction can be 

replaced by an approach which incorporates both pedagogical styles. Guided play, they suggest, 

serves as guidance to help children acquire important skills while respecting the need for active, 

child-centred exploration, while Weisberg, Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff (2013) describe it as a 

connection between a curricular goal and playful pedagogy. Guided play has been the interest of 

augmented reality developers and researchers, who explored how this immersive technology can 

act as a guide in a student-centred, playful activity (Chang and Hwang, 2018; Iqbal, Mangina and 

Campbell, 2019). Applying the guided play principles, this research includes materials designed to 

present learners with various levels of playful elements (described through playfulness elements). 

While earlier research in computer playfulness suggests that computer interactions are a function 

of both individual traits and psychological states (Webster & Martocchio, 1992), more recent 

studies describe playfulness specifically in relation with technology. Ghani and Deshpande (1994) 

found a positive relationship between flow and exploration/discovery behaviour, an aspect of 
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playfulness, in their study with computer users experimenting with different commands. When 

analysing connection between playfulness and flow in immersive environments, Reid (2004) lists 

characteristics that include motivation towards the accomplishment of self-imposed goals, 

tendencies towards active involvement, tendencies to attribute to objects or behaviours their own 

meaning, and tendencies to disregard externally imposed rules. 

Learning through play or traditional methods, it can fundamentally be defined as making sense of 

the world around us through senses. Including as many sensory pathways in presenting new 

content can benefit all learners (Bergstrom and Zhang, 2016). Classroom environments are 

traditionally very visually stimulating and often loud with less opportunities for kinaesthetic 

stimulation in learning (Karlesky and Isbister, 2016; Rohrberger, 2011). 

1.2.2 Kinaesthetic Learning 

AR technology allows learners to interact with educational content by utilising what they already 

know about interacting with the physical world. Pupils can change their perspective by moving 

around, change the scale of content by moving closer/further away and they can select answers 

by touching them. All these actions consist of kinaesthetic engagement with the physical and 

digital elements of the experience. Kinaesthetic sensation is recognised as beneficial support for 

learning abstract or structural concepts, but also as the preferred learning modality for some 

pupils (Rantung, 2017; Richards and Etkina, 2013). 

Several papers report improved memory recall demonstrated by pupils who learned with AR 

content than those who used non-AR tools (Bujak et al., 2013; Chen et al. 2019; Hou and Wang, 

2013; Radu, 2014). The learners’ memory could be enhanced because of the physical immersion 

with the AR experiences, and the fact that learners interact by moving their body, which potentially 

causes them to encode tactile and proprioceptive information along with the educational content 

(Vincenzi et al., 2003). 

Kinaesthetic learners are often characterised as those who wiggle, tap, swing their legs, bounce 

around and generally cannot stay still. However, Watson (2005) offers a different perspective and 

highlights physical imagery and physical memory as a useful teaching device. In her work, she 

uses kinaesthetic experiences associated with dance to promote engagement and learning in 

spatial, rhythmic, structural and symbolic aspects of mathematics. Bujak et al. (2013) complement 

Watson’s work by arguing that learning experiences are aided when the materials used leverage 

pupils’ natural interaction with the physical environment. In other words, the use of intuitive 

technology helps learners explore new concepts in a familiar way. 

Optimal learning focuses less on pupil’s best learning modality and more on the best choice of 

modality for the taught content. Nonetheless, some pupils require kinaesthetic (or fidget) toys to 

modulate their inner state, increase creativity, focus, and calm, or to stimulate motor and sensory 
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nerves (Karlesky and Isbister, 2016). Those toys and activities are often recommended for 

learners with attention difficulties and ADHD. 

1.3 Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 

 

The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) is a multipurpose 

classification system designed to serve various disciplines and sectors; for example in education 

and research, as well as in health and community services, and it is also applied across different 

countries and cultures (WHO, 2021).  

The WHO characterises ADHD as a persistent pattern (at least 6 months) of inattention and/or 

hyperactivity-impulsivity that has a direct impact on academic, occupational or social functioning 

(WHO, 2007). In the biopsychosocial classification of ADHD, environmental factors seem to play 

an important role (Bölte et al., 2021) which puts an emphasis on experiences in the school and 

home environment. This is consistent with research that highlights environmental factors relevant 

in ADHD (Pedersen et al., 2020; White and Shah, 2016), and promotes interventions that support 

individuals with ADHD in key environmental contexts (Tarver, Daley and Sayal, 2014), such as 

education (DuPaul, Gormley and Laracy, 2014). 

Learners with ADHD, characterised by specific behaviours that, among others, includes 

inattention and hyperactivity, can experience a wide range of challenges in an educational 

environment. School-related problems are often related to these core difficulties (Rogers et al., 

2011) and have long term impact on students’ achievement (Arnold et al., 2015). In line with 

aforementioned ICF classification, Figure 6 presents a functional presentation of ADHD from a 

biopsychosocial perspective, which includes physical, mental, environmental and personal 

characteristics (Loe and Feldman, 2007). The concept of ADHD used for this research includes 

all of the mentioned characteristics with an emphasis on dynamic interrelation and change in 

presentation or personal experience. 

Figure 6 Functional characteristics associated with ADHD using International Classification of 
Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) conceptual model (Loe and Feldman, 2007) 
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In terms of intellectual abilities, several studies highlight a significant percentage of individuals 

with ADHD with a higher IQ (Cordeiro et al., 2010; Katusic et al., 2011). On the other hand, 

research comparing children with ADHD with a control group report lower scores (Kuntsi et al., 

2003). These inconsistent results can be explained with overall critical opinions on IQ as a 

measurement of intellectual ability (Flynn, 1987; Ashton, Lee and Visser, 2014) and therefore IQ 

testing should be understood as limited to one aspect of cognition and used only as a 

complementary measurement to other tests (Hampshire et al., 2012). Intellectual abilities and 

cognition in ADHD are more often analysed through executive functions (in ICF mentioned as 

higher-level cognition functions) but regardless of the approach, representation of abilities in 

everyday situations is crucial for person-centred support. 

Across the literature, students with ADHD are described as facing significant challenges in school 

settings, including (or deriving from) academic underachievement (Frazier et al., 2007; Massetti 

et al., 2007; Simone et al., 2017), disruptive behaviour (Abikoff et al., 2002; DuPaul, Weyandt and 

Janusis, 2011) lack of attention on task instructions (Brasch, Williams and McLaughlin, 2008), 

deficient study skills (Minskoff and Allsopp, 2006; Reaser et al., 2007), disorganisation (Sadler et 

al., 2011) and problems in social interactions (Deboo and Prins, 2007). Academic 

underachievement consequently leads to problems with student retention in the school system 

(Barton, 2006), which has been reported in cases of students with ADHD (Trampush et al., 2008; 

Fried et al., 2013). School dropout is seen as a result of several identified problems, including 

repeating grades (LeFever et al., 2001), disciplinary interventions and placements in special, 

supported or in any way segregating classes (Wiener and Tardif, 2004).  
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Studies which include students with ADHD often focus on the negative aspects and limitations 

(Ek et al., 2007) rather than on strengths or abilities. Lovecky (2006) indicates reduced interest in 

the exploration of academic strength which could inform approaches to inclusive educational 

practices. One of the main pedagogical principles is to encourage learners to build on their 

strengths (Carini, 1986). In the case of learners with ADHD, superior achievements can be seen 

in demanding logical tasks that require common sense (Ek et al., 2007) and in creative activities, 

specifically drama which requires enthusiasm and taking risks (Rief, 2016). In a case study 

presented by Pham (2014), identified strengths of the learner with ADHD included (a) strong 

verbal skills and enjoying conversations with parents and peers and (b) a supportive family 

relationship. Similar findings on verbal strengths were also reported in earlier, larger sample 

studies (Lovecky, 2006). More recently, Bölte et al. (2018) highlighted limited research on specific 

strengths related to ADHD, with some reports which include a sense of entrepreneurship (Verheul 

et al., 2015), innovation (White and Shah, 2016) and greater results on tasks demanding logical 

thinking and reasoning (Ek et at., 2007). The study presented in this thesis includes specifically 

designed tasks which, apart from reading and comprehension, require pupils to think creatively, 

communicate effectively and collaborate to solve complex tasks. 

1.3.1 ADHD in individual and collaborative work 

As mentioned previously, the state of flow can be described in both individual and social 

environments and activities. The aim of this research is to capture that process between pupils 

with ADHD and their neurotypical peers through distinct individual and collaborative learning 

activities. Specific differences in experience, such as strengths and difficulties pupils with ADHD 

might recognise and use in interaction and collaboration, are now presented through previous 

research findings. 

Interactions with peers strongly influence linguistic, emotional, cognitive and social development 

for all children (Lin et al., 2016; Raeff, 2015), but in the case of children with ADHD those 

interactions are crucial. Research on the effects of negative peer relationships on children with 

ADHD finds clear reciprocal connection and reports that ADHD symptoms at age 4 predicted 

more peer rejection at age 6, and that peer rejection at age 4 predicted more symptoms at age 6 

(Stenseng et al., 2015). 

Prosocial behaviour, represented through the indicators of empathy (cooperating, sharing, caring, 

generosity, supporting and helping others) are mentioned by Cordier et al. (2010) to be the key 

to peer acceptance. In their research on young children, they find similarly decreased prosocial 

behaviour in group play, both in children with ADHD and the neurotypical playmates they were 

paired with. The reasons behind this pattern of mirroring negative behaviour are still unclear, but 

the literature offers possible explanations. Several decades ago, researchers described children 

with ADHD in social interactions as disruptive, intrusive, immature and domineering (Landau and 

Milich, 1988). More recent views describe children with ADHD as capable of influencing peers 
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and siblings and dominating social interactions (Barkley, 2006; Cordier et al, 2010) which could 

explain their influence on peers in both positive and negative ways. 

These findings are consistent with research conducted in the areas of sport and education. 

Johnson and Rosen (2000) identify a greater likelihood of disqualification in competitive, team 

sport activities for boys with ADHD. Their results suggest that the increased difficulties boys face 

in team sports (following rules, impulsivity, emotional reactions, turn taking) are perceived by 

parents, peers and boys themselves, which results in a choice to avoid competitive team sports. 

Johnson and Rosen (2000) offer several possible explanations including those focused on peer 

relations. On occasions when boys with ADHD experienced some difficulty or reacted in an 

unexpected way, their team’s success could be challenged, which led to them becoming less 

desirable as team members in future games.   

Cordier et al. (2000) observed dyadic play of children with ADHD and their neurotypical peers and 

found that the former group lacked interpersonal empathy and were dominant in directing changes 

in activity. They also noted the observed pattern of the playmate’s attempts to modify the play 

being rejected by the children with ADHD. In educational settings, learning in a group can have 

many similarities to play situations and it is reasonable to assume that collaborative AR learning 

activities might present similar behaviour patterns. 

In a study conducted in the USA, Watkins and Wentzel argued that “many children with ADHD 

are in classrooms where collaborative learning methods are frequently employed. However, there 

is little evidence that providing frequent opportunities to interact relates to their development of 

social and cognitive skills or the quality of their participation” (Watkins and Wentzel, 2008: 626). 

Their study explored the way children with ADHD interact during collaborative learning and 

concluded that such settings could benefit these children in ways that are consistent with 

Vygotsky’s theory. Their findings suggest that optimal learning occurs when two partners differ in 

terms of their initial level of competence, then work collaboratively on a task, and develop joint 

understanding. Connected to scaffolding techniques, known from Vygotsky’s zone of proximal 

development (1978), evidence in research supports the idea that collaborative learning with 

higher achieving partners can enhance the quality of cognitive functioning and social interactions 

of the lower achieving partners, if the higher achieving partners offer positive feedback, verify 

ideas and are socially responsive  (Watkins and Wentzel, 2008). The same authors conclude that 

“the non-ADHD partner’s behaviour may be a critical determinant of the onset and maintenance 

of the dyad’s interaction” (Watkins and Wentzel, 2008: 641). These findings are clearly consistent 

with Vygotsky’s models of social learning (Vygotsky, 1978), but development of collaboration 

between partners in a learning situation relates to an important component of zones of proximal 

development – modifying challenge through social interaction (Basawapatna et al., 2013). Two 

studies on flow theory suggest that there is a dual effect of social environment on quality of 

engagement with the task: Boffi et al. (2016) describe the role of social support in the development 
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of group skill set that occurs in the process of reaching social flow, while Ryu and Parson’s (2012) 

case study, describes raising challenge levels through collaboration (Figure 7). Risk-taking, one 

of the traits often described as negative for students with ADHD, is presented as one of the 

necessary conditions in reaching social flow, which adds another connection and reason for 

further research into individual and social flow experiences of students with ADHD. 

Figure 7 Social flow in collaboration (Ryu and Parsons, 2012) 

 

The strengths and difficulties identified above informed the design of this research. The learning 

tasks and materials used simulate a detective game, with a dynamic component that utilises skills 

such as risk-taking and problem-solving (recognised as a strength for students with ADHD). 

Similarly, the materials are made with some distinction of roles in collaborative work, which should 

support students with ADHD in taking turns and organising their work. Even with these supporting 

strategies in place, the individuality of each participant is emphasised and the chosen 

methodology allows for the analysis of both individual and collaborative experience, as described 

in methodology (Chapter 2).  

1.3.2 Collaborative learning 

Collaboration is a key skill for education and employability (Wentzel and Watkins, 2002). It is 

developed across subject areas and levels of education. Collaborative work can be understood 

as an activity mainly characterised by the ever-changing dynamic between cognitive, emotional 

and social engagement. This section takes a deeper look into the social components of learning 

and differentiates between individual and collaborative activities.  

Collaborative learning is a common label used by both practitioners and researchers, but the 

variety of definitions used make this body of knowledge difficult to grasp. Laal and Laal (2012) 

highlight the lack of consensus in definitions of collaboration and cooperation, but by analysing 

frequently identified components or prerequisites for these approaches, we can understand and 

differentiate levels of collaboration. 

Communication and interaction are the main elements which form a foundation for collaborative 

learning in any social context. It is the process of sharing knowledge, competencies, opinions or 

creative thoughts of one team member to other team members (Decuyper, Dochy and Van den 
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Bossche, 2010). Occasionally in the group learning process, learners use dialogue to negotiate 

their diversity in opinion, ideas and understanding. This type of communication Van den Bossche 

(2006) defines as a constructive conflict. Learners can also engage in communication focused on 

the content of the activities and acknowledge, repeat, paraphrase, enunciate, question, 

concretise, and complete mutually shared knowledge, opinions or creative ideas, otherwise 

known as co-construction (London, Polzer, & Omoregie, 2005). This type of interaction leads to 

the development of new shared knowledge (Van den Bossche et al., 2006, Wilson, Goodman and 

Cronin, 2007). 

Within the social learning context, sharing of information, dialogue, feedback, confrontation and 

negotiation are all crucial communicative actions for learners to use (Dechant, Marsick and Kasl, 

1993; Edmondson, 1999). When these elements of communication are paired with shared 

learning objectives and symmetry in the organisation of work, learners are engaged in 

collaborative activities.  

Depending on the task design, learners can form their understanding individually or collaborate 

to enhance each other’s perceptions until they reach a shared understanding of the problem (Chi 

and Wylie, 2014). Both researchers (Blumenfeld et al., 1996; Dillenbourg et al., 1996; Van Boxtel 

et al., 2000; Zilllmer and Kuhn, 2018) and practitioners (Bearson and Dorval, 2002; Howe, 2010) 

recognise the benefit of collaborative activities for cognitive development. Dillenbourg (1999) 

identifies collaborative interactions through a symmetrical structure in roles, actions and goals, 

an example being a situation where all learners have the same resources and objectives, but 

interact to support each other in achieving the same goal. Collaborative learning activities also 

allow learners to provide explanations of their understanding, which can help them elaborate and 

reorganise their knowledge (Van Boxtel et al., 2000). Together with a high degree of 

interdependence and interactivity, the main component of collaboration is a common, shared goal 

in contrast to separate, individual goals which might encourage competitive behaviour 

(Dillenbourg, 1999). 

While engagement often relies on intrinsic, individual goals, peer encouragement may improve 

task engagement and the novelty of collaborative learning can cause learners to focus attention 

(Bossert, 1988). Hidi and Harackiewicz (2000) frame their understanding of collaborative learning 

around interest. From their perspective, working with others is a way to enhance situational 

interest that can ultimately trigger individual interest, engagement and flow. Presented research 

on collaborative learning links well with flow state and specific profile of ADHD. The next section 

highlights further the overlaps between the main themes. 
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1.4 Interrelation of the theoretical themes 

While the previous sections present the current literature on each of the pillars, their overlap is 

crucial for the formulation of the problem in focus of this research, so the next three sections 

explore this overlap. 

1.4.1 Flow and AR 

When educational practitioners discuss technology in learning, there is usually a focus on the 

balance between benefit and effort, or in other words, how will investment in technology or effort 

in preparation affect students’ personal or professional development, skills or learning outcomes 

(Green, 2017). As demonstrated in the first section of this literature review, flow state theory was 

successful in describing engagement in learning, and justified the time and effort spent designing 

the optimal balance between learners’ skillset and presented challenge. The field of edutainment, 

educational technology and games is particularly interested in that balance, as well as enjoyment, 

motivation and immersion of players/learners in the experience. 

The number of different definitions of immersion in learning activities, as well as ones related to 

video-gaming, demonstrates the complexity of this mental state. Starting from the original 

description by Csikszentmihalyi (1975), immersion is seen as an important element in the overall 

experience of flow. It supports the absorption in the activity and is described as leading to loss of 

time-space awareness (Jennett et al., 2008). While research across disciplines uses immersion 

and absorption interchangeably, the current debate goes beyond the terminology and analyses 

the sensory, cognitive and emotional products of immersive experiences (Carins, 2016). The body 

of research exploring immersion can also make a significant contribution to understanding 

engagement in contemporary classrooms. The components mentioned by Carins (2016) are also 

recognised in educational research of beneficial affordances of AR learning tools (Bujak et al, 

2012).  

In the field of entertainment technology, research by Otzen (2015) combines concepts of 

immersion, flow and gameplay and examines the relationship between them. He states that make-

believe is a precondition for play, which then builds successful gameplay, and is thereby a 

condition for flow experience in game-based learning scenarios. Reinders (2017) also recognises 

the influence of games on affective aspects of learning and highlights lower anxiety, increase in 

motivation and engagement. Similarly, flow involves an active use of skills, which causes 

“enjoyment” and growth, in contrast to the more passive construct of “pleasure” which does not 

require effort and is based on satisfying a physical need, for example eating (Massimini, 

Csikszentmihalyi and Delle Fave, 1988). Those active skills can be used for learning, but only 

when that learning is intrinsically motivated. In other words, playful and enjoyable materials (which 

also have a challenging, educational value) are more likely to trigger flow state. 
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Bressler and Bodzin (2013) conducted research that offers a base for designing game mechanics, 

which has been utilised in my study. Their findings suggest that playing narrative-driven, inquiry-

based science games can increase science interest for middle-school students. Based on their 

analysis of flow experience, Bressler and Bodzin (2013) reported that players desired higher 

levels of performance, persevered when presented with challenges, and upon success, desired 

even greater challenges.  

Bressler and Bodzin’s findings have been replicated in non-formal learning situations, for example 

in museums by Sommerauer and Müller (2014). Their research found AR tools a valuable and 

desirable addition to the museum’s interactive exhibitions. Using pre-post questionnaires on a 

large sample, Sommerauer and Müller reported better learning performance and increased 

engagement for younger visitors of the museum. By referring to theoretical concepts of flow 

experience and related psychology research, it is evident that engagement and interest trigger 

improved learning performance. However, the large sample in Sommerauer and Müller’s study 

led to limited descriptive elements and further in-depth research was suggested. 

In the same year, Ibáñez et al. (2014) published research that combined questionnaires with 

qualitative interviews, allowing for more in-depth descriptions of the experience. Their research 

highlighted the components of flow theory through qualitative and quantitative methods in a 

smaller sample. In their findings, pupils who used AR learning tools demonstrated higher levels 

of on-tasks behaviour. These quantitative results were consistent with the interview reports - the 

pupils claimed that the main advantage of AR was that it helped them concentrate. The research 

and suggestions published by Ibáñez et al. (2014) outline the reason for designing my study in a 

similar way, but involving students with ADHD, who might benefit from these features. 

1.4.2 ADHD and AR 

The previously presented benefits of using AR can be connected to several challenges and 

strengths students with ADHD are associated with, mainly increasing motivation, focusing 

attention and engaging fully with tasks. AR creates an opportunity for students to experiment with 

simulations manipulated by physical movements, while presenting multisensory content. This 

dynamic way of presenting content is suggested to capture students’ attention more intensely and 

for longer periods (Bujak, 2013).  

Research focused on educational technology for students with ADHD is evident, but insufficient 

to draw general conclusions and justify technology-based strategies in practice. Andreou, Riga 

and Papayiannis (2016) reported on improvements in the writing skills students with ADHD 

demonstrated when working with various technology-based tools, but a small sample size and 

the diverse tools used limit their conclusions. In a more general review of technologies used as 

support for students with ADHD (Chunzhen, Reid and Steckelberg, 2002), a clear potential for 
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learning and positive behaviour support was recognised. Some of the highlighted benefits include 

improved problem-solving skills and social decision-making. 

Augmented reality, researched as a specific technology-based tool, shows similar potential with 

the added benefit of multisensory and visuospatial learning aspects. Muñoz (2013) found that 

using educational software based on AR improves the mathematical skills of children with ADHD 

despite any difficulties with hyperactivity they were experiencing. Mathematics (geometry) and 

science subjects are covered in a majority of experimental studies using AR tools because of the 

strong visualisation features this technology offers (Bacca et al., 2014). 

The combination of research findings from different disciplines (presented in Table 2) creates a 

theoretical justification for implementing AR tools within learning situations for students that 

experience difficulties associated with ADHD, which directly informs the design of this research. 

Table 2 shows that there is a clear connection between characteristics of the ADHD condition 

(described through executive functioning) and reported benefits of AR technology in education. 

Based on this theoretical framework and previous research, it can be expected that students that 

experience difficulties related to executive functions could benefit from AR tools in a learning 

context. Similarities between the model of executive functions and The International Classification 

of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) can be found in the segment of ICF covering body 

functioning. Therefore, the interconnected descriptions of features of AR and ADHD 

characteristics (presented in Table 2) are consistent with the ICT framework widely used in the 

UK. 

Table 2 Theoretical relation between executive functions identified in ADHD and features of AR 
technology recognised as beneficial 

Executive function processes 

recognised as difficulties in ADHD 

(Brown, 2013:22) 

Features of AR technology recognised as benefits 

for learning 

Activation 
Organising, prioritising, 

and activating to work 

Visual presentation of required 

steps and final result (learning 

objective or reward) and 

scaffolding features 

Yoon et al., 

2012; Bressler 

and Bodzin, 

2013 

Focus 
Focusing, sustaining, and 

shifting attention to tasks 

Digital content is easy to 

differentiate from the realistic 

background and moves with the 

user, which reduces potential 

distractions and highlights 

educational content 

Kaufmann and 

Schmalstieg, 

2003; Aziz et al., 

2012 

Effort 

Regulating alertness, 

sustaining effort, and 

processing speed 

Kinaesthetic, hands-on experience 

of learning with AR tools is 

designed to tap into intrinsic 

motivation and increase alertness 

by allowing learners to explore, 

move and pace learning as needed 

Bujak et al., 

2012, Radu, 

2012 
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Emotion 
Managing frustration and 

regulating emotions 

Individual control over content and 

action can reduce frustration, 

promote sense of competence and 

increase motivation. Creating 

bespoke materials can offer 

individualised connection to the 

materials. 

Wu et al., 2013, 

Aziz et al., 2012 

Memory 
Utilising working memory 

and accessing recall 

AR technology allows 

differentiation – use of individual 

strategies and mnemotechnics is 

supported alongside multimodal 

repetition of key messages 

Bujak et al., 

2012 

Action 
Monitoring and self-

regulating action 

Instant and frequent feedback 

introduces game elements to 

learning and self-regulation is 

naturally developed 

Ibáñez et al., 

2014; Oblinger, 

2004 

 

A comprehensive systematic review of 32 studies focused on AR (Bacca, et al., 2014) concluded 

that students with special educational needs, including those associated with ADHD, are 

underrepresented in research on this subject. More recently, a systematic review of research 

focusing exclusively on use of AR in special education points out the same problem with inclusion 

of diverse learners in research studies, again highlighting learners associated with ADHD 

(Yenioglu, Ergulec and Yenioglu, 2021). While studies that include underrepresented groups of 

learners often focus on targeted assistive technology (Bryant, Brunner and Hemsley, 2019), there 

is a need to develop and evaluate universally designed solutions that can be used by all learners. 

The first step in that task is to identify and recognise all diverse perspectives and preferences. In 

order to address this gap, my research includes and focuses on an underrepresented group, 

pupils with ADHD. Additionally, by analysing their experiences and collaboration with neurotypical 

peers, the findings seek to highlight the social component of the biopsychosocial model by taking 

a more inclusive approach to research.  

 

1.4.3 ADHD and flow state 

Following analysis of the connection between ADHD and AR pillars, this section looks at the 

overlapping elements of ADHD and flow state theory. One of the main elements of the state of 

flow is attention, which is also recognised as the main difficulties associated with ADHD. 

Therefore, analysis of the connection between these two pillars was crucial for the methodological 

choices and recognition of the overall importance of this study. 

Attentional processes, which are the key components of what is identified as ADHD, shape a 

person’s experience. Characteristics of our attention (object, intensity and duration) determine 

the content of consciousness, and therefore the experiential information available to us. Attention 
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also plays a key role in entering and staying in flow. Clear proximal goals, just-manageable levels 

of challenge and immediate feedback guide learners’ attention in a unified and coordinated way 

towards complete absorption into the stimulating activity (Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). 

The phenomena of flow reflects attentional processes (Csikszentmihalyi, 1978). Intense 

concentration, the defining component of flow, describes the situation when the attention is fully 

invested in the present, stimulating person-environment interaction. Staying in flow requires that 

attention is captured and maintained by this stimulus, in other words, that the activity is 

challenging and interesting for the learner.  

Flow state theory also mentions intrinsic motivation as an important factor for entering flow state 

and staying engaged for a period of time (Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). In majority of 

ADHD-related research and frameworks, this intrinsic motivation is not explicitly operationalised, 

but both theory and empirical research have reported that these aspects of motivation might be 

altered in students with ADHD (Luman et al. 2010; Plamondon and Martinussen, 2019; Smith and 

Langberg, 2018). Self-determination theory refers to the wide spectrum of internal motives, which 

give an individual energy, direction and persistence for some action. These internal motives are 

fuelled by either satisfaction or frustration of three basic psychological needs – competency, 

autonomy and relatedness (Deci and Ryan, 2012). The goal is to shift motivation from controlled 

to voluntary by increasing satisfaction across all three aspects of motivation. While self-

determination research literature reports connections between relatedness and learning success 

(Butz and Stupnisky, 2016; Liu et al., 2009; Niemiec and Ryan, 2009), flow state theory describes 

the connection between relatedness and engagement in learning (Bofi et al., 2016; 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). 

The element of relatedness, which describes learners’ sense of belonging to the group and mutual 

goals with other learners, is especially important in educational collaborative environments. It 

connects to the idea that a challenge aspect (as part of skills-challenge balance in flow 

experience) can be modified by social factors (Basawapatna et al., 2013; Magyaródi and Oláh, 

2017). In the case of children with ADHD, the effect of this social factor on increasing or 

decreasing challenge of the experience is unknown. Often emphasised support that social 

environment and peers offer in neurotypical population is challenged by the cognitive load of 

social interactions for some children with ADHD.   
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Figure 8 Balancing task demands and support of the socio-technical environment (Fischer, 2003) 

 

 

In describing a wider group of diverse learners, Fischer (2003) supports the conceptual zone of 

proximal flow and explains that a greater challenge can be suitable when a learner has technical 

and peer support, resulting in distributed cognition (Figure 8). At the same time, behavioural 

patterns in collaborative and group work suggest difficulties that might interfere with the support 

students are getting from their social environment. From a technological perspective, Holzinger, 

Kickmeier-Rust and Alber (2008) suggest that dynamic, interactive media can increase 

complexity of the task. It is clear that identified elements of social environment, technological 

support and individual characteristics of learners interact and affect overall performance. 

However, more research is needed to analyse and describe the interactions of those elements in 

all groups of learners. 

 

The possible differences in focus, concentration and attention between students with ADHD and 

their neurotypical peers informed the design of this research by including both individual and 

collaborative tasks. The materials learners have used in those activities was designed in line with 

the aspects of challenge mentioned above. The aim to capture the overlap between ADHD and 

flow in practice makes this research well positioned to address the current gap in knowledge. 

1.5 The problem in focus 

Although originality is a key requirement for research, most valuable research operates on the 

edge of what is already known. In this study, pre-existing elements from Csikszentmihalyi’s 

psychology of flow, Vygotsky’s social learning theory and innovative, technological approaches 
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in teaching bring together new insights for both theory development and educational practice. 

This research sheds light on individual and collaborative learning experiences using AR tools in 

inclusive contexts, specifically focusing on the population of pupils with ADHD. Thereby, this 

research addresses the demonstrated gap in knowledge on the benefits and barriers diverse 

groups of learners experience in learning with AR technology. 

Innovative technologies, like AR, are seen as a remarkable opportunity for supporting 

engagement (Triberti, Chirico and Riva, 2016) and are extensively researched in terms of 

user/student experience (Bressler and Bodzin, 2013; Ibanez et al., 2013; Riva and Gaggioli, 

2015). However, specific subgroups of the population (like ADHD learners) are not usually 

included in research samples. Focusing literature review on this underrepresented group of 

learners in the educational technology research field proved to be a challenge as the evidence is 

currently very limited.  

Despite the lack of research on AR and flow state that includes the ADHD population, the practical 

aspects of the research procedure conducted by Bressler and Bodzin (2013) highlight the design 

principles that were successful in engaging learners in a potentially distracting environment. Their 

mixed methods research was designed to find gender and interest differences in the flow 

experience of neurotypical students playing an AR investigation game. By utilising surveys, 

observation and group interviews, Bressler and Bodzin gained deeper insight into students’ 

opinions and experiences. Unpredicted themes that emerged in focus interviews were about 

building better relationships and about increased interest in the subject. Both these themes are 

related to the concept of social flow, which is integrated into the collaborative segment of the 

current research project. While procedure and game mechanics follow the same principles, my 

research includes students with ADHD and introduces an additional research segment involving 

tangible materials to offer different levels of kinaesthetic experiences.  

Educational research focused on a typical, average sample of the school population might not 

result in findings that are fully applicable for inclusive environments. In practice, diversity is 

challenging teachers to differentiate and include all students in every segment of their learning 

process, while academic findings offer sets of strategies for each specific group of students. 

Interactions and social environment are important for every student, and, as mentioned in this 

literature review, it is especially important for students with ADHD (Stenseg et al., 2015). To 

support successful participation and engagement in an optimal learning environment, research 

should focus more on the overall experience that includes a wider circle of participants and their 

interactions. Messiou (2016) argues that focusing only on some students in the whole interaction-

driven learning environment, rather than the functioning of the system as a whole, is contrary to 

the principles of inclusive education. By highlighting the small number of studies that are not 

focused on a specific group, he encourages researchers to rethink inclusive practice in research 
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design and include a wider circle of participants. Following the suggestions from Stanseg and 

Messiou, this research included both students with ADHD and their peers. 

To summarise this chapter, the key ideas from available literature identified the addressed gap in 

knowledge, as well as guided methodological and procedural decisions for the design of the 

presented research project. It contributes to the current body of knowledge by combining 

Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory and Vygotsky’s social learning theory in a set of practical learning 

scenarios for a group of learners with diverse attention and engagement characteristics. 

Additionally, learning with AR tools as a focus forms another contribution to knowledge because 

it is an innovative practice in education that needs more evidence-based strategies and guidelines 

for designing purposeful implementation that all pupils can benefit from. 
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Chapter 2: Methodology 

 

Researchers approach collection and treatment of data in different ways depending on the nature 

of their research questions and the type of data they are collecting. The widely recognised 

categorisation of approaches is based upon qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods 

approaches (Denzin, 2012). While the methods used for collecting data might be the same, the 

way in which researchers approach, analyse and draw conclusions from data is the distinguishing 

factor. Unlike quantitative approach, which focuses on generalising findings to a larger population, 

the qualitative approach often puts greater significance on exploration with individuals (or smaller 

groups of people) with a focus on particularity and more descriptive analysis (Hammarberg, 

Kirkman and de Lacey, 2016). Qualitative research is known to be suitable when studying 

phenomena in its natural settings (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003), and when striving to understand 

social processes in context (Esterberg, 2002).  

Such context can be unpredictable, and researchers sometimes learn more than they set out to 

discover. For rapidly developing fields, like educational technology, it is crucial to allow for 

spontaneous themes to emerge. The pupils’ perceptions analysed in this predominantly 

qualitative research report on unforeseen benefits and barriers in use, regardless of the innovative 

practices and theoretical models considered when designing materials. Thus, reflective practice 

and transparency were of great value for maximising success in the implementation of new 

materials and technologies. Additionally, when researching diverse and changing populations and 

environments (e.g., inclusive education) generalisations to larger samples can be less applicable 

for accommodating individual needs and abilities in practice. 

2.1 Research questions, aim and purpose 

The aim of this project is to explore the engagement of pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical 

peers. The operationalisation of engagement therein relies on flow state theory as an essential 

element for individual and collaborative activities using AR learning materials. By drawing 

conclusions from this study, I am able to inform future inclusive education practice and suggest 

directions for designing optimal, engaging, technology-enriched learning environments for diverse 

learners. 

The questions this research addresses are: 

1. How do pupils with ADHD, and their neurotypical peers, engage with individual and 

collaborative AR learning tools? 

2. What are the perceived benefits and barriers in individual and collaborative AR-based 

activities?  
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3. Which features of AR learning tools are perceived to trigger or obstruct flow in learning 

experiences and promote an optimal learning environment?   

Even though AR solutions and learning tools have been researched in schools, findings based 

on the general population must be taken with caution when applied in inclusive educational 

environments. If diverse learners are valued for their individual characteristics, educators as 

creators of learning environments need to make sure that the tools used are equally appropriate 

and beneficial for all students. Therefore, my research aims to contribute to this field of literature 

by highlighting the experiences of learners with specific patterns of attention and engagement, 

which are often associated with ADHD. 

Connected to the cognitive-systemic approach to learning and construction of knowledge 

(explained later in Section 3.4), I aim to raise awareness of any interrelation between individual 

and group engagement in learning. Particularly, when social learning environments include 

learners with ADHD (or any other type of diversity), these interrelations must be considered in the 

design of learning materials, technology implementation, and ultimately, in combining tools and 

rules to enhance learning. 

2.2 Research philosophy 

2.2.1 Epistemology 

As emphasised by Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe (2002), it is of crucial importance to analyse 

our own philosophical perspectives in relation to research design because a lack of understanding 

or clear underpinning can seriously affect the quality of the research itself. Hence, prior to 

conducting research, the underlying philosophy needs to be explicitly defined, as philosophical 

beliefs inform the methodological choices made.  

More generally, research philosophy relates to the development of knowledge and the nature of 

that knowledge in the social world. Starting from the nature of knowledge and the way we as 

researchers expect to acquire it, Grey (2011) differentiates three epistemological directions: 

objectivism (where knowledge exists whether we are conscious of it or not), subjectivism (where 

individuals do construct meaning, but do so from within collective unconsciousness which 

imposes the meaning) and constructivism (where individuals understand the reality through the 

creation of their own meanings which are subsequently modified through interaction). Following 

my personal ontological and epistemological views, my position is within a constructivist approach 

to knowledge which informs my choice of methodology, methods, analysis and final interpretation. 

Among the diverse ways of explaining the occurrence and implications of the phenomena existing 

in the world, constructivists explain the world as independent of human minds, but knowledge of 

the world as always dependent on human and social construction. My research acknowledges 

multiple realities having multiple meanings. Along those lines, I present findings as my own 

constructed meaning based on perspectives shared at the individual, case and cross-case level 
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(see Section 2.7). This epistemological approach asserts that different people construct meaning 

in different ways, even when experiencing the same event (Crotty, 1998). Crotty’s assumption 

around meaning being constructed by human beings as they engage with the world they are 

interpreting, explains why qualitative researchers tend to use open-ended questions and focus 

on interpretations. This research, its methods, findings and analysis can therefore be identified 

as constructivist and context-specific, which I discuss in the next section. 

 

2.2.2 Constructivism and a sociocultural approach 

 

Constructivism is a paradigm or philosophy of research in which knowledge is not regarded as an 

insight into some objective reality, but instead constructed by humans, partly through social 

interactions (Silverman, 2018). Proponents of constructivism do not strive to uncover a universal 

set of laws that underpin reality. Instead, they attempt to understand the intangible perspectives 

that individuals actively form about specific places, events, and issues. They do not evaluate 

whether their understandings are true or false but strive to facilitate informed and sophisticated 

perspectives, an ontology that is referred to as pluralism (Jonassen, 1991).  

Drawing upon the work of Guba & Lincoln (2004), the idea of co-creating observations, knowledge 

and meaning is essential for the presented research project; observations and findings emerge 

from interactions between researchers and participants. Indeed, constructivists feel that 

understanding can be identified only through interactions between or among researchers and 

participants. The constructivists, therefore, embrace discussions as a platform of learning, which 

implies the use of qualitative, not quantitative, research methods to investigate a phenomenon, 

issue or event in depth. Moreover, the constructivist paradigm “recognises the importance of the 

subjective human creation of meaning, but does not reject outright some notion of objectivity. 

Pluralism, not relativism, is stressed with focus on the circular dynamic tension of subject and 

object” (Miller & Crabtree, 1999:10). Similar to constructivism as a theory of learning, social 

constructivism as a theory of knowledge supports the existence of multiple ways of knowing.  

Jonassen (1999:217) noted that "to impose a single belief or perspective is decidedly non-

constructivist".  

In terms of applying this epistemological approach, constructivists emphasise the importance of 

their own actions on any interaction. In this sense, authors of the two most influential learning 

theories, Piaget and Vygotsky, can both be considered constructivists (DeVries, 2000). In their 

work, they focus on individual actions as triggers for the construction and development of diverse 

forms of intelligence (Piaget, 1964) and on all functions of consciousness (Vygotsky, Vakar and 

Hanfmann, 1962). In psychology and education, these two fundamental theories spark debates 

around an individualistic-collectivistic divide and constructivist approach to development. While 
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some researchers reject such a divide (Müller and Carpendale, 2000; Piaget, Smith and Brown, 

1995). Lourenço (2012) argues that Piaget’s prevailing psychological orientation to autonomy 

relates to cognitive constructivism, and Vygotsky’s dominant orientation to heteronomy places his 

research position closer to social constructivism. Vygotsky's theory on constructivism does not 

comply with the notion of a single abstract principle as an explanation of cognitive development. 

As an alternative to Piaget's constructivism, he argues that knowledge is internalisation of social 

activity. 

From the cognitive psychology perspective, knowledge is something that exists within the 

person’s mind (Goldstein, 2018). When discussing individual learning processes, researchers in 

this field refer to internal representations. However, it is acknowledged that these mental 

structures are variable and can change with time, context or after significant life experiences 

(Vosiniadou, 1994). Researchers within the sociocultural tradition, ranging from Leontiev 

(Leontiev and Hall, 1978) and Vygotsky (Vygotsky and Cole, 1981) to more recent theorists like 

Engestrom (2014), propose the contrasting idea of knowledge being outside a person’s 

ownership, and rather being embedded into people’s cultural practices and activities (Cress and 

Kimmerle, 2017). Such “activity systems”, as Engestrom (2014) defines them, are not only created 

by the subject (person), but also include an object (goal), mediating artefacts (tools), communities 

and rules that regulate activities. From the perspective of system theory, exploring how knowledge 

is created merely from the individual perspective is incomplete and hardly applicable to real-life 

situations. 

Within the same epistemological tradition, researchers differentiate constructivist and 

constructionist approaches. Piaget’s student, Saymour Papert (2005) created an argument for 

constructionism by describing intellectual growth as a process of adaptation to the world through 

either assimilation or accommodation of ideas from the environment. Alternatively, constructivists 

argue that interactions with the world are a basis for constructing one’s mental models and 

meaning (Ackermann, 2001). The difference in these contrasting approaches can be applied to 

learning theory and educational contexts, whereby students either modify newly acquired 

(assimilation – constructionism) or modify pre-existing (accommodation – constructivism) 

knowledge through the process of learning.  

Another way of looking at the difference between constructionism and constructivism is through 

the theory of knowledge. From McPhail’s (2015) point of view, these two terms overlap with their 

focus on interaction between individuals and the understanding of reality as socially dependent. 

Furthermore, as a result of interaction, a cognitive constructivist view (close to Piaget’s 

perspective) describes a world of constructs that identifies each individual and is generalisable to 

different contexts, while a constructionist view (close to Papert’s perspective) describes 

constructs as contextually bound and different in each new situation based on the new set of 

external conditions. 
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The primacy in influence between individual ideas and the process of assimilation of ideas from 

the social environment is still widely debated. As part of this research, my starting assumption 

was that pupils work on set activities using their prior knowledge and gradually revise and modify 

that knowledge through engagement with learning materials and the social environment. The 

focus of this research is on the diversity of prior knowledge and experience that each pupil brings 

to the learning process as well as the collaboration in learning using technology which might 

support or obstruct that process. This frames my study within the constructivist tradition, which 

informs and impacts decisions regarding the procedure design (see Section 2.5) and overall 

approach to the inquiry, which is described in the next section. 

2.3 Multiple case study  

Selecting an appropriate methodology is one of the key decisions of any research project. Choices 

derived from the inquiry type follow a traditional logic in the qualitative and quantitative approach, 

but the final design relies on a researcher’s reasoning. Complex inquiry, like the one explored in 

this study, can be researched in different ways, but after careful consideration of the advantages 

and disadvantages, a multiple case design was utilised. 

Although there are numerous recognised advantages of the case study approach, the main three 

for my study are as follows. Firstly, placing the research of a phenomenon in its natural setting 

allows for greater transferability of findings into practice. Yin (1984) recognises this advantage of 

transferability and concludes that, unlike experimental designs, the majority of case studies 

examine the data within the natural situation, which almost exclusively places educational case 

studies in their original context. Secondly, case study design allows for variation in terms of 

approach to questions, participants or data, and can use both quantitative and qualitative 

methods, which can make research more robust if implemented correctly (Yin, 2013; Zainal 2007). 

The exploration of complex ideas often requires the use of unconventional combinations of 

methods to highlight essential connections and themes (Yin, 2013). Finally, the qualitative data 

often produced in case study research can describe unforeseen complexities of the phenomenon 

in real-life situations, which may not be captured through an experiment or survey (Zainal, 2007).  

Frequently mentioned criticisms of the case study approach include possible researcher bias and 

lack of rigour.  These weaknesses can be seen in studies when the investigator is not organised 

or precise enough to minimise bias and so might influence the direction of findings and 

conclusions (Yin, 1984). From a practical side, the disadvantage of case studies can be their 

length and the considerable level of documentation that is produced, especially when the studies 

are ethnographic or longitudinal in nature (Yin, 1984). 

Reflection on both advantages and disadvantages of the case study approach led to the design 

process of this project. The reason for choosing a case study approach, in addition to the 

advantages of flexibility, is the emphasis on each pupil and their individual experience of 
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interaction with the materials, learning, and their peers. Regarding the social difficulties that pupils 

associated with ADHD often experience in school, the study is designed to mimic two common 

learning arrangements – individual and collaborative activities.  Furthermore, to recognise 

similarities and differences in experiences of learning with the same AR materials, several groups 

of pupils were invited to take part in this research, and therefore, help create a multiple case 

study. 

A multiple case study enables the researcher to explore differences within and between cases; 

with the goal being to replicate findings across cases. Because some comparisons can be drawn, 

it is imperative that the cases are chosen and defined carefully. Each individual case needs to be 

in full focus and understood completely, almost as if it is the only one. The researcher then 

expands to other cases in order to identify and explore similar or contrasting findings depending 

on the research questions (Baxter and Jack, 2008; Yin, 2013). The questions guiding my research 

design focused on the experience and engagement between two pupils working with AR learning 

tools. As suggested by Yin (2013), analysing more than one case can depict shared perceptions. 

By multiplying explored perceptions in research, it is possible to highlight mutual themes and 

produce fuzzy generalizations. Hammersley (2001) defines this type of formulation of findings as 

a distinct form, different from generalisation, but needed in the process of research as a middle 

point between exploring a new phenomenon and testing a formulated theory. 

2.3.1 Definition of a case 

Researchers agree on the fact that the most important element in every case study design 

(especially a multiple case study) is defining or bounding the case. The majority of case studies 

focus on the individual pupil, tool or institution as a unit of analysis, but this research, specific in 

its focus on individual and collaborative engagement, defines a collaborating pair of pupils as a 

case unit. The reasoning behind this choice is based on the epistemological position explained in 

Section 2.1.2, and on the identified disparity in methodological traditions within the research field 

of collaborative technology-supported learning. This research field started focusing on the 

collaborative aspects of learning in the 1990s (Koschmann, 1996) and since then has expanded 

into two different theoretical and methodological traditions: the sociocultural approach (focusing 

on the group processes with wider units of analysis) and the cognitive approach (focusing on the 

individual and their own learning process). These two approaches come from different, and often 

opposing, research traditions resulting in very few attempts to combine or integrate both traditions 

into a single, more comprehensive model (Cress and Kimmerle, 2017). 

The current research, focused on the knowledge exchange and interaction between two pupils, 

analyses and defines this individual-systemic process with two pupils (a collaborating pair) as a 

unit of analysis. In other words, this study analysed the cases in pairs of participating pupils which 

collaborated on learning tasks, but collected data for each pupil separately to allow for different 

individual narratives within the case. Cases were replicated by involving 16 collaborating pairs of 
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pupils within four primary schools (described in Section 2.5). Each case was analysed using 

quantitative (questionnaire) and qualitative (interview) data sources (described in Section 2.6). 

Analysis was conducted in three levels: sub-unit analysis (individual pupil), case analysis (pair of 

pupils) and cross-case analysis (between several pairs of pupils) (described in Section 2.7).  

Apart from clearly defining the unit of analysis, case study as a methodological approach 

emphasises the context in which each case is placed. Yin (2009, 2013a) suggests a definition of 

a case as a unit, bounded with clear limits and analysed within its original context. The cases in 

the presented research study are placed in an inclusive context of mainstream schools, which by 

itself can be an interesting aspect to analyse. On that note, Messiou (2015) challenges research 

practice regarding the concept of inclusion by highlighting the fact that most studies in the field 

focus on mainstream groups and only 3% of reviewed studies use collaborative approaches that 

include diverse learners. He argues that focusing only on some pupils in the whole interaction-

driven learning environment, rather than the functioning of the system as a whole, is contrary to 

the principles of inclusive education.  

 

2.3.2 Replication logic 

When discussing replication logic, Baxter and Jack (2008) identify two distinct groups of multiple 

case studies: studies that focus on similarity (usually problem-solving and explanatory) and 

studies that focus on the diversity of cases (usually problem-seeking and exploratory). This 

research is intended to replicate cases based on similarity, which implies that it is explanatory in 

nature. However, due to placing this research in several different schools and including diverse 

individuals, results present greater diversity of cases. 

It is mentioned by Steinberg (2015) that generalisations are to some extent, and in a specific way, 

possible even in single cases, but multiple-case studies can strengthen such generalisations 

(similar to the advantages of multiple or repeated experiments). Yin (2009) distinguishes between 

literal replication (where the cases are designed to confirm each other) and theoretical replication 

(where the cases are designed to cover different theoretical conditions). Even though this study 

replicates the same set of activities in an inclusive environment, schools in their overall 

functioning, routines, complex environmental factors and sense of community differ greatly, which 

means that even without changing theoretical conditions, findings are diverse and based on 

different school contexts.  

The extension beyond pupil enrolment and integration to successful participation is of crucial 

importance for generating greater opportunities for all in the education system. Booth and 

Ainscow (2002) define participation as “…learning alongside others and collaborating with them 

in shared learning experiences. It requires active engagement with learning and having a say in 

how education is experienced. More deeply, it is about being recognised, accepted and valued 
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for oneself.” (Booth and Ainscow, 2002:3). By adopting this definition, the current research 

promotes presence, participation and achievement of all pupils in the group. The interactions each 

pupil has with its peers and environment are valuable for the learning process, and this research 

involves and encourages pupils to recognise and describe those experiences. 

2.4 Interrelation of individual and collective knowledge construction 

Learning together and from each other is more complex than simple knowledge exchange and 

consequently, researching that process of engagement with individual and collaborative learning 

requires a more detailed and complex explanation of these processes. A key characteristic that 

is consistent in both Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development and Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory 

is the interrelation between the individual and the system. Rather than focusing on the individual 

without context, flow research emphasises the dynamic system based on the person-environment 

interaction. Interaction with the environment supports and challenges individual and collective 

construction of knowledge in a dynamic co-evolving process. 

The interrelation between individual and collective knowledge construction, as an epistemological 

base of this research, reflects the cognitive-systemic approach by Cress and Kimmerle (2017) 

which brings together Piaget’s (predominantly cognitive/individual) and Vygotsky’s 

(predominantly social) learning theories. In their framework definition, Cress and Kimmerle (2017) 

describe individual learning and collective knowledge construction as a dynamic development of 

the individual cognitive system and social system that co-evolve. This framework was initially 

developed for computer-supported collaborative learning (Cress and Kimmerle, 2007) and was 

continuously refined for different communities and technologies (Moskaliuk, Kimmerle and Cress, 

2009; Schweiger, Oeberst and Cress, 2014) before finally formulating findings into a more general 

model that can be applied to all kinds of individual-social learning systems. 

Oeberst, Kimmerle and Cress (2016) explained that the involvement of processes and outcomes 

on both distinct levels (individual and collective) is one of the most difficult issues in analysing 

collaboration. The educational research community faces the dualism of theoretical positions that 

focus on either one or the other level. The cognitive tradition and the sociocultural tradition coexist 

without apparent overlap. The interaction between the two traditions is usually critical and 

opposing (Anderson, Reder and Simon, 1996).  

These different theoretical positions consequently reflect on the choice of methodologies. 

Cognitive studies usually measure individual mental actions, with an understanding of the social 

context primarily as an influence for individual processes. In contrast, sociocultural studies aim to 

analyse the whole entity of a complex activity situation, but are rarely interested in the internal 

processes of the individual. Sociocultural studies use an ethnomethodological approach to 

analyse social collaborative processes and influences in great detail (Psathas, 1995). Unsuitably, 
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both theoretical positions deal with one side of the coin when it comes to collaboration in an 

educational context.  

My work addresses the gap in the literature by being positioned between these two traditions 

(cognitive and sociocultural), analysing engagement within learning activities both individually and 

collaboratively. Aligned to a sociocultural approach, learning is understood as more than an 

individual process - it is contextualised in real environments; challenged by people, communities 

and tools. Nevertheless, this position still values the individual’s cognitive processes, skills and 

motivation as the foundation for collaborative knowledge construction.   

When applied to engagement with learning, this position emphasises the importance of both 

individual and collective representation in educational research. When aiming for robustness, 

both internal processes that are characteristic for individual motivation, learning and engagement, 

as well as the collective processes that describe engagement in a complex social situation, are 

indispensable. 

2.4.1 The specific-collective dilemma 

A multiple case study begins with identifying what idea, phenomenon or concept ties the cases 

together. Engagement in individual and collaborative technology-enriched learning situations, as 

the phenomenon in focus of this research was explored on different levels, and using different 

data sources to learn about the similarities and differences that bind selected cases together. 

In multiple case research, each analysed case may be differently associated with a binding idea 

or question. While the essential motivation is to explore how the researched phenomenon, 

concept or idea functions in various contexts, the individuality of each pupil is emphasised as a 

varying factor. From a practical perspective, a multiple case study is not so much about the 

analysis of the main, overarching question as it is about the detailed analysis of cases that, like 

puzzle pieces, reveal the whole picture. The specific-collective dilemma, introduced by Stake 

(2013), highlights the issue of disproportionality of researchers’ engagement regarding scrutiny 

of individual cases and generalisation between cases. The question of priority between the 

collective and the specific aspects is not just a procedural dilemma, but also an epistemological 

one. It might be argued that the scientific approach places the highest value on the generalisable, 

while the humanistic approach values the particularities, but the fact is that the two approaches 

are mutually indispensable (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2011). 

In relation to this dilemma, the interrelation between the individual and collective aspects within 

this multiple case study is closely tied to the particularities of each sub-case. However, the ways 

in which those individual findings relate with the rest of the findings connect the dots of the 

complex system around the concept of engagement in individual and collaborative situations. 
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2.5 Research sample 

Unlike scientific or business studies where cases are usually assigned or known, in social 

sciences, and in the instance of my study, the design of research involves the process of more or 

less purposeful case selection. Denzin and Lincoln (1994: 202) explain purposeful sampling by 

stating that “many qualitative researchers employ (…) purposive, and not random, sampling 

methods. They seek out groups, settings and individuals where (…) the processes being studied 

are most likely to occur”.  

The selection of participants for this study was based on a purposeful selection strategy, which 

Maxwell (2005: 88) defines as “a selection strategy in which particular settings, persons or 

activities are selected deliberately in order to provide information that can’t be gotten as well from 

other choices”. Similarly, Onwuegbuzie and Collins (2007: 287) justify the use of this sampling 

strategy in research designs where “the goal is not to generalise to a population but to obtain 

insights into a phenomenon, individuals, or events (as will often be the case in the qualitative 

component of a mixed methods study), then the researcher purposefully selects individuals, 

groups, and settings for this phase that maximise understanding of the underlying phenomenon”. 

The research questions in this study are based on the literature in the field of ADHD that gives 

indications of similarities and/or differences in the ways pupils engage with learning compared to 

their neurotypical peers. In order to explore and answer those questions, purposeful selection of 

cases is needed to include both groups of pupils in the research. The purposeful selection was 

adapted to the number of applications received from the local schools. Following the general 

invitation sent to all schools in the area, five primary schools responded with interest to participate 

in the project. One of the schools did not have appropriate devices for pupils to use and could not 

join the project, while other four schools used either tablet devices or a set of smartphones. 

Another criteria for participation was to have at least 3 pupils associated with ADHD. All schools 

that expressed interest in participating fulfilled that criteria. 

When discussing the number of cases chosen for a multiple case study, Stake (2013) suggests 

that not enough or too many cases can be a serious limiting factor for the quality of analysis and 

interpretation. Indeed, in the current literature almost every author mentions the importance of 

carefully selecting cases (Silverman, 2018; Stake, 2013; Steinberg 2015; Yin 2013). Informed by 

different examples of educational case studies placed in the classroom, and perspectives from 

Stake (2013), this research includes 16 cases, or 32 participants, from 4 schools in North West 

region of England. Initially paired as 16 neurotypical pupils and 16 pupils with ADHD, the sample 

saw one minor disparity – pair 7 had two pupils with ADHD, due to their teacher not being aware 

that one of them is on a pathway to diagnosis. While it can be seen as a negative consequence 

to the sample, this situation allowed for unexpected findings about collaboration between two 

pupils with ADHD.  
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Participants were recruited based on their school’s documentation with cases being formed 

around pupils with a formal diagnosis of ADHD (or in the process of diagnosis), who were paired 

in collaborative tasks with peers who did not have this diagnosis. The recruiting procedure 

followed ethical standards and required gatekeepers’ and parents’ written consent before 

including pupils in any research activities. The participating group of pupils was formed based on 

their returned consent forms and attendance on the day of the school visit. All names were 

changed to pseudonyms to protect the anonymity of all participants. 

In order to understand the context and culture of each participating school, the teachers were 

invited to participate in the project and share their perspectives. In total, 6 teachers from 4 schools 

joined the research: one teacher from Merseypark, Riverfield and Springwood school and three 

from Pierhead school. Their contribution was crucial for deeper understanding and interpretation 

of pupils’ experience in comparison to their everyday context. 

Stake (2013) mentions that an important reason for conducting a multiple case study is usually 

the examination of the phenomenon and its performance in different environments. That is often 

visible in the selection of cases that present both typical and atypical settings. This research 

explores differences in experience among diverse learners; therefore, typical and atypical feature 

strategy is demonstrated in the selection of participants including pupils associated with ADHD 

and neurotypical pupils. Additionally, diversity among cases became evident in their school 

context. The participating schools were diverse in their Levels of Technology Implementation 

(LOTI, created by Moersch, 1995). 

While access to technology and stable internet connection is the main prerequisite to 

implementation of any AR activities, it was recognised as a difficulty in the early stages of the 

research as well as in comments from the participating teachers. During the school recruitment 

phase, one of the set conditions was for schools to be able to provide each participating pupil a 

tablet device to use. While several interested schools could not participate in the research 

because they did not have a set of available devices, some schools had a large number of older 

devices which were not able to run the Blippar software. One of the first findings of this study 

emerged before the data collection even started - insufficient access to technology as a barrier in 

local schools.  

Four participating schools had distinct profiles in terms of their integration of technology into 

teaching and learning practice. To make contextualising the findings easier, each school was 

evaluated, in collaboration with the teachers, using the Levels of Technology Implementation 

(LOTI) framework (Moersch, 1995). The resulting information is presented in Table 3, while the 

detailed school profiles can be found in Appendix 4. The LOTI scale, which was used to describe 

their level of technology integration, considers all types of devices used in schools. While 

Springwood and Pierhead school have sufficient access to laptops and no other type of devices, 

Merseypark school has fewer but diverse devices available. Riverfield school is well equipped for 
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the number of pupils they have, but they were rated lowest on the LOTI scale because of their 

lower level of integration of available technology. 
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Table 3. Participating schools are diverse in their Level of Technology Implementation (LoTI) 

Participating school Description of teaching implementation level 

Riverfield school 

Level of technology implementation (LOTI) = 1 (Awareness) 

1. No student use of technology tied to content 

2. Computer is a reward station for non-content-related work 

3. Technology is used mostly by teacher/facilitator 

Springwood school 
Merseypark school 

Level of teaching implementation (LOTI) = 2 (Exploration)  

4. Lower order thinking skills (i.e., knowledge, comprehension) 

5. Focus is strictly on content understanding 

6. Teaching is teacher-centred 

Pierhead school 

Level of teaching implementation (LOTI) = 4a (Mechanical 
integration) 

7. Students are applying learning to real world 

8. Learning becomes authentic and relevant 

9. 4a - teacher experiences management concerns 

10. Teaching is student-centred 

 

Access to technology and attitudes of the staff towards innovation among local schools were 

diverse. On one side there were schools which expressed curiosity and readiness for innovation, 

but had no available devices or internet connection to run this programme. On the other side, 

there were schools with a variety of devices available to all students, but with timing or staffing 

issues. Within that spectrum of resource and time availability, it was difficult to recruit a specific 

sample of participants for the project, but the effort was later returned in richness of data among 

such diverse school contexts. 

 

2.6 Data collection methods 

Case study methodology was developed to study the experience of real cases operating in real 

situations (Stake, 2013). In a more instrumental view, “an essential feature of case study is that 

sufficient data are collected for researchers to be able to explore significant features of the case 

and to put forward interpretations for what is observed” (Bassey, 1999: 47). Case study 

methodology allows for methods to be qualitative or quantitative, single or multiple, but for the 

study to be successful, the most important aspect is an alignment of the researched problem and 

the chosen methods of collecting and analysing data. 
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2.6.1 Triangulation and saturation 

In qualitative research a single-method data collection can be successful in capturing rich and in-

depth data, but combining methods, an approach defined as triangulation (Denzin, 2012; Flick, 

1992, 2014), is recognised as a useful research option for ensuring robustness. Triangulation is 

described as a process of using multiple perceptions or data collection methods to clarify meaning 

(Flick, 2014).  

As Mason (2002) has stated, the aim of triangulation is to “seek to corroborate one source and 

method with another (…) [and to] enhance the quality of the data” (2002: 33). There are many 

ways of triangulating data and researchers working with case study designs generally consider 

this practice as a way of adding rigour to their research (Kyburz-Graber, 2007). In this multiple 

case study, two types of triangulation strategies (defined by Easterby-Smith et al., 2004) were 

implemented: data triangulation (data collected from different sources or at different times) and 

methodological triangulation (combining different methods). 

The qualitative research paradigm often advocates the use of multiple data sources as means of 

depicting a more complete representation (Carter et al., 2014) and is inherently multimethod in 

focus (Flick, 2014). That focus is especially emphasised in case study methodology, where the 

aim is to capture as many details and perspectives to form a complete representation of the case 

analysed (Silverman, 2018). In order to triangulate collected data, the perspectives of the teaching 

staff were included in the interview process. This step was essential to expand the researcher’s 

understanding of the context the pupils were learning in, rather than validate pupils’ views. While 

predominantly relying on semi-structured interviews as a rich and open-ended data source, this 

research design triangulated methods of collecting data through a sequence of questionnaires. 

These questionnaires were not designed to validate the main data collection method but offered 

another way of capturing the lived experience and pupils’ engagement with the activities. 

Triangulation in this sense was not a strategy of validation but an alternative to validation. Denzin 

(2012) presents this process of combining multiple methods, sources and perspectives as a 

strategy to add rigour, complexity, richness and depth to the research inquiry. 

Another component in research that characterises a rigorous and robust design is data saturation. 

Fusch and Ness (2015) illustrate a direct link between the two aspects by stating how one (data 

triangulation) ensures the other (data saturation). Data saturation is reached when further data 

coding is no longer feasible (Guest et al., 2006), when the ability to obtain new information has 

been attained (Guest et al., 2006) and when sufficient information is available to replicate the 

study (O’Reilly and Parker, 2012; Walker, 2012). An appropriate research methodology with 

relevant data collection methods that produce rich data descriptions is the basis to ensure data 

saturation and successfully address research questions. In contrast, failure to reach data 

saturation has a negative impact on the validity of research findings (Kerr et al., 2010). This idea 

can lead novice researchers to collect too much data and get lost in the analysis of it. Fusch and 
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Ness (2015) advise that more is not necessarily better than less, and vice versa. The literature 

does not offer a universal method to calculate or pinpoint the exact moment of ideal data 

saturation, but rather relies on the type of research questions and individual judgement in design. 

In contrast to deductive inquiry (pre-established categories and analytical approach), inductive 

(exploratory approach with emerging themes) tends to utilise less strictly defined saturation 

criteria. The aim of data saturation in inductive research is to serve as adequacy control in 

sampling to support theory development (Saunders et al., 2017). 

In the current study, saturation is, therefore, not necessarily pinpointed to a specific moment or 

number, but can be seen as an ongoing, cumulative judgement that one makes. Similarly, Glaser 

and Strauss (2017) in their view of theory generation describe the process that is never finished 

as there are always exceptions to any rule. This perspective is particularly appropriate for my 

study as it seems especially fitting for research involving diversity in individual or environmental 

factors, such as inclusive settings and diverse learners in this multiple case study. 

 

2.6.2 Questionnaires 

Following the pattern implemented previously by several researchers (Bressler and Bodzin, 2013; 

Ibanez et al., 2014), the quantitative method for collecting data used in this multiple case study 

design consists of questionnaires completed in the introduction, and following individual and 

collaborative sets of tasks. The questionnaires were administered mainly in paper form, even 

though a digital version (initially planned as the primary version) was available via Bristol Online 

Survey (BOS) platform. Additional adapted versions of the questionnaires were prepared (larger 

font, stronger contrast, specific learning difficulties or text-to-speech adaptations) and were 

available to all pupils.  

To measure the individual level of engagement conceptualised as flow state, a short questionnaire 

was administered two times during the implementation phase to capture the perceived level of 

individual engagement with different learning activities. Flow state scale questionnaires, 

according to Andersen (2016) show best results when completed: 

1. In situation: Experiences are reported directly on the spot and in the actual environments 

in which they occur. 

2. In real time: Experiences are reported just as they take place (or immediately thereafter). 

3. On repeated time occasions: Experiences are reported repeatedly over time. 

Informed by the use of flow scales in previous research, the design of the quantitative part of this 

research used questionnaires in short and concise form completed in the same space where 

activities took place. Additionally, the flow state questionnaires (available in Appendix 2) were 

administered immediately after each set of activities (first after the individual and second after the 

collaborative activities) to capture the possible difference between the two sets and minimise the 
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participants’ recall bias and generalisation of experiences to a single impression. 

 

2.6.2.1 Development of questionnaires  

The current body of research on flow state offers numerous different instruments and scales for 

self-reported measurement of engagement, but based on Csikszentmihalyi’s criteria for the 

optimal flow and the context of game-based learning, five validated questionnaires relevant to the 

aims of my study were found: the Flow questionnaire (Heutte et al., 2009), the Game engagement 

questionnaire (Brockmyer, 2009), the Game enjoyment questionnaire (IJsselsteijn, 2013), the 

Work-related Flow Inventory (Bakker, 2008) and the Study-related flow inventory (WOLF-S) 

(Ljubin Golub, Bakker and Rijavec, 2017). 

After reviewing these questionnaires (and different subsets or versions of the same), the most 

common and relevant items of all questionnaires were extracted to create a bespoke set of 

questions for this study. Three dimensions of flow experience (absorption, enjoyment, intrinsic 

motivation) were identified from the literature (e.g., Jackson and Marsh, 1996; Webster, Trevino 

and Ryan, 1993) and populated with questions taken from the previously mentioned validated 

questionnaires. To ensure the understanding of the questions asked, an adaptation for the age 

of the participants and the context of the study was necessary. Items from the WOLF 

questionnaire are used in its educational version (WOLF-S, validated by Ljubin Golub, Bakker 

and Rijavec, 2017), but since this version was validated only for the university level, words were 

simplified and adapted to the context of a primary school.  Changes and omissions in survey 

instruments without proper standardisation and validation are not appropriate for statistical 

generalisations, but in this research, questionnaires were not used for generalisation. Their main 

purpose was to feed into semi-structured interviews with initial ideas on the individual level, to 

indicate possible differences in engagement between the two activities.  

The second part of the questionnaires involved collecting data regarding the features of AR 

learning tools, the perceived benefits, barriers and general usability factor. The questionnaire 

used for the purpose of usability testing is widely known and validated – the System Usability 

Scale (SUS) (Brooke, 1996). This scale is a short and effective measure of perceived interface 

quality that refers to the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which users can perform a 

task using a tool or system (Peres, Pham and Phillips, 2013). The SUS was utilised to evaluate 

the features of AR learning materials that support or obstruct the learning process, which were 

rated based on perceived difficulty in using the system, required level of support and confidence 

in use for future learning activities. The wording of the SUS was adapted to an age-appropriate 

level, i.e. instead of ‘AR learning tool’, the word ‘app’ was used to make it closer to pupils’ 

vocabulary and understanding. 

The nature of my inquiry emphasises unique learning experiences with no intention for broad 

generalisations from the collected quantitative data. Partially as an exception in this approach, 
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the playfulness and content complexity ranking scale was designed to evaluate the features of 

the used materials. The five AR learning materials designed for this research include a distinct 

combination of kinaesthetic elements and an amount of reading content (described in detail in 

Chapter 3). In order to evaluate pupils’ perception of playfulness and content complexity, a simple 

2-item ranking scale was added to the final questionnaire set. Upon completing all learning 

activities, pupils were asked to rank the five AR materials from most playful to least playful, and 

to do the same for the content complexity. The results gathered from all pupils were presented 

and analysed as an average, unlike the rest of the measures and scales which were used to 

inform and contextualise interpretation of the interview data. 

Examples of all questionnaires used in this research can be found in Appendix 2. 

2.6.3 Interviews 

In general, qualitative research methods are especially useful for discovering the meaning that 

people give to events they experience (Bogdan and Biklen, 2003; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). 

Using a qualitative method in case studies allows for the exploration of phenomena and the 

consideration of specific components such as feelings or thought processes that are complex and 

difficult to study through other research methods (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). Likewise, in this 

research, the complexity of engagement in individual and collaborative situations is explored by 

employing interviews as a method that allows for open-ended questions and participation in the 

meaning-making process. Each individual participant had a unique experience and impression of 

the two activities (individual and collaborative learning activity). Using the questionnaires as a 

starting point and interviews for less structured discussion, these experiences were explored. 

According to Kvale (2007), interview, as a research method, is used to understand 

representations of the world from a participant’s position and to unfold the meaning of people’s 

experiences. Furthermore, King (2004:11) describes it as a way for a researcher to “see the 

research topic from the perspective of the interviewee”. When research design involves an 

analysis of lived experiences and people's motivations and opinions, interviewing is an efficient 

method of collecting data (Keats, 2000). Following that recommendation, this research uses 

interviews to answer defined research questions. Data collection focuses on participants’ 

perceptions and lived experiences in a challenging learning situation using a new type of media; 

and for such an aim, a semi-structured interview is recognised as one of the most appropriate 

methods (Jones, Torres and Armino, 2006). 

In the research literature, there are no fixed rules around the ideal number of interviews conducted 

within a study. Some researchers take a positivist stance, “the more interviews, the more 

scientific” (Kvale, 2007:44), while others are closer to the interpretivist stance in looking for “just 

enough data to explore and document a range of themes” (Travers, 2001:37). The school 

environment can be a limiting context by itself when researching specific groups of pupils, so 
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apart from different research guidelines, practical aspects can dictate the number of available 

participants. Considering the aforementioned data saturation guidelines, as well as 

methodological suggestions from previous research, this research included 32 interviews (16 

pairs of pupils, 16 cases) across four schools (4 cases per school), along with 6 interviews with 

teachers. Brief profiles of the participating schools can be found in Appendix 4, as well as full list 

of interview themes and questions in Appendix 3. 

2.6.3.1 Ethical interviewing 

Interviewing for research purposes involves many ethical considerations. Medical Research 

Council (2004) presents a list of possible ethical concerns like bias, social desirability and 

contextual misinterpretations that can occur even when questions are carefully formed. 

Children’s protection is an obvious concern in individual interviews, but a one-to-one basis is 

considered more appropriate than focus groups for younger participants due to negative peer 

criticism, disapproval and the Hawthorne effect (Payne, Payne, 2004; Coffey, 2006; Spencer, 

2015). Additionally, the power relation between participants in focus groups can exclude some 

participants, affect their motivation to engage or influence socially desirable answers (Robinson, 

2012). To avoid such negative consequences of peer power relations, members of the pairs 

working on the activities were interviewed individually to offer space for them to share the 

experience of working in the pair without any judgement.  

Location and time of interviews needs to be chosen carefully, especially when children are 

participants because, as Forsey (2012) describes, children’s expressions are often dependent on 

the context, therefore, inappropriate timing and location are likely to cause response bias. 

Christensen and James (2008) warn that children might not provide honest answers if the 

interview is placed in an open, public place. Taking into account both suggestions, interviews 

conducted as part of this research took place in a quiet venue within each school to ensure that 

peer pressure did not affect participants’ responses. Appropriate timing of the interviews was 

negotiated with teaching teams to minimise disruption and possible unethical consequences, 

such as missing classes. It was clarified in advance that if at any time during the research 

activities, peer relations deteriorate and problematic behaviour occurs, pupils will be reminded of 

the school rules, teachers will be asked for support, and, if necessary, pupils involved will continue 

working individually rather than collaboratively. With respect to the participating school’s 

behaviour policies, the emphasis is on understanding pupils’ needs and views, supporting them 

to enjoy the learning activities, and letting them lead their experience rather than using authority 

for compliance. At the start of the learning activities, the researcher is introduced as a game 

designer with a clear distinction from teachers and marking, in order to create a safe space and 

break some barriers in the power dynamic that is traditionally present between adults and children 

in school environment. 
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Considering the age and abilities of participants, structured interview questions might not be 

appropriate. Greig, Taylor and McKay (2007) suggest unstructured or semi-structured questions 

with simple and sensitive language to accommodate the needs and feelings of participants, as 

well as their overall well-being. Careful attention was given to the types and wording of questions, 

since upsetting, worrying or potentially harmful questions need to be avoided (Devries et al, 2015). 

2.6.3.2 Individual semi-structured interview 

Interviewing, which is often the major or main source of data in multiple case studies, is the type 

of data collection that is common in qualitative research in general. Shkedi (2005) describes 

individual semi-structured interviews and their purpose as researchers’ interest in understanding 

the experience of other people with analysis of the meaning people make of their own experience. 

Accordingly, researchers carefully plan interviews and use different types of questions. 

In literature on the interviewing method, Merriam (2009) identifies six types of questions as part 

of a qualitative interview. Questions can be focused on (1) experience/behaviour, (2) 

opinion/belief, (3) feeling, (4) knowledge, (5) sensory, and (6) background/demographic 

information. In order to collect comprehensive data to form robust cases, the interviews conducted 

as part of the present research aimed to guide participants’ narrative through all mentioned types 

of questions. 

A semi-structured approach in interviewing is chosen because the equal level of flexibility and 

structure allow for individual and more general themes to emerge. Flick (2014) recognises 

flexibility as a main advantage of this approach, while Bryman and Bell (2011) justify the use of 

similar questions and wording for each participant as an appropriate level of structure to ensure 

cross-case compatibility.  

2.6.3.4 Piloting 

Interviewing, as the primary data collection method in this research, consists of questions which 

are carefully formed to provide adequate responses related to the research questions. The 

questions were piloted with four pupils from the same age group to help clarify the wording of 

questions, identify ambiguities and necessary additions and omissions. Additionally, the same 

group of pupils was asked to comment on the questionnaires with an aim to assess 

comprehensibility and estimate the quality of collected data. To ensure that materials and 

questions are suitable and comprehensible for all participants, the piloting sample included pupils 

associated with ADHD who were invited through the ADHD Foundation Liverpool.  

In order to get relevant feedback after a pilot study, Peat et al. (2002) recommends piloting the 

data collection instruments by following the implementation procedure and administration protocol 

in the same way as planned in the main study. Following that suggestion, the full procedure 

including the activities, questionnaires and interviews was planned to be piloted, but due to 

logistical issues with the ADHD Foundation, the pilot included only a part of the learning session 
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and a single set of questionnaires. The time needed to complete the questionnaire was measured 

and timing for the school sessions was considered. Following the feedback from the pilot 

participants, some questions were modified, with additional age-appropriate wording and 

descriptions. 

2.6.3.5 Pupil interviews 

An important part of the interviews was the information that pupils shared about their experiences 

of collaborating with peers and features of AR technology that present benefits or barriers to 

learning. Questions followed the natural flow of conversation with minimal interruptions, based on 

guidelines for semi-structured interviews (Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2011; Yin, 2009); and 

focused on three main topics (interview topics with prompt questions are available in Appendix 

3): 

1. Flow experience 

Discussion aimed to explore pupils’ experiences of the learning activities along with 

descriptions of possible flow state experiences. 

2. Technology use 

Questions to explore possible issues with the technology and perceived benefits for 

learning. Additionally, specific features of AR, and their potential, was discussed. 

3. Collaboration using technology 

Combining technology learning tools with components of collaborative learning activities 

was expected to create a diversity of perceptions and experiences. Exploration of those 

experiences gave valuable insight into the learners’ perspective of technology in 

collaborative learning. 

2.6.3.6 Teaching staff interviews 

To further explore the possible differences in engagement of pupils with AR technology learning 

tools and to triangulate findings, teaching staff attending the learning events were invited to 

participate in semi-structured interviews conducted after the pupil interviews (themes and prompt 

questions are available in Appendix 3).  

While the interviews with pupils had a greater focus on personal experiences, views and 

meanings, the teaching staff was interviewed in a different style. For the purpose of collecting 

information about the schools’ context and routine, questions for these interviews focused on 

aspects of educational technology, collaborative activities and typical engagement patterns. 

Teachers’ valuable insight on pupils’ typical engagement patterns presented an interesting 

perspective when analysing the effect of these learning activities on the level of engagement. The 

teaching staff were asked to share their overall observation of the implemented learning activities 

focusing on three themes:  

1. Context 
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• The level of technology integration (LoTi) in teaching and learning practice, based 

on The LoTi framework (Moersch, 1995 - available in Appendix 3); 

• The frequency of using collaborative learning in an average school day 

2. Engagement 

• Typical level of pupils’ engagement with learning (individual and collaborative) 

• Differences between the usual engagement and the engagement in learning with 

AR tools 

• Differences in the perceived engagement between the pupils associated with 

ADHD and their neurotypical peers 

3. Perceived learning benefits and barriers 

• Benefits and barriers of AR learning tools from the perspective of the teacher 

(potential for future implementation) 

 

Binding the analyses of individual experiences into cases and linking them in a multiple case 

interpretation relies greatly on the situational knowledge and themes that are compared across 

different case contexts. For example, if the exact same design is used and cases are defined the 

same way, differences in participants’ experience can be disparate simply because one 

participant is familiar with educational technology and the other is experiencing a novelty effect 

(which can consequently alter the perception of engagement with learning). Taking that possibility 

into account, one of the schools participating in this research is recognised for the high-level of 

technology integration in learning across all levels. With AR introduced through various apps and 

activities within the school’s curriculum, the presented AR learning activities were not expected 

to be a novelty for their pupils. In order to illustrate differences in level of technology integration 

in each school, interviews with teaching staff are considered to be a significant source of 

information. Teachers were offered the LoTi scale (available in Appendix 4) to support them in 

describing the context of their school. In a co-constructed analysis of their school context, each 

teacher contributed to the LoTi evaluations. 

By introducing additional perspectives and situational information, the potential for unexpected 

themes and findings in cross-case analysis is higher (Yin, 2009) which can increase the overall 

quality and robustness of the study, if analysed in the same rigorous manner.  

2.7 Data analysis methods 

Alongside the approach to data collection, three main ways of reasoning that researchers can 

incorporate in analysing collected data are deduction, induction or abduction. This research 

project incorporates an inductive approach to the data collected with the aim of providing new 

insights. However, while inductive reasoning can be valuable, it is always done with obvious 

limitations. Studying cases in their naturalistic context means that indicative conclusions are made 

based on a set of observations and interpretations which are inevitably connected to the 
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researcher’s perception and position. Furthermore, since educational cases are usually placed in 

the naturalistic context (in this research, four mainstream primary schools), it is apparent that 

observations can never be completed in that sense (not all pupils from all schools can be involved, 

and not all schools have the same conditions) which makes the deductive approach less 

appropriate. As described in Section 2.4, the analysis of engagement as an interrelation of 

individual and collective experiences was based on the perceptions and interpretations of the 

individuals involved. 

The design of this study allows for analysis on three levels: individual analysis (similarities and 

differences in experience for one participant), analysis within the case (similarities and difference 

in experience between two members of a collaborating pair) and cross-case analysis (similarities 

and differences between several collaborating pairs). 

2.7.1 Individual analysis 

The analysis on the individual level puts focus on a single pupil and his/her unique views and 

experiences. Analysis on this level is important to 

illustrate the experience of learning with AR tools 

individually (individual activity, Table 2). 

Moreover, it can be seen as an exploration of 

collaborative work from the perspective of each 

individual – to better understand interaction in the 

learning situation, we must first understand each 

person that was part of that interaction.  

Mills, Durepos and Wiebe (2010) note that findings from individual analysis are used to enrich 

and give depth to the case or cross-case analysis, and should always lead to a larger unit. 

Otherwise, the original focus of a study will shift. This research project in its core epistemological 

and theoretical underpinnings emphasises individuality, which is considered as a part of social 

context. The interrelation that happens during collaborative activities can be explored if both 

individuals within a case are given a chance and space to express their own views on the 

experience. 

Individual analysis looked at questionnaires and interviews conducted with a single pupil, and 

looked for individual themes. Perspectives shared by a pupil are then described in relation to the 

two theoretical pillars (engagement through flow state theory and AR in learning), as well as the 

experience of individual/collaborative work. The aim of individual analysis was to understand and 

interpret pupils’ views on each activity and AR as a learning tool in general. Within this research 

design, individual analysis cannot accurately describe the collaboration between pupils or social 

flow, and present only one side of the co-constructed phenomenon. For that reason, initial 

individual analysis feeds into a larger unit and forms a full case analysis. 
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2.7.2 Case analysis 

In the next stage, a case is analysed as a full 

unit composed of two pupils (who were 

working together in collaborative activities). 

Moving from the particular to more general 

aspects of the research questions, 

interpretations of patterns within each case 

allow the researcher to see connections and 

themes across and between cases. In other 

words, by connecting and interpreting findings 

from two individual analyses, a clearer picture is formed about the interaction and collaboration 

that happened during the second learning activity (collaborative activity, Table 2). 

Based on the case-unit definition (see Section 2.3.1), analysis on this level aims to capture the 

experiences of the dynamic interaction, co-creation of knowledge, and potentially the social flow 

between pupils. Aspects of the lived experience related to the zone of proximal flow 

(Basawapatna et al., 2013) are visible from the parallel analysis of experience of the two 

collaborating individuals. Two pupils can influence each other in the collaborating activity, thus 

the difference in experience (as well as the difference between the activities) highlights the type 

of influence they may have on each other.   

In a single case level of analysis, it is essential to describe the context of each case in detail. 

Following the idea of interrelation between the individual and the collective, the context of each 

case is inseparable from the subjects (pupils), objects (learning tools), communities and rules 

(classroom and school culture). Lincoln and Guba (1985) point out that qualitative research 

operates on a presumption that human and social phenomena are situational. Consequently, the 

study of situation and context leads to experiential and more comprehensive knowledge, which is 

again important for understanding the general aspects of the studies phenomenon.  

Lack of understanding for the typical school routines, practice and overall culture could lead to 

misinterpretation of data. In order to minimise that risk teaching staff were involved in the research 

to help describe their school’s context, typical teaching and learning practice, as well as pupils’ 

typical engagement. Teachers’ views are analysed as context information alongside every case, 

to support and illustrate the environment and triangulate pupils’ views. Considering the sample, 

several case units are embedded in a school context, which allows for even greater detail or 

diversity to be described on a cross-case level. 

2.7.3 Analysis between cases 

In a multiple case study, when the overarching questions are studied, a researcher’s role is to 

bind the selected cases into a concept, theme or issue and interpret it across the cases (Yin, 
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2013). Within the research community, analysis of similarities and generalisation often dominates 

the final cross-case analysis reports. This problem originates from the dilemma of focus between 

the particular and the general aspects in the data analysis (as discussed in Section 2.4.1). This 

research, however, puts an additional value on findings of uniqueness and diversity within and 

among cases. For this type of study design, Yin (2013) suggests constant reflective practice, 

structured analysis and the dialectic process around the case findings and general themes. An 

alternating focus from the specific aspects of the individual pupil or the collaborating pair to 

interpretations of larger sets and analysis between cases is an ongoing and reflective process. 

From initial coding, forming themes and finally interpretations of sets of cases in relation to the 

research question, a detailed and repeated process of analysis can yield assertions focused on 

similarities or uniqueness of findings. 

On the cross-case level, 

questions related to the active 

engagement encouraged by 

AR learning tools are 

explored, since the possibility 

that technology supports or 

obstructs engagement in 

learning is crucial for 

contextualising pupils’ 

experiences.  

Furthermore, the two sets of activities used in this study – the individual and collaborative tasks, 

allow for greater differentiation of pupils’ experiences. Analysis across cases can group data 

based on level of interaction and suggest indicative benefits/barriers pupils perceive when 

working individually and collaboratively. Further analysis of these factors in relation to technology 

highlights design elements that the majority of pupils struggle with in individual or collaborative 

activities. In order to contribute to the literature within the field, this research connects the 

theoretical concepts of social flow and zones of proximal development with empirical findings to 

explain pupils’ lived experiences and thus contribute to a larger body of knowledge on 

engagement.  

The overall aim of the analysis between cases is to explore and analyse the relationship between 

different situations (for example, different school environments) and find similarities and 

differences in experiences. Overarching themes or assertions that emerge across the majority of 

cases are binding aspects that can be indicative for the whole set, or in other words, imply final 

research conclusions. In this specific study, repeated patterns of engagement that appear in 

narratives connected to multiple pupils (or specifically for one side of the collaborating pair – those 

associated with ADHD or neurotypical) can highlight problems pupils experience or successful 
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strategies pupils use in learning situations. These findings can be used as guidelines for similar 

learning activity designs that can benefit those working with pupils daily in school settings and 

become a starting point for further research. 

2.7.4 Thematic analysis 

Qualitative research, with its broad philosophy, allows for different approaches in analysing data. 

Such flexibility allows for the development of multiple analyses of the same phenomenon and 

gradual progress towards comprehensive representations, the situation in practice is often 

contrary. Sandelowski and Barroso (2003) find a lack of explicit methodological orientation and 

clarity in writing about data analysis procedures common among researchers. They mention poor 

understanding and insufficient time committed for quality analysis as the biggest threats to robust 

research findings.  Building on these ideas Green and Thorogood (2004) emphasise the problem 

of unclear boundaries between different approaches and inconsistencies in the terminology used. 

Therefore, this section describes thematic analysis as a proposed method for organising, 

analysing and interpreting data within and across cases in this study.  

Thematic and content analysis, terms often used interchangeably, are two separate approaches 

to qualitative data. Content analysis is a systematic coding and categorising approach used to 

describe the characteristic of the content by examining who says what, to whom, and with what 

effect (Bloor and Wood, 2006). Alternatively, thematic analysis, as an independent descriptive 

approach is a method for identifying, analysing and reporting patterns or themes within sets of 

data (Braun and Clarke, 2006). It seems that both content and thematic analysis analytically 

examine narrative material by breaking text into small units of content (usually codes and themes), 

but one of the frequently recognised differences is between the types of units these methods are 

coding – manifested and latent content (Sparker, 2005). Manifested content, such as words during 

an interview, are easily recognised and often get turned into counts; however, the significance of 

themes is not necessarily dependent on quantifiable measures, but rather on the value of insight 

in relation to the research question. Underlying, implicit meaning or latent content requires more 

interpretation from the researcher, but can reveal ideas, assumptions, and conceptualisations 

behind those words (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Depending on the research question, content 

analysis is useful when the distinction of manifest and latent content is needed; however, thematic 

analysis is more suitable for more detailed interpretative analysis, specifically when focusing on 

the latent content. Despite the differences in focus, it should not be forgotten that the analysis 

process in both content and thematic approach is not linear, but recursive with frequent reviews.  

In line with the described process of individual, case and analysis across cases, exploration of 

the interview data aims to identify and present all themes emerging from pupils’ and teachers’ 

comments. However, the set interview topics (see Appendix 3) in many ways overlap with the 

identified analysis themes and codes. To clarify this overlap, a list of predetermined and emerging 

themes is shown in Table 4.  
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Table 4 List of themes used for the analysis of qualitative data (changed and emerging themes 
are shaded)  

 Predetermined themes Final list of themes 

 
 
 

Engagement 
 
 

Skill vs challenge Skill vs challenge 
Active/static 

Digital/reading 

Concentration Concentration Distractions 

Immersion Immersion 
With the role 

With the content 

Enjoyment Discovery  

Collaboration 

Communication 
Communication 

Relationship 

Tolerance for errors 

Relationship Fear 

Task structure Task structure  

Supportive factors Supportive factors  

Obstructive factors Obstructive factors  

Augmented 
Reality 

Card 

Physical aspects 

Card 

Notebook Notebook 

Hexagons Hexagons 

Pyramid Pyramid 

Cube Cube 

Digital content Digital aspects  

Tech Error 

Difficulties 

Internet 

Previous Experience Device 

 
 
 
 

Handling 

Frustration 

Previous Experience 

Access 

 

With an emphasis on three levels of analysis within this study, thematic analysis allows for the 

concise and flexible overview of the data, and interpretation of similarities and differences that 

emerge. Thematic analysis can be understood as an overarching approach that is not 

underpinned by a specific philosophical and conceptual assumption and can therefore be used 

to generally identify implicit and explicit ideas within the data set (Guest, MacQueen and Namey, 

2012). Out of many recognised advantages and disadvantages of this approach, the most 
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applicable to this research is flexibility. Resembling the common advantage of qualitative 

methods, flexibility in this sense enables researchers to apply thematic analysis across a variety 

of epistemologies and multiple theories (Braun and Clarke, 2006).  

Knowledge that is constantly deconstructed and constructed through individual and social 

interactions and exchange cannot be fully captured and defined in interpretation. However, with 

careful planning and focus on the participants as experts on the matter, thematic analysis can 

produce valuable insights on similarities in participants’ experiences and perceptions. Since 

researchers have a moral obligation to avoid biased, misleading or distorted reports (McNabb, 

2014), strategies to address misinterpretation must be planned. The researcher’s role, and its 

difference from the teacher’s or AR developer’s role, was explained to pupils in order to clarify the 

need for honest feedback. Additionally, Atkinson, Coffey and Delamont (2003) suggest member 

checking as an effective strategy for ensuring that information is correctly described and 

presented. Efron and Ravid (2013) recognise those strategies as essential in regard to credibility 

and accuracy of findings, which can be even more important for small-sample studies, like this 

multiple case study.  

In line with the constructivist epistemology as the foundation of this research, specific issues with 

member checking strategies are recognised. A commonly used strategy for member checking 

that suggests returning individual interview transcripts to the participant implies the possibility for 

that participant to delete or change extracts after a period of time. During the time period 

previously constructed knowledge (of facts, memories, experiences, beliefs, attitudes…) can be 

reconstructed and developed; and therefore, a change in initial narrative is possible. Such a 

spontaneous change in data set, recognised as an “unplanned data event” (Birt et al., 2016), can 

cause difficulties and inconsistencies in methodology, and consequently affect the interpretation 

of findings. In order to mitigate this potential risk and following the solution proposed by the same 

group of researchers (Birt et al., 2016), a novel approach to member checking - Synthesized 

Member Checking - was used. This technique, described as a comprehensive seven-step 

process, was implemented as an aspect of thematic analysis in a shorter, age-appropriate form 

to respect the pupils’ effort and time invested, as well as the time limits of this PhD research 

project. 

Thematic analysis, with added Synthesized Member Checking, was conducted through seven 

phases: 

1. Becoming familiar with the data 

2. Generating initial codes 

3. Searching for themes across cases 

4. Reviewing themes 

5. Member checking activity with initial themes 

6. Reviewing responses to initial themes 
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7. Defining and connecting final themes 

By using the analysed data from the whole sample (extracted themes), this research follows the 

foundation principle of the Synthesized Member Checking technique. Moreover, Birt et al. 

(2016:1805) emphasise that ”if participants are to be encouraged to engage in the member check, 

analysed data need to be presented in accessible ways”.  Following the engagement strategies 

used for the implementation of activities, a game-based method was used to present and engage 

pupils in validation and commenting on the initial findings. A pretend-play scenario was prepared 

as a recommendation/review letter from one school to another, regarding the use of AR learning 

tools and activities for Year 5 students. This approach aimed to engage pupils in the editing of 

the letter (containing all the recognised themes from the interview analysis) which, used as a 

proxy, could make expression easier for younger participants.  

Implementation of the member checking exercise among schools was interrupted by the Covid-

19 restrictions. Regardless of the possibility of organising such an activity in a safe manner, 

participating teachers had an unprecedented increase in workload due to the transition to 

emergency remote teaching. After only two member-checking activities (Riverfield and 

Merseypark school), it was decided that, in line with the ethical consideration of minimising 

disruption and workload, the full member checking could not be completed. Instead, the schools 

received a summary of findings in an age-appropriate format, as well as a Guide for using AR in 

Education (available in Appendix 8) 

2.8 Data management and ethical considerations 

Participation and collaboration with pupils is a crucial element of this research, so the BERA 

(2018) and EHU Ethical Guidance for Undertaking Research with Children and Young People 

(2012) were utilised. These guided the design of information materials and gaining consent from 

gatekeepers, teachers, parents (or legal guardians) and participants themselves, which was the 

highest priority. The starting point of ethical research that includes participants must be getting 

informed consent, and assent if participants are not adults (Burgess, 2005). The issue of assent 

is problematic because of a lack of guidelines on requesting the child’s assent or on the age from 

which children are able to provide it. Burgess (2005) mentions the Declaration of Helsinki and the 

highlighted absolute need for assent of participating children as an addition to parental consent 

and gatekeepers (two versions of the information sheet, for parents and pupils, are available in 

Appendix 1).  

The National Children’s Bureau ethical guidelines (Shaw, Brady and Davey, 2011) state that a 

child may only participate if parents and gatekeepers both consent to the research, because 

adults are more reliable for reviewing appropriateness, safety and overall well-being that might 

be in question in individual cases. The same ethical standard is mentioned in BERA (2018) and 
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EHU (2012) guidelines, and for that reason clear informed consent of the parent and gatekeeper 

was ensured before pupils’ assent was requested and before any research activities took place. 

Information about the research should be fully understood and participation cannot be under 

coercion, inducement or intimidation of any kind (Andanda, 2005). Fully informed consent cannot 

be provided if information about the purpose, intention, duration and procedures of the research 

are not understood (Medical Research Council, 2004). In the design of this research, with a young 

and neurodiverse population of school children in focus, ethical considerations were of great 

importance. The primary reason for additional measures is the possibility that some pupils may 

not understand all aspects of the research, which then puts their capacity to consent into question. 

Adaptations of the consent form to ensure better understanding can include both verbal and 

written consent (Shaw, Brady and Davey, 2011) and usage of visual aids, images, big letters and 

simplified, age-appropriate text (Messiou, 2012). The child-friendly information sheet is available 

in Appendix 1. After informing children of the proposed research, they were asked to express their 

own opinion regarding participation. 

Respecting pupils’ perspectives and valuing their contribution as experts is the overall aim of all 

interviews and interactions with participating groups. As suggested by Gray and Winter (2011), 

this research aims to embrace the principles of democratic participation and facilitate pupils’ 

freedom of expression through the promotion of active listening and other appropriate 

communication strategies.  

2.8.1 Ethical considerations in data management  

An important aspect of ethical research practice and data collection is securing and protecting 

data in a confidential manner (Burgess, 2005). The collected data (the researcher’s notes, 

questionnaires and interview audio recordings) were handled with great care and respect. The 

audio recordings were transferred and stored on the password protected Edge Hill OneDrive 

server (with a backup copy stored in a designated locked storage) for the purpose of analysis, 

and was deleted from all portable media. The identifiable data (including the audio recordings of 

interviews) was encrypted. Recordings on the portable media device that cannot be encrypted 

were deleted as soon as possible (after securing copies on the password-protected server). In 

the meantime, the portable device was kept in locked storage until the data was deleted.  

Ensuring data confidentiality is also demonstrated with a coding system that enforces 

pseudonymisation of the data. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR, 2018) defines 

pseudonymisation as “the processing of personal data in such a way that the data can no longer 

be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information.” Following the 

protocol, any additional information was kept separately and was not attributed to an identified or 

identifiable person. Additionally, as suggested by Dodd (2013), all collected data is securely 

stored in a password protected (digitalised) university server for a 10-year period and will then be 
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destroyed. The photographs of pupils using the AR materials were not part of the data collection, 

but were taken by their teachers in line with their school policy and shared with permission to 

demonstrate the use of the designed materials. In order to appreciate the time and effort that 

participating schools, teachers and pupils are investing in this research, a short summary of 

findings and a presentation of ways to use AR learning tools was offered in the final stage of this 

research project (see Appendix 7). 

2.8.2 Digital safeguarding 

Digital technology can be of great use in research activities, especially in data collection. 

However, to ensure and maximise a safe and ethical approach, some considerations for the digital 

footprint must be made. The GDPR defines rules regarding the ethical use of personal data on a 

global level which makes an impact on national policy documents and corporate ethical protocols 

(GDPR, 2018), including the Edge Hill University research guidelines (Edge Hill University, 2018). 

To respect participants of this research who are under the age of 18, and therefore under the 

special digital safety protection (as emphasised by UNICEF and the UN Convention on the Rights 

of the Child 1989), their digital presence while using digital tools was fully anonymous and exempt 

from using or creating individual accounts.  

After careful study of Blippar’s user privacy policy (Blippar, 2018) and the GDPR update they 

made in May 2018, exemption from the potential passive digital data collection was ensured. The 

company can collect GPS location and IP address, which is (in this case) the same for all users 

on a single Wi-Fi network and cannot be used to identify any individual user. All promotional 

activity is exclusively connected to a user’s name and email address, which was not applicable in 

this case, and individual information for each pupil was exempt from any data collection that can 

be obtained by Blippar. Additionally, their privacy policy regarding users under the age of 13 states 

that the company does not knowingly collect data from younger users, and if this did happen, they 

are obliged to delete that information as soon as possible.  
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Chapter 3: Design of the materials and activities  

 

The educational activities designed for this research aimed to present learners with challenges 

specific to the learning objectives, while taking into account factors which could increase the total 

cognitive load for learners. The total cognitive load is a sum of the complexity of using learning 

materials and the complexity of the content of a challenge presented. If the task is collaborative, 

the social elements of interaction, negotiation and feedback must be considered, which can be 

especially difficult for some learners (for example, those associated with ADHD). Similarly, 

cognitive load of academic demand (for example, reading comprehension) can be higher than the 

competence level of the learner, which is increasing the challenge and potentially causing 

frustration and anxiety, rather than flow state. 

3.1 Procedure 

The implementation phase consists of two sets of tasks organised as individual and collaborative 

activities (see Figure 9). The learning content covered in activities follows the suggested reading 

for Year 5 learners - the first book in a popular children book series “Artemis Fowl” by Eoin Colfer. 

This book includes diverse characters and a topic that is gender neutral (Chanda, 2016), which 

makes it appealing to a majority of pupils. Additionally, the movie reproduction of this book in 

2020 added to the overall relevance of this content for a primary school environment.  

Activities were designed to follow the instructional scaffolding techniques (Csikszentmihalyi and 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1988) and design principles for flow experience in educational games (Kiili et 

al., 2012) which are based upon associative, cognitive and situational learning theories, including 

engagement and feedback elements. Activity design was also informed by epistemological 

underpinning, following the guidelines by Abdal-Haqq (1998:1) who describes learning activities 

in constructivist settings to be “characterised by active engagement, inquiry, problem solving and 

collaboration with others”. 
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Figure 9 Schedule of implementation and data collection in schools 

 

The learning activity included individual and collaborative tasks during which pupils scanned and 

read content using AR technology. Figure 9 illustrates the timeline of the learning and data 

collection activities. While materials used for mentioned activities are described in detail in Section 

3.4, all questionnaires and scales are available in Appendix 2. Before the start of the learning 

activities, each pupil reflected on their prior experience with technology (using Questionnaire 1). 

The adapted Flow state questionnaire and System usability scale were completed by pupils after 

each set of tasks (individual and collaborative). Upon completion of the whole learning session, 

pupils rated each AR material based on perceived playfulness and content complexity. 

Additionally, after the learning part of the session was finished, pupils took part in individual 

interviews to share their experience of the learning activities, materials and working with peers.  

3.1.1 Time scale, budget and logistics 

The data collection took place between May and December 2019. The initial plan included three 

visits to each school: first for the presentation of the project and meeting the teachers, the second 

visit for the actual implementation of the activities and the data collection, and finally, after the 
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data was analysed, a third visit for the participants to have the opportunity to check initial findings 

(themes) and comment on them (i.e., the member checking exercise). However, due to Covid-19, 

two of the four participating schools opted out of the third (member-checking) visit, which was 

mitigated by sending them the summary of findings. 

The literacy session was designed to fit into the normal school curriculum and to minimise the 

intrusion to pupils’ regular routines. However, in order to ensure the same level of support and 

guidance for all participating groups of pupils, the activities were led by the researcher after 

consulting with the class teacher on the internal rules and responsibilities that their group of pupils 

uses. The AR learning materials used for all groups were designed prior to implementation and 

were the same for all groups of pupils in all schools. 

AR hardware comes in many forms, including devices that are carried, such as handheld displays 

or tablet devices; and devices that are worn, such as headsets, and glasses. The research did 

not involve any purchase of technology devices. The Faculty of Education (Edge Hill University) 

has a strong network of partnerships with a range of primary schools that own and regularly use 

the necessary devices. With an idea of researching a typical school environment this research 

used only handheld devices that are owned and used by participating schools. To access 

designed overlaid content, pupils used tablet devices and smartphones, which represents the 

most widely used technology for accessing AR content.  

3.1.2 Blippar tool 

The AR platform used to produce content for this research was Blippar©. In comparison to other 

platforms that offer AR content building, Blippar was chosen because of its affordability and 

numerous features useful for an educational setting. In her comparative analysis of different AR 

platforms Jolanda-Pieta van Arnhem (2016) concluded that among different AR platforms like 

Layar, Aurasma and Blippar, affordability and an intuitive, easy-to-use interface are the main 

factors that make Blippar most suitable for education practice. 

The suite of tools provided by Blippar for Education includes an online creation studio, educator 

dashboard for the organisation of content and access to a network of users and a support team. 

The Blippar visual discovery (or image recognition) app utilises the camera on any smartphone 

or tablet device to connect the visual trigger (photo, text or graphic) to interactive media content. 

The presented content (defined as a “blipp” on Blippar's website) is the action of instantaneously 

transforming anything in the real world into an interactive experience (Blippar.com, 2015). It can 

contain 2D or 3D graphic material, audio or video, and interactive elements such as quizzes, links, 

action buttons or game-like interfaces. An educational trial license offers free access to all 

features to create AR content for instructional purposes. A notable feature of that license is the 

use of a test or blipp code which provides access for pupils in compliance with the Family 

Educational Rights and Privacy Act (Arnhem, 2016) and the new General Data Protection 
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regulation (Blippar, 2018). All interactive elements designed for this research offer feedback, but 

without collecting any identifiable data from the participants that might contravene the General 

Data Protection regulation (General Data Protection Regulation, 2018).  

3.1.3 Task Design 

The design of the learning activities was informed by the literature, including Kiili et al. (2012) who 

connected flow state theory and game-based learning in a framework for design; and Bujak et al. 

(2012) who described from a psychological perspective processes and benefits of learning with 

AR tools. When applying the theoretical framework in classrooms, some adaptation was 

necessary to create materials appropriate for the age of the participants and the content covered. 

The final design aimed to create an optimal environment for flow experience (Csikszentmihalyi, 

2013) and was guided by the three AR design principles (Dunleavy and Dede, 2014):  

1. Challenge - enable and then challenge 

2. Fantasy – lead through a gamified story 

3. Curiosity - see the unseen 

Optimal learning moments usually occur when a learner is working to their limit in a voluntary 

effort in order to accomplish something challenging and worthwhile (Prensky, 2000). That kind of 

learning environment induces the flow experience that intrinsically motivates the learner to persist 

in an activity with enjoyment. The crucial design consideration for flow experience is the balance 

of skills and challenges. With careful scaffolding and a gradual increase in complexity, the 

activities built on learners’ previous knowledge and introduced new digital, social or content 

features with each new material. 

The second principle focuses on the fantasy and the gamification of the learning experience. The 

challenges used have real potential to be organised into levels, which engages learners in a less 

stressful type of tension. Integrating game elements into educational activities has been 

previously recognised as beneficial for improved engagement, enjoyment and consequently, 

higher learning outcomes (Nah et al., 2014). In my research, this has been introduced in the 

transition periods from one task to another, when learners solved quiz questions to access codes 

for new evidence boxes. This transition is in place to break down the activity into smaller tasks 

and maintain persistent focus on the content.  

The special emphasis in the design is on the elements of discovery – the aim is that it sparks 

curiosity in both the story narrative and through the scanning process of using AR. During the 

activity, learners played the role of a detective and discovered new clues as they progressed in 

the game. AR supports immersion with the detective role by overlaying the hidden content on top 

of the evidence materials, which learners needed to scan with their devices to discover. 
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3.1.3.1 Individual tasks 

The individual activity, as the first part of the AR session, gave pupils an opportunity to explore 

the trigger-content system at their own pace of learning. Since understanding the AR platform 

was crucial for the next stage, features used in the learning tasks were gradually and 

systematically presented for pupils to use.  

The individual learning activity was organised in a way so that every pupil had a set of interactive 

AR printed materials, which were digitally layered with additional media (3D illustrations, videos 

and quizzes). The individual set of tasks was designed to minimise the interaction between pupils 

- different trajectories in the story were put in place to avoid competition between pupils and 

develop a positive atmosphere needed for the next stage.  

The individual activities had a time limit visible on the board and a progress indicator used to 

ensure pupils move to more complex tasks without aimless exploration of the app or casual play. 

Some pupils were expected to have difficulties with time management and finishing, and for that 

reason, the time and reminders were visible on the blackboard or projected on the wall. 

3.1.3.2 Collaborative activity 

The collaborative set of tasks, as the second part of the AR session, gave pupils an opportunity 

to work with their peers to complete the activity. This social component in collaborative tasks is 

mentioned as an additional challenge in flow experience by Ryu et al (2010) by Ryu et al (2010). 

In contrast, Basawapatna et al. (2013) refers to the zone of proximal flow and explains the 

situation where peers support each other in solving presented tasks, which can reduce anxiety. 

Perceptions and experiences shared in the interviews after the collaborative activity offer insight 

and potentially explain the role of peers and the influence peer-working has on experienced flow. 

The collaborative activity was designed with a game mechanic similar to a treasure hunt game; 

pupils use tablets to “unlock” and reveal clues and tasks. The topic was broken into steps that led 

from previous to new knowledge, with problems that gradually developed in complexity. A 

storyline was used to lead pupils through the whole activity by maintaining their interest and 

raising tension in a similar way to non-educational games.  

The collaborative tasks required pupils to move around the room in order to find resources or 

follow the story, while in the individual tasks, pupils were manipulating their own pack of materials 

to open new clues. The kinaesthetic component in learning has been considered to be beneficial 

for both neurotypical pupils (Pourhosein Gilakjani, 2011; Shea and Wulf, 1999) and pupils 

associated with ADHD (Anderson and Rumsey, 2002), and so kinaesthetic elements are 

integrated at several points in the AR collaborative task. 

Both the individual and collaborative activities were designed around two main characters, 

Artemis Fowl and Holly Short. The pupils had one general problem and were required to solve it 

by working through several “pieces of a puzzle”. This design strategy allows for groups of pupils 
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to have different trajectories during the game, which can mitigate against creating crowded spots 

within the classroom, competitiveness (which can create anxiety) and potential damage to 

devices. The general objective of the activity was for the whole class group to achieve a certain 

number of points. By removing the competitive component of the game, teams are less time-

pressured and more supportive to other players to achieve the general objective. 

3.2 Overview of learning activities and tasks 

The learning scenario used in this research incorporates two types of learning activities – 

individual and collaborative. The sequencing of the tasks was designed to follow scaffolding 

principles, taken from Vygotsky’s zones of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). By gradually 

including more complex features of AR technology and greater social involvement, transitions 

from individual to collaborative tasks were supported by previous experience while maintaining 

the level of challenge.  

Table 5 outlines the sequence of tasks included in the scenario from the introduction, to the 

individual and collaborative work. Most of the tasks correspond with the specific AR material, 

which are described in detail in the next section. A brief summary of the analysed book is available 

in the Appendix 6. 

Table 5 Overview of the learning scenario tasks and corresponding materials 

Task Type of task 
Story components 

covered 
AR materials used 

Introduction to the 
detective case and 
the AR technology 

Introduction 
Introduction to the 

story from the third-
person perspective 

AR cards 
AR detective notebooks 

(used throughout the 
activity) 

Introduction to the 
fairy underworld and 

the Fowl mansion 
Individual Story setting AR hexagon puzzle 

Introduction to Holly 
Short and Artemis 

Fowl 
Individual Story characters AR pyramids 

Combined quiz 
(paired pupils update 

each other) 

Partially 
collaborative 

transition 

Revising 
knowledge 

AR notebooks 

Making connections 
between the two 

worlds 
Collaborative 

Exploration of the 
plot and 

relationships 
between 

characters 

AR cards (dual-vision) 

Secret message Collaborative 
Translation of the 

secret fairy 
language 

AR folding cube 
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This learning scenario focuses on the detective role the pupils play in order to explore the mystery 

case. Starting with the introductory task, which includes simple AR trigger images with the witness 

statements from the scene, “detectives” had an opportunity to explore the AR scanning app while 

directly immersing themselves in the story narrative. Once the initial introductions were 

completed, the pupils received their detective notebook and were assigned a detective partner 

for the case.  

As part of the individual activity, each partner explored evidence from a different location. Using 

the hexagon puzzles, the pupils had to scan, read and note new information to be able to brief 

their partner later. Following the clues from the scene investigation (and answering the quiz 

questions to get a new evidence box code), detectives moved on to gather information about the 

characters connected to the case. Using the AR pyramid, they were able to review what was 

designed as police database files on four main characters mentioned in the story. They again 

noted the new information in their detective notebooks before taking a quick break.  

The pupils continued their work by joining their detective partners, sharing the information 

gathered and taking a final quiz together. Successfully completing the quiz was followed by 

another evidence box. This time, it contained one trigger image (AR card) for two pupils. The 

collaboration was initiated by mutual dependence on active participation of their partner to access 

meaningful information. Two collaborating pupils had to position their devices side-by-side to be 

able to read the text. This task revealed a dialogue between characters, which connected the two 

separate investigations into a plot.  

Finally, as a last task of the session, detectives received a coded message written in fairy 

symbols. They used a translation tool (AR folding cube) to reveal the hidden note left by a fairy. 

This less-structured task challenged pupils to organise themselves and actively collaborate. Each 

pair of pupils translated one part of the final message, which created a mutual goal instead of a 

competitive atmosphere. The success of the whole group was celebrated and rewarded with a 

detective badge for each participating pupil.  

 

3.3 Overview of the augmented reality materials 

The design of materials used in this research explores the physical side of AR by including 

different marker-objects. The choice of physical material used for AR learning can be argued to 

be equally important as the choice of digital content, especially for neurodiverse pupils (Bai, 

Blackwell and Coulouris, 2015). Apart from being suitably designed, these materials needed to 

be affordable and adaptable. With that in mind, the designed learning materials were made out 

of paper with printed trigger images. All templates used for the activities are available in Appendix 

8. 
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The design of AR materials was informed by the literature on playful (Holzinger, Kickmeier-Rust 

and Alber, 2008) and kinaesthetic learning (Vincenzi et al., 2003; Watson, 2005) along with 

supporting factors of social environment (Chaiklin, 2003) and technology (Fischer, 2003).  Each 

learning material in this research was designed to include a specific level of kinaesthetic elements 

(connected to playfulness and perceived competence or skill) and digital content (reading amount 

and complexity, connected to challenge). Table 6 presents the ratio for each learning material, 

while the following subsections describe the design process and intent behind the designs. The 

pupils’ feedback and experience of learning with these materials are analysed in detail in Chapter 

6.  

Table 6 Ratio of kinaesthetic elements and digital content for each of the AR materials 

 
AR cards AR notebook AR pyramid 

AR hexagon 
puzzle 

AR foldable 
cube 

 

     

Kinaesthetic 
elements 

LOW LOW MEDIUM HIGH HIGH 

Digital content LOW MEDIUM HIGH MEDIUM LOW 

 

The kinaesthetically active materials used in my study were designed as a combination of familiar 

fidgeting objects and learning materials. The anticipated benefits of learning with objects that 

accommodate sensory needs included minimising the potential stigma of fidgeting in class by 

integrating an inclusive design for learning. On the other hand, the potential disadvantage of this 

approach was the variable level of play compared to learning in an activity, which some teachers 

understand as time consuming. The variable level of playfulness of physical materials and 

challenge of digital content was offered to learners to determine what the optimal balance of the 

two is.  

3.3.1 AR Hexagon puzzle  

The start of the detective learning scenario was organised as an individual task to build towards 

more complex materials and features. This material was designed using a familiar puzzle-game 

mechanism, which created an intuitive system and minimised instructions for pupils. 

Once connected, hexagon puzzle pieces revealed a triangular image which was scanned to 

reveal the hidden content (see Figure 10). The hexagons were then rotated to reveal each of the 

two additional, smaller, images. Each image was scanned to display illustrations and descriptions 

of the narrative setting. The learners, in their detective roles, worked individually, each covering 
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a different location from the book. One set described the Fowl family mansion while the other 

covered the Haven city, a part of the fairy kingdom. 

Figure 10 Composed of three puzzle pieces, hexagons can be arranged to form three different 
triangular trigger images 

 

After investigating the setting, learners discovered clues about the characters of the story. To 

access more information about the characters, pupils were required to note their findings in the 

detective notebook and answer three quiz questions. The correct answers gave them a number 

sequence to open the padlock of the next evidence box. 

3.3.2 AR character pyramids  

In the evidence box, learners found two four-sided paper pyramids, which depicted the main 

characters of the story narrative. One pyramid featured the Fowl family and their bodyguard, while 

the other covered the fairy police captain Holly Short and her Lower Elements Police (LEP) team. 

Each portrait image was AR enabled and designed to display interactive pages of information 

about the characters including pictures, quotations, comic book inserts and audiobook passages 

(see Figure 11).  

Organised in the same way as the previous task, pupils followed their story track investigating 

either the Fowl family or the fairies from the underground. Each pupil worked with a four-sided 

pyramid featuring the main characters from the previously explored story setting. The detective 

notebooks, which were used throughout the activity, included pages for writing down character-

specific information. 
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Figure 11 The pyramid shape allows for multiple trigger images to be placed on a single, 
manipulative object 

 

Following the completion of the two individual tasks, the pupils joined their detective partner to 

share their findings and collaboratively answer a new set of questions.  

3.3.3 AR Notebook  

The only material that pupils referred to after each task and used throughout the activity was the 

detective notebook. Serving as their note-taking material, this 8-paged notebook followed their 

progress and prompted reflection and recording of learning. Even though the notebook focused 

mainly on physical tasks, it offered interactive assessment through AR question points. Designed 

as distinctive images, these question points were scanned after each reading task to review 

knowledge and prepare pupils for the next task (see Figure 12).  

A unique feature of the question points was the differentiation between partners. Even though 

they used the same detective notebook, their devices had different access codes, thus displaying 

a different set of questions for each pupil in the pair. While all of these elements indicate individual 

work, pupils’ shared objective made their work partially collaborative. The aim was for both pupils 

in the detective pair to answer their questions correctly, so that they could get a code to unlock 

the next evidence box. 

Figure 12 The access codes assigned to devices allow for differentiated quiz questions among 
learners 
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The design of the interactive buttons used in this activity was informed by Dünser and Hornecker’s 

(2007) research. In their observational study, they noticed that navigation buttons should not be 

visible before the scene activity is completed, otherwise the learners will skip the activity and 

follow their curiosity to explore other scenes. For that reason, buttons with answers appear in a 

predetermined time sequence mimicking average reading time for pupils of that age.  

Moving from individual and partial collaboration to the AR materials which require a higher level 

of team-working skills, the next two materials feature kinaesthetically active elements, which at 

the same time require social awareness from both partners.  

3.3.4 AR dual-vision card  

Collaborative tasks started with the material which was physically simple but required 

collaboration and equal effort from both detectives to reveal meaningful content. The two pupils 

had one AR card (trigger), which was scanned by their two devices and presented different 

content (overlay) on each device. The displayed content was an interview transcript split into two 

images, one on the left and the other on the right. In other words, the image showed the text 

which pupils needed to read, but it was only possible if two devices were placed next to each 

other (see Figure 13).  

This type of task was designed to facilitate physical collaboration between two pupils and required 

active participation from both sides. The differentiation of results on two devices is possible 

because of the lesser-known feature available on the Blippar creation platform – the test codes. 

Used by developers to test new designs without disrupting the original, the test-code feature 

opens up the valuable educational potential of differentiated, pupil-centred AR design. 

 

Figure 13 The cooperative effort between two learners reveals the hidden content 

 

By completing this task, both learning partners successfully grasped the AR trigger-overlay 

system and established some team-working rules. The next and final material was designed to 

bring that collaboration a step further and facilitate self-organised sharing of materials and turn-

taking.  
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3.3.5 AR Foldable cube 

The last, and in some ways the most complex AR material used in this research, raises the 

challenge from a structured collaboration to more autonomous teamwork. Unlike the previous 

design, this task does not set clear roles for pupils and requires turn-taking and self-organisation. 

From a more practical perspective, the reduced amount of text displayed on the screen is set to 

balance out the highly kinaesthetic cube design (see Figure 14). 

Figure 14 Highly kinaesthetic translation cube 

 

The foldable cube (also called infinity cube) which was used as a base-shape for this design is a 

commercially available fidget toy. In this learning scenario it was used as a translation tool to 

decode a message, which was originally written in symbols (Gnommish- the fairy language from 

Artemis Fowl books). The pupils had to find a strategy to divide the reading, rotating, scanning, 

translating and writing components of the task among themselves. They had to find each symbol 

of the coded message on the foldable cube, scan to reveal the corresponding letter, then write 

the translation in their detective notebooks. 
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Part 2: FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

The thesis continues with the analysis and interpretation of the experiences shared by the 

participants during and after the learning activities. Divided into three chapters, the findings are 

presented to follow the three main pillars of the research – Engagement (Chapter 4), Collaboration 

(Chapter 5) and AR technology (Chapter 6).  
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Chapter 4: Engagement  

Within this research, perceived engagement is operationalised using flow state theory (described 

in detail in the literature review, see Chapter 1). The term flow refers to an optimal state of 

immersed concentration in which attention is centred, distractions are minimized, and the subject 

enjoys an autonomous interaction with the activity (Whalen, 1999). This chapter presents findings 

related to the first research question: 

RQ 1: How do pupils with ADHD, and their neurotypical peers, engage with the AR learning 

tools? 

 

Engagement, even though widely used, is a complex concept. While most researchers agree that 

it plays a key role in learning, the ways in which it is experienced, then defined, identified and 

evaluated vary.  Following the flow state theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991), the predetermined 

themes included four main components of flow.  

Table 6 Analysis themes and codes for engagement 

 Predetermined themes Final list of themes 

 

 

 

Engagement 

 

 

Skill vs challenge Skill vs challenge 
Active/static 

Digital/reading 

Concentration Concentration Distractions 

Immersion Immersion 
With the role 

With the content 

Enjoyment Discovery  

 

In the following sections, four sub-themes related to engagement are presented and discussed. 

As demonstrated in Table 6, these sub-themes focus on elements of flow state: skills-challenge 

balance; immersion; concentration; and the element of discovery (the new sub-theme, which 

emerged from the analysis). 

4.1 Skills-challenge balance 

The first condition for increasing engagement, as defined by flow state theory, is an optimal 

balance between skill level and challenge. For this condition to support the flow experience, a 

person should continuously be challenged to the best of their abilities (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). 

In a group of diverse learners, those skill and challenge levels vary, and the optimal balance is 

individual. However, the qualitative data indicates that the majority of pupils from the sample 

experienced some level of flow while learning with non-individualised AR materials. In this section, 
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their reported experiences of engagement are presented and discussed in relation to the 

perceived difficulty of the task and the skills used. 

In line with the expected outcomes, some pupils experienced difficulties with text content and 

reading, while others felt more confident and described it as “easy”. It could be argued that finding 

these activities easy may have more to do with being in control than being in a state of flow. As 

argued by Csikszentmihalyi (1991), a problem faced should challenge a person to use the 

maximum of their abilities, anything more will induce anxiety and anything less will leave a person 

in full control of the process, which can lead to boredom. Similarly, self-determination theory 

describes balancing difficulty as one of the three main components of motivation – competence 

(Deci and Ryan, 2012; Kowal and Fortier, 1999). The two sets of quotations presented below (see 

Table 7) illustrate this idea of competence and skill-challenge balance in the way pupils have 

described it. 

Table 7 Quotations about the difficulty of activities 

Quotations about the activities being too easy Quotations about the activities being too 
difficult 

“[How would you describe the activities you 
did today?] Really easy” Pupil Asher (ADHD), 

Riverfield school 

“It was more difficult because it was a new 
thing I have never done before. (…) I would 

do it again.” – Pupil Andrew (ADHD), 
Springwood school 

“It was brilliant. Quite easy.” Pupil Oliver (NT), 
Springwood school 

“This material was probably just too difficult 
for him, he couldn’t keep his attention and he 

played around a lot. (…) he loses focus 
quickly and struggles keeping himself calm or 
sitting (…)” Teacher Sandra about pupil Alfred 

(ADHD), Merseypark school 

 

Logically, there were pupils whose skills were in balance with the set challenges, and who 

described them as challenging, but not impossible. Following Csikszentmihalyi’s definition of flow 

(1975; 1991), the challenge should still be slightly above skill-level in order to induce a high-

performing engagement state. Presented below are the quotations from the interviews with pupils 

who described the activities as balanced in terms of difficulty. 

“It's a lot of work, and we had to be quick. It wasn't too difficult, it was also fun.” – Pupil 

Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“I didn’t think it was really easy, but it wasn’t, like, impossible to do. (…) It was in between.” 

Pupil Thomas (NT), Springwood school 

“Witness cards were quite easy, I just hold it and scan and read. Possibly the hardest was 

the foldable cube, but I really liked it, it’s one of my favourites.” Pupil Alex (ADHD), 

Springwood school 
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“Not easy or difficult, they were in the middle.” Pupil Peter (NT), Merseypark school 

In the second quotation, pupil Thomas (NT) describes the ideal challenge level for flow state, as 

defined in literature. For example, Bressler and Bodzin (2013) clearly state that challenges should 

be above the person’s ability level, or in other words seem almost impossible to solve, but as the 

required skill set develops, the impossible challenge gets easier and the feelings of 

accomplishment may lead the person to seek another challenge. Keller, Ringelhan and Blomann 

(2011) support this notion and state that any activity can induce flow experience as long as the 

challenge is optimal. Their experiments included game-based and knowledge-based tasks, both 

of which reportedly triggered feelings of enjoyment and the desire to stay in the activity. In order 

to maintain the skill-challenge balance, challenges need to gradually increase in difficulty. This 

was also recognised by some pupils in my study, who described the gradual increase in the 

complexity of challenges in the quotations presented below. 

“It was easy and then it got more and more difficult.” Pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“The mystery, it gets difficult, you don’t know what’s happening, what’s next and that can 

get me stressed. But then I managed, and I was really excited.” Pupil Arthur (ADHD), 

Pierhead school 

By increasing the challenge of a task, the sense of accomplishment after completion is increased 

as well. The pupils who were interviewed were happy to talk about taking up challenging tasks 

during the activities and many of them proudly mentioned their success. Given the fact that 

teachers identified some of them as pupils with lower reading skills, it could be argued that they 

were working on greater challenges with excitement rather than stress.  

These findings are in accord with a growing body of research in the field of video games and 

educational games. r et al. (2016) researched difficult games and found that challenge is an 

especially strong predictor of learning outcomes. They also mention that the challenge of the 

game should be able to keep up with the learner’s growing abilities in order to support continued 

engagement. Although some students might perceive higher challenges as stressful and 

unpleasant, most pupils in this study, as well as students in the study conducted by Newmann, 

Wehlage and Lamborn (1992), said that they like challenging work and are willing to work hard to 

complete schoolwork that challenges them. These findings are in line with self-worth theory 

(Covington, 1984), which explains how the feeling of accomplishment students experience after 

completing challenging work increases their motivation to continue to pursue complex tasks. The 

same connection between competence and motivation is highlighted in self-determination theory 

(Deci and Ryan, 2012). 

As described in Chapter 3, the materials used in this research were designed to appropriately 

challenge reading and comprehension of Year 5 pupils. With the expected diversity of the sample, 

the difficulty levels were slightly modified to be accessible for pupils reading at a level expected 
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for Year 4 pupils. However, some participants had significantly lower reading skills (described by 

teachers as Year 3 level), which meant that those pupils faced greater challenges while working 

on the same learning scenarios. From the perspective of flow state theory, such situations pose 

the risk of frustration and anxiety until the appropriate skillset is developed and confidence is 

restored (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). With a remark on the risk of anxiety, if a given challenge is too 

difficult (Fullagar, Knight and Sovern, 2012), the motivation which comes from even small 

successes (Bressler and Bodzin, 2013) paired with lack of pressure found in fun game-like 

activities (Roberts, 2017), creates a certain resilience in approaching tasks. The quotations 

presented below illustrate pupil and teacher perceptions of the motivation to engage with difficult 

tasks as well as the aforementioned frustration tolerance. 

“He was playing with that folding thing for ages and screamed how happy he was when 

he managed to scan it. It was so funny, he went all around to show everyone” Pupil Andrea 

(ADHD) about her partner Alfred (ADHD), Springwood school 

“A barrier was just the difficulty level of the text and these kids not having sufficient reading 

skills yet. (…) I could hear them saying ‘I want to do it, can I do that, please.’ And that's 

not typically what we hear when we do reading” Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

“[benefits and barriers of using AR materials in the classroom] The good thing is the 

engagement – you could see they were fully engaged, they fully wanted to do it” – Teacher 

Dolores, Springwood school 

As observed and mentioned by pupils and teachers participating in this research, a situation which 

was difficult for pupil Alfred, who was facing the challenges of ADHD and EAL alongside the 

designed activities, was seen as positive and not frustrating. The class teacher described this 

pupil as surprisingly relaxed and eager to solve tasks which were above his skill level. The pupil 

had demonstrated resilience with numerous attempts at quiz questions which referred to the text 

he sometimes struggled to read and understand.  

A parallel can also be made between the mention of persistence in interesting and challenging 

learning situations reported of people with ADHD to take risks (Shoham et al., 2016).  Another 

possible explanation of such behaviour can be found in the flow state definitions. Nakamura and 

Csikszentmihalyi (2002) describe this state as an internally motivating force, so in order to 

continue experiencing flow with high-performance engagement, pupils would seek greater 

challenges. On reflection, it can be argued that pupils with ADHD are likely to induce flow 

experiences in their tendencies to take risks. From the teacher’s perspective (presented in the 

quotations below), pupils were taking up a greater challenge in terms of reading level while risking 

the frustration and anxiety of being overwhelmed with the difficulty of the task.  

“Some of the pupils [currently in year 5] who I know struggle with reading exceeded my 

expectations in terms of amount they read. They didn’t give up even though it was difficult 
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for them. (…) some in this group are reading at the level of Year 3-4.” Teacher Sandra, 

Merseypark school 

“There were so many buttons about fairies on the pyramid, but I read all of that so I knew 

the questions later” Pupil Arnold (ADHD), Riverfield school 

These descriptions of difficult, but fun activities include the element of enjoyment in taking up a 

greater challenge, as described in the original flow theory Csikszentmihalyi (1975) and later in 

research specific to sport (Jackson and Csikszentmihalyi, 1999), education (Appelton et al., 2006; 

Prensky, 2000), and video games (Hamari et al., 2016). However, this motivation to engage with 

difficult challenges is connected with (or is a result of) intrinsic goals and autotelic personality 

traits (Whalen, 1998). The pupils mentioned working on difficult challenges without feeling tired 

or expressed a wish to do those challenging tasks for longer. Their comments align with the items 

in measures of positive intrinsic motivation (Heutte et al., 2009; IJsselsteijn, 2013; Ljubin Golub, 

Bakker and Rijavec, 2017). Their responses (see quotations below) also highlight positive feelings 

and enjoyment during learning, which together with the lack of tiredness or boredom, indicates a 

state of flow.  

“I did a lot today, but I’m not tired or anything” Pupil Arnold (ADHD), Riverfield school 

“I was so happy, I really enjoyed it. [Are you feeling tired after all those activities?] Not 

really, I could do more.” Pupil Amy (ADHD), Merseypark school 

Even though this analysis follows Csikszentmihalyi’s original definition (1975) of the skill-

challenge balance, which seems sufficient, the combination of traditional psychology of learning 

and the innovative digital technology challenges this two-dimensional concept. In order to explore 

these differences within my own research, I deepened my analysis of the interview data and gave 

special attention to the types and elements of the activity described as easy or difficult. The exact 

elements of the activity which were too easy or too difficult turned out to be very individual and it 

would be unfair to generalise. However, by grouping described elements into more static/active 

(descriptions of the physical aspects) or digital/reading (description of the digital aspects) these 

differences become more comprehensible. While some pupils mentioned digital content and 

handling devices as challenging, others appeared to enjoy the digital elements but struggled with 

reading/writing. The next subsection looks at the main component of flow state theory from a 

different perspective and discusses the range of skills and challenges that pupils experienced. 

4.1.1 Balance between active skills and static challenge 

AR as a medium is characterised as a specific blend of the physical and virtual. In order to 

discover superimposed content, pupils had to hold their device, align the physical object they 

were holding below and press the scan button. For some, these kinaesthetic elements presented 

a much-needed sensory input, while for others it was too difficult to position scannable objects 
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correctly, which would then cause frustration instead of flow. The pupils’ comments about the 

balance between the active skills and static challenges are presented in the quotations below. 

“Maybe a bit slow cause I expected that we will be running around like on TV. I had to wait 

for my table to finish so we can all try the code.” Pupil Andrea (ADHD), Merseypark school 

“It was really satisfying to move the cube around into different shapes” Pupil Megan (NT), 

Riverfield school 

“Practical tasks such as folding of the foldable cube helped to break up the technology 

tasks for pupils with ADHD as it allowed for a sensory break during a long session.” 

Teacher Barbara, Pierhead school 

“The pupils were excited about the session and enjoyed the physical elements of using 

the folding cubes and pyramids” Teacher Karen, Pierhead school 

Analysis of the individual interview transcripts indicates that the majority of pupils with ADHD 

perceived the active elements to be easy (a part that represents their skills). When asked about 

the difficult elements, their answers mainly revolved around reading or longer textual content 

(which then balanced out the task by creating a challenge). These findings reiterate previous 

research by Shimoni, Engel-Yeger and Tirosh (2010) and Engel-Yeger and Ziv-On (2011), who 

conducted similar studies and found that children with ADHD were more reticent to participate in 

skill-based activities. The authors suggested that in skill-based activities, a reward or satisfaction 

comes after a longer period of practice or building upon previous skills. In the case of pupils with 

ADHD, the postponed gratification and sustained motivation are recognised as areas of difficulty 

(Marco et al., 2009; Sergeant et al., 2003) which can explain the lack of interest in reading tasks 

compared to more practical parts of the activity, like scanning or opening locked boxes with 

materials. Additionally, as some pupils describe active kinaesthetic elements as easy and 

enjoyable (regardless of the amount of content in them) this could be connected to a tendency to 

experience flow in more physically active situations. This coincides with the work of Whalen 

(1997) who surveyed a large sample of 250 teenagers about different activities they connected 

to flow. Whalen’s participants reported that activities such as sport or games trigger flow three 

times more frequently than passive activities such as watching television. 

To move the spotlight from this specific group of pupils to the whole sample, it is important to note 

that some neurotypical partners of pupils with ADHD shared a similar perspective on active and 

static skills/challenges. While the active elements are connected to games and fun, the more 

static reading or writing prompts were perceived as more serious learning. As a contrast, some 

pupils did not separate activities into more dynamic or quiet, but made a clear distinction between 

those that included some form of digital skills and those that did not. As another alternative to the 

traditional skill-challenge definition, the next subsection discusses how pupils’ digital skills can 

balance the reading challenges. 
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4.1.2 Balance between digital skills and reading challenge 

As emphasised earlier, this research sample was diverse in many ways, from institutional 

technology integration and resource availability to individual digital skills and attitudes. This 

variety is also evident in perceptions of challenge. Some pupils struggled with reading but enjoyed 

the digital elements such as scanning and clicking. Other pupils struggled with the digital side of 

the task, but really liked the storyline and the roles. Interestingly, these two perceptions 

sometimes came from two partners working collaboratively on the same task. The quotations 

below illustrate the difference in pupils’ understanding of what was easy (a skill) and what was a 

challenge (a problem to solve). Pupils needed both digital and reading skills to solve the mystery 

and advance in the activity.  

“It was easy, too easy. Scanning the cubes was really easy.” Pupil Arnold (ADHD), 

Riverfield school 

“[Were these activities difficult or easy for you?] Difficult a little bit. [That’s ok, could you 

tell me what was difficult?] Scanning was difficult. [And the text, tasks, questions…?] That 

was alright.” Pupil Dorian (NT), Pierhead school 

“When we had to scan things it was really difficult because I didn’t know if I’m holding it 

right and is it scanning or not” Pupil Anita (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“Scanning and finding stuff was really easy, but reading was sometimes long and a bit 

difficult.” Pupil Andrea (ADHD), Merseypark school 

This idea of using pupils’ strengths and interests (for example, the digital skills) to support the 

challenge in some other area (for example, the reading) can be used as a teaching strategy (Lin 

et al., 2016). However previous research does not appear to consider this in the context of flow 

state theory. The closest notion would be the work of Ellis, Voelkl and Morris (1994), who have 

suggested the possible psychological multimodality of the skills-challenge balance in the analysis 

of the early definitions of flow state by referring to the cognitive, physical and emotional 

characteristics of the person. Building on Lin et al.'s (2016) findings, my research highlights the 

individual differences in experiencing flow in connection with the differently perceived challenges 

in learning.  

4.1.3 Difference in skills of pupils working together 

In the second stage of the analysis, looking at paired pupils and their experiences, the differences 

in perceived difficulty of the activities among partners were evident. The quotations in Table 8 

illustrate this difference in experience of challenge between the pupils working together. 
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Table 8 Difference in experience of challenge within a pair 

Pupil 1 (ADHD) Pupil 2 (NT) 

“No it was easy. Just like click the button and 
scan.” Pupil Austin (ADHD), Riverfield school 

“Sometimes difficult. Like, sometimes when 
you accidentally press to come off it, you 
have to press again and do the scanning 

thing again.” Pupil Mathew (NT), Riverfield 
school 

“Very easy, maybe if you add a bit more 
steps” Pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“I could have done better if I read it all 
carefully but I didn't have enough time I think.” 

Pupil Dorian (NT), Pierhead school 

“I kind of like it challenging, but it was kind of 
a little hard.” Pupil Anna (ADHD), Pierhead 

school 

“I think it was all fairly easy, some bits I had to 
think about more, but generally not really 

difficult.” Pupil Phillipa (NT), Pierhead school 

“Everything was easy for me, I enjoyed it.” 
Pupil Amy (ADHD), Merseypark school 

 

“Some things were easy and some were a bit 
more difficult. The first bit was quite easy (…), 
but later was getting complicated” Pupil Tim 

(NT), Merseypark school 

 

It is clear from the pupils’ comments that their perceived challenge often differed from the 

perceived challenge of their partner in collaborative tasks. Thus, in order to design differentiated 

and motivating materials for all pupils, a variety of challenges must be recognised. In the example 

below, we can see how partners commented on the difficulty of the same task but mentioned 

different challenges – for one the challenge was reading, while the other struggled with digital 

skills and scanning.  

Table 9 Difference in identified challenge within a pair 

Pupil 1 (ADHD) Pupil 2 (NT) 

“When we had to scan things it was really 
difficult because I didn’t know if I’m holding it 

right and is it scanning or not” Pupil Anita 
(ADHD), Pierhead school 

“[what was difficult?] The witness cards, there 
was a lot of writing to read” Pupil Riley (NT), 

Pierhead school 

 

Teachers shared a similar perspective and recognised these differences in their observations. 

Additionally, they attributed those differences to successful collaboration between partners, who 

then supported each other with their diverse skills. In the quotation below, teacher Dolores 

describes the differences in skills and perceived challenges of her pupils as a motivating factor 

for collaboration. 

“Whereas some of them got some things, other children got others, so they did work well 

collaboratively.” Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

Difference in skills can be both a supporting and obstructing factor. Some pairs collaborated in a 

way that they would organise work based on their strengths, but some found that differences 
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made the collaboration difficult. A deeper analysis of this and other aspects of the pupils’ 

collaboration can be found in Chapter 5. The next section shares the practical perspectives of 

teachers related to the diversity in skills and challenges and focuses on possible solutions in 

differentiated learning. 

4.1.4 Adaptive teaching 

Adapting the task challenges and ways of presenting content to the individual needs and interests 

of pupils is one of the beneficial affordances of technology in education (Holt, 2019). Even though 

the design of individualised feedback or materials was not planned in this research, the need for 

adaptive materials was recognised by the majority of teachers. The set of quotations below 

presents the perspectives of teachers from three of the schools, which makes the responsive 

adaptation of displayed content one of the key recommended AR features. 

“The hindrance for some, especially <names> was they were lower ability, and the text 

was a bit difficult for them. Those children tend to work a year group lower for their reading 

skills. If we did it, we would do it exactly the same but with year 3-4 reading material. With 

AR it could be differentiated in that way, couldn’t it?” Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

“Activities were relatively easy but not for everyone and there is a need for differentiation” 

Teacher Karen, Pierhead school 

“This material was probably just too difficult for him, he couldn’t keep his attention and he 

played around a lot. (…) he loses focus quickly and struggles keeping himself calm or 

sitting, but that kind of read-aloud adaptation would definitely be of great help.” - Teacher 

Sandra about pupil Alfred (ADHD), Merseypark school 

“Increasing accessibility for students such as adding sounds/verbal support etc would be 

nice and beneficial.” Teacher Susan, Pierhead school 

The teachers from the majority of the participating schools have seen AR as a way to bridge the 

gap in skills between pupils and facilitate adaptive teaching seamlessly. Ideally paired with 

immediate feedback, this technology could destigmatise groups of learners who require verbal 

support, simultaneous translation to another language or different fonts, images, examples or 

guidance. Features of AR, such as auditory and verbal support, which could be used to support 

all learners in an inclusive classroom, are presented as recommendations in Chapter 6. 

In concluding the analysis of the skills-challenge theme, three main points should be highlighted. 

Firstly, the optimal balance of skills and challenge is individual for each pupil and represents the 

overall skills and knowledge alongside willingness and resilience in facing a new problem. The 

partial reason for it being individual lies in the differences in initial skill sets, which then defines 

the perceived challenges. Secondly, two pupils working together on collaborative learning tasks 

can increase their overall skill level across different types of activities which can affect their 

https://d.docs.live.net/99f2d08eeac8c7c8/Desktop/Analysis%20chapters%20for%20review%20FH%20LN.docx#_Chapter_Collaboration
https://d.docs.live.net/99f2d08eeac8c7c8/Desktop/Analysis%20chapters%20for%20review%20FH%20LN.docx#_4.3_Chapter_AR
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success in solving the challenges. Finally, from the perspective of the teachers, technology 

designed to support differentiation in learning is seen as beneficial and should be included in all 

educational activities. 

Nevertheless, the optimal balance between skills and challenges is just one element in a complex, 

multidimensional flow experience. It is important to mention Løvoll and Vittersø (2012) who 

highlight that the balance between challenges and skills is not a salient predictor of flow 

experience. Their study concludes that neither challenges, skills nor the interaction between them 

is able to fully explain all possible experiential states of flow. In the following sections, the findings 

will be presented in relation to elements of concentration, immersion and discovery. 

 

4.2 Concentration 

Concentration, as the second component of engagement presented in this chapter, connects the 

fundamental definition of flow state and the common area of difficulty for many learners, especially 

those associated with ADHD. When defining flow state, researchers describe experiences of 

deep, intense concentration (Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi, 2002), sometimes called 

hyperfocus (Ashinoff and Abu-Akel, 2019). On the other hand, research on the implications of 

ADHD on education lists difficulties with sustaining concentration as one of the main barriers to 

successful learning outcomes (Daley and Birchwood, 2010). The aim of this section is to analyse 

and present experiences of both pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical peers in learning with 

AR tools. Shaped and contextualised by comments from teachers, interpretations rely on the 

reported comparisons with pupils’ usual concentration patterns. 

4.2.1 Effortless concentration 

When reporting on flow experiences, Csikszentmihalyi’s participants describe deep concentration 

which is effortlessly carried by a current, in other words, flowing (Csikszentmihalyi and Nakamura, 

2010). In order to support that effortless concentration, the flow principles are applied in education 

when designing learning materials to minimise anxiety which can happen when content is too 

difficult (Chan and Ahern, 1999; Khalil and Elkhider, 2016). In this research, the analysis of both 

pupils’ experiences and teachers’ observations indicates that pupils easily concentrated on the 

learning activities. The following set of quotations demonstrates that in their own words: 

“My mind was just focused. [Is it like that usually in school?] Not really.” Pupil Asher 

(ADHD), Riverfield school 

“[Did you manage to stay concentrated?] Yes! [Could you compare it to other activities 

you do?] It was a bit easier.” Pupil Dorian (NT), Pierhead school 

“I was concentrated almost all the time” Pupil Aldo (ADHD), Springwood school 
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“I was really concentrated on my own work so I didn’t really see” Pupil Anna (ADHD), 

Pierhead school 

“She was really really focused on what she was doing, more than usual. She’s easily 

distracted (…), but today she didn’t have any of the usual snaps of distraction.” Teacher 

Sandra, Merseypark school 

“(…) it was a breakdown of reading and practical. I thought they really liked that – I don’t 

think we would ever cover 2 chapters of a story and have a full understanding of what the 

characters were like in that space of time just by reading, because their concentration 

would just go.” Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

“A great indicator of engagement for me was the fact that they didn’t go to other games 

and apps on the ipads. I didn’t see anyone wandering off to play other games. So, 

whatever you’ve shown them beats every other app we have.” Teacher Sandra, 

Merseypark school 

This finding is especially interesting when considering learners with ADHD because in the school 

environment they are one group of learners who are found to more frequently experience 

difficulties with focusing and sustaining attention (Ross and Randolph, 2014). Even though the 

interviewed pupils with ADHD could not pinpoint the exact reason or feature that supported their 

concentration, the majority of them reported that they were able to concentrate more easily and 

for longer than usual.  This finding supports previous research on the implementation of 

technology-enhanced learning (Avila-Pesantez et al., 2018), but also builds on the research on 

implementing AR for learning (Bacca et al., 2014; Bujak et al., 2013). Only a small portion of the 

technology-enhanced learning literature includes pupils with attention difficulties in their samples, 

which highlights the importance of this study. While a few research papers mention possible 

distraction and factors related to digital technology (Bacca et al., 2012; Zarraonandia et al., 2013), 

the majority still report the benefits for sustaining attention on the learning content (Crepaldi et al., 

2017; Rivera, 2016). Especially interesting, and rarely referred to in the literature, is the absence 

of app-switching as the indicator of focused concentration (mentioned by the Merseypark school 

teacher), which could be used in future research as an innovative observation parameter. 

In taking a more detailed look at the ways in which pupils described their concentration, some 

pupils mentioned strong visual elements when they described the benefits of the AR tools. That 

is not surprising given the fact that visual attention is found to be a significant factor in keeping 

information and retrieving it from working memory for both pupils with ADHD and their 

neurotypical peers (Theeuwes, Kramer and Irwin, 2011). The following quotation from pupil Anna 

supports the idea of using visual cues for memory, but adds a connection to one of the features 

of AR – that of spatial information organisation, which can be understood as a middle stage 

between the concrete notes (writing on paper) and mind palace technique (visualisations of 
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familiar spatial environments in order to enhance the recall of information) (more details about the 

features of AR can be found in Chapter 7). 

“I would figure out what I needed to do and just kept myself thinking about it rather than 

thinking about other things. I would remember on which pyramid the stuff about Artemis 

was and I could just go back to it if I needed.” Pupil Anna (ADHD), Pierhead school 

Aspects of concentration and memory are analysed with respect to individual differences among 

pupils. For that reason, Anna’s way of supporting her concentration and memory with AR 

suggests just one strategy, not a general conclusion. Alongside the differences in skills-challenge 

balance among paired pupils, another difference was evident in the analysis of their levels of 

concentration. The pupils tried to describe the way they concentrated during the activities in 

comparison to usual schoolwork and tried to include factors which supported and obstructed their 

concentration. Some of the quotations are presented below (see Table 10) and organised to 

represent different perceptions of the same activities shared by pupils working in pairs. 

Table 10 Individual differences in pupils’ perceived concentration 

Pupil 1 (ADHD) Pupil 2 (NT) 

“A bit difficult” Pupil Anita (ADHD), Pierhead 
school 

“Easy. The questions and getting the codes, I 
knew all the answers” Pupil Riley (NT), 

Pierhead school 

“It was good, I was concentrated almost all 
the time. [Did something help you focus?] 
Yes, I had a good partner and tasks were 

easy” Pupil Aldo (ADHD), Springwood school 

“[Was it difficult to concentrate? Compared to 
other days in school] It was more difficult. 
Because it was a new thing I have never 

done before.” Pupil Derek (NT), Springwood 
school 

“It was better today, of course, this was more 
fun. (…) It felt exciting and I was just 

concentrated, I don’t know how or why.” – 
Pupil Alex (ADHD), Springwood school 

“[about usual concentration in school] It’s not 
that I don’t get into some things, but more like 
when I get bored for a bit, I lose concentration 

easily.” Pupil Thomas (NT), Springwood 
school 

 

The field of research focusing on characteristics of ADHD places specific focus on lack of 

concentration and attention as a core difficulty (González-Castro et al., 2015) and often draws 

comparisons between pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical peers (Ross and Randolph, 2014).  

However, the analysis of the interviews with the working pairs did not show major differences in 

the concentration patterns between the two groups of pupils in question (pupils with ADHD and 

their neurotypical peers). Similar to the AR research conducted by Ibáñez et al. (2014), on both 

qualitative and quantitative measures, pupils reported higher than usual levels of concentration 

and staying focused on the task for longer periods of time.   

These findings can be connected to research which suggests that AR improves concentration 

(Diegman et al., 2015) because this technology could be the factor that bridges the gap among 
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pupils, giving everyone an equitable starting position. Considering the fact that game-based AR 

applications have slowly entered the field of therapy and treatment as interventions for cognitive 

and emotional support (Alqithami et al., 2019; Avila-Pesantez et al., 2018; Barba et al., 2019), 

this growing body of research could lead to a greater understanding of AR technology as assistive 

for pupils who find sustained attention more challenging. 

Differences in reported experience could also be explained by the notion that pupils who were 

more interested in the story and the activity were much more engaged. Personal relevance and 

emotional components of engagement are identified in the Framework of Learning with AR Tools 

by Bujak et al. (2012) and as intrinsic motivation within Flow State Theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 

1991), which were the starting point in designing this research. Even when technology is taken 

out of the equation, interest still plays an important role in learning. Tobias (1994) supported that 

connection by suggesting that working on interesting materials can engage learners into deeper 

cognitive processing. Two decades after this, similar patterns were demonstrated in the field of 

mobile learning - Li and Yang (2016) report on a significant correlation between interest in learning 

and concentration. 

Even though this research presents differences in concentration, there are similarities in the 

reported obstructing factors among all pupils (those associated with ADHD and those without). 

The next subsection presents the identified challenges shared by the participants. 

4.2.2 Group size  

While the literature does not address the optimal group size for activities including AR, the effect 

of group size on engagement with general technology-based activities are examined in research 

conducted by Melero, Hernandez-Leo and Manatunga (2015). They report that groups of four 

students (compared to groups of five students) promote greater engagement and control over 

devices. While my research looks at individual and collaborative work between two pupils, the 

environment they were working in seemed to greatly affect their immersion and concentration.  

Following the analysis at the school level, findings suggest that the two schools with the activities 

delivered to groups with fewer pupils (less than 16 in total) generally observed and reported more 

intense concentration with the content. On the other hand, pupils from the two schools in which 

the activities were delivered to larger groups (20 or more pupils) mentioned noise and over-

crowding as distractions. Starting from the teachers’ perspective, larger groups seem to be more 

difficult to manage, especially when technology is involved: 

“If each child has a device in a class of 30+ it can be quite tricky for staff to manage.  

Partnered work or group work means there are fewer devices for teachers to manage.” 

Teacher Susan, Pierhead school 
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The issues with large groups, loud environment and lack of support were recognised as important 

factors by both the pupils and the teachers. The set of quotations presented below captures the 

responses related to group size and different environmental factors.  

“It was a bit more loud than usual, but I didn’t mind. I was busy with finding my clues” Pupil 

Andrea (ADHD), Merseypark school 

“[was it difficult to focus on these activities?] Kind of. Because my partner was distracting 

me and there was a lot of people around me” Pupil Anna (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“It was ok. It was just a bit loud and crowded, I would like it a bit more quieter” Pupil Riley 

(NT), Pierhead school 

“When I couldn’t scan that would get me off track, but I managed to concentrate again 

after.” Pupil Adam (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“I think we all enjoyed it, it was really good (…) I could have done better if I read it all 

carefully, but I didn’t have enough time I think.” Pupil Dorian (NT), Pierhead school 

“Maybe only when we all worked together, that was a bit like a chaos, but we managed to 

sort it out who will do what.” Pupil Peter (NT), Merseypark school 

“Children were engaged in the AR activities when the technology supported this.” Teacher 

Susan, Pierhead school 

All the responses coded for those factors are found to be from the Merseypark and the Pierhead 

school, both of which included a group of more than 16 pupils in the activities. This problem of 

large group size, also mentioned in relation to immersion (see section 5.3.2), is evidently 

disruptive for pupils’ overall experience, with frequent mentions of crowdedness and noise. With 

comments from both groups of pupils (those associated with ADHD and their neurotypical peers), 

this finding highlights the potential for smaller groups of pupils (regardless of neurodiversity) to 

perceive or experience fewer issues associated with loud environments or lack of support. This 

and other recommendations for future practice are summarised in the Conclusion.  

Technology should always be a tool which supports learners in achieving the set learning goals 

in whichever way instruction is designed. Nevertheless, some practical constraints can affect the 

ease of use and overall success of technology implementation. When analysing the seating 

arrangements used in similar research (Di Serio, Ibáñez and Kloos, 2013; Ibáñez et al. 2014), 

variability was minimal because it was usually predetermined by the activity design or personal 

preference of the pupil/teacher. Individual preference was evident in mixed responses analysed 

across the four settings of this research project. The optimum was found with tables seating two 

pupils collaborating on the task. Sitting individually meant lower levels of distraction but came with 

a lack of peer support. In contrast, sessions organised with several pupils seated around group 

tables were sometimes perceived as chaotic since the level of noise was considerably higher and 
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scannable materials were getting mixed or lost. More detailed analysis of technical and 

organisational issues, which were recognised as barriers to engagement and integration of the 

AR tools, is presented in Chapter 6. 

 

4.3 Immersion 

As presented in literature review, feeling of immersion is the object of interdisciplinary research 

interest, with definitions covering many different aspects of immersion. Educational research 

perspective focused on sensory, cognitive and emotional products of immersive experiences 

(Carins, 2016), while definitions from the gaming field described levels of intensity of immersion 

(Brown and Cairns, 2004). Finally, Otzen (2015) combined concepts of immersion, flow and 

gameplay into a framework which describes immersion in playful experience as a prerequisite of 

flow state. In order to examine the connection between immersion and flow in the current study, 

this section presents and discusses findings from the pupils’ experiences and teachers’ 

observations. Building on previous research, the discussion highlights specific aspects of 

immersion triggered by novelty, the difference between content and role immersion, and the lack 

of awareness of learning reported by participants. 

4.3.1 Immersion through novelty 

Successful game immersion is accomplished through interest and curiosity (Qin, Patrick Rau and 

Salvendy, 2009), both described as factors which support flow state (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; 

Webster, Trevino and Ryan, 1993). Personal interest and motivation of the player/learner are 

often mentioned when differentiating between games for entertainment and educational 

purposes. The above mentioned authors started a debate around the nature of flow triggered by 

activities which are not leisure. In the last decade, we are witnessing a growing body of research 

describing flow in the workplace and in academic work (Rijavec, Ljubin Golub and Olčar, 2016; 

Salanova, Bakker and Llorens, 2006; Tobert and Moneta, 2013). It can be argued that the 

activities designed for primary school pupils must take both sides into account – for some pupils 

learning is a fun activity, but for others it could be stressful, externally imposed, work. Designing 

an activity which could spark the intrinsic motivation and interest of pupils was challenging (as 

described in Chapter 3), but based on pupils’ responses, the novelty and game elements were 

successful in inducing excitement and intrigue. Two examples of pupils’ comments are shared in 

the quotations below. 

“It was really fun. I didn’t know it was a thing, that it’s possible to do that [AR superimposed 

content], but now I’ve seen it, that it’s easy, I hope we do it more.” Pupil Alex (ADHD), 

Springwood school 

“It was something I never did before, and I quite liked it” Pupil Peter (NT), Merseypark 

school 

https://d.docs.live.net/99f2d08eeac8c7c8/Desktop/Analysis%20chapters%20for%20review%20FH%20LN.docx#_Chapter_AR_technology
https://d.docs.live.net/99f2d08eeac8c7c8/Desktop/Analysis%20chapters%20for%20review%20FH%20LN.docx#_Design_and_implementation
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These quotations describe novelty as a positive factor for motivation and engagement, echoing 

the ideas of Schomaker and Meeter (2015) and Lomas et al. (2017). Novelty is known to increase 

engagement for a short period of time, Zentall (1993) recognised the links between novel, 

colourful and kinaesthetic activities and increased engagement for pupils with ADHD. As with 

Zentall’s study, the pupils involved in my research demonstrated continuous engagement with the 

novelty of the AR tool. 

In contrast, the lack of novelty (understood as familiarity with technology) brings other 

advantages. Initial familiarity with technology and digital skills training can play a significant role 

in independent problem-solving and consequently avoid errors and frustration. In moments when 

pupils were highly engaged, their focus was on the story and not on the technical precision of 

positioning materials for scanning. A frequent challenge for the ‘playability’ of the game was when 

a pupil leant over the trigger card and created a shadow over the scanned material. In part, this 

occurred because pupils were not familiar with AR technology, which meant that engagement 

may have been influenced by the novelty of AR for them. However, those who were more familiar 

with technology had the benefit of understanding the technical side of the activity and their 

engagement was less interrupted with technical or handling issues. As mentioned, the schools 

differed in their approach and integration of technology into curriculum (see school profiles in 

Appendix 4 or LoTI comparison in Table 5), which in many ways influenced students’ familiarity 

with technology. The next section analyses those differences in relation to reported immersion. 

4.3.2 Differences in environment and context 

Such diversity was a great benefit to this study because the same activity design was 

implemented and experienced by pupils from different backgrounds, with different levels of 

familiarity with technology, within different settings, group sizes and classroom setups (see 

Appendix 1). While the body of research on AR acknowledges the effect of this technology on 

initial engagement and interest in learning (Bressler and Bodzin, 2013; Bujak et al., 2012; Patzer, 

Smith and Keebler, 2014; Sommerauer and Müller, 2014), the environment in which activities are 

conducted is rarely specifically discussed in relation to engagement or immersion.  

Higher immersion was observed and mentioned after activities organised with the two smaller 

groups of pupils. While less immersed groups were completing activities in their regular classroom 

(where they usually learn and complete study tasks), the two exceptionally immersed groups were 

placed in a different room (a side room of the school library or the teacher training room). Being 

in a new or different space can add to the overall exclusivity and novelty, but it can also remove 

the anxiety which some pupils might experience while working in their classroom (Barrett et al., 

2016). While most comments on this topic were made outside of the interview time, one of the 

teachers compared her observation of the activity delivered in the school library with what she 

would have expected in the classroom environment: 

https://d.docs.live.net/99f2d08eeac8c7c8/Desktop/Analysis%20chapters%20for%20review%20FH%20LN.docx#_Appendix_1:_School
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“I’m not sure if they would be so disciplined in their own classrooms, to be honest. And 

with all of their friends around, it can easily get out of hand.” Teacher Dolores, Springwood 

school 

While differences in context provide an interesting starting point for further research, the analysis 

of individual experiences across the sample opens a debate on immersion styles specific to pupils 

with ADHD. The next subsection presents the differences between immersion with the content 

and with the game role. 

4.3.3 Immersion with the content and the role 

While the body of research around flow state theory recognises immersion as one of the 

components of flow experience (Whalen, 1999), the field of augmented and virtual reality 

(specifically game design) identifies different types of immersion as crucial for each phase in user 

engagement with the content (Forgeot d’Arc, Devaine and Daunizeau, 2020). In the present study, 

two distinct categories of immersion emerged. The immersion with the content presented in the 

activities (introduction to the book Artemis Fowl) was separated from the immersion with the role 

of the detective (part of the activity design, connected to the AR technology and the elements of 

discovery). The following two sets of quotations present those differences in immersion noted in 

interviews with pupils after the learning activities. 

Table 11 Quotations about immersion 

Quotations about immersion 
with the content 

Quotations about immersion 
with the detective role 

“I was still figuring out fairy types and got 
stuck in it, I didn’t notice we had to move on. 

But my partner got it, so it was fine.” Pupil 
Thomas (NT), Springwood 

“After doing all this it feels fun being a 
detective, maybe I want to become a 

detective.” Pupil Alex (ADHD), Springwood 
school 

“Yes, and it feels like you’re actually there, in 
the family mansion.” Pupil Michael (NT), 

Riverfield school 

“It’s really good that we’ve finally learned how 
to become detectives” Pupil Anna (ADHD), 

Pierhead school 

 “I got to decode stuff, we weren’t doing our 
usual school job, we were doing a detective 
job.” Pupil Alex (ADHD), Springwood school 

 “It was challenging. We had little time and a 
lot to do, like real policemen.” Pupil Arnold 

(ADHD), Riverfield school 

 “I really felt like I am a part of it, when I was 
searching for clues I had to concentrate and 

remember details. I think I could be a 
detective one day.” Pupil Amy (ADHD), 

Merseypark school 
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These quotations illustrate the diverse descriptions of experienced immersion. While some pupils 

described content as immersive, others are focused on the scenario narrative and the detective 

role. Analysis on the cross-case level shows that the quotations which describe immersion with 

the content came from neurotypical pupils, while pupils with ADHD frequently describe immersion 

with the role of the detective or immersion with the game mechanics. Such distinctions have not 

been previously mentioned in the literature, yet they could be of great importance for the design 

of future educational activities and the way they are used in classrooms. In the quotations below, 

teachers from the participating schools recognised the pupils’ immersion with the game and 

mention pupils with ADHD as examples of that. 

“I would say that some of our ADHD were more highly motivated. One of our children – 

Asher (ADHD), in particular, he couldn’t wait to get onto the next challenge and see what 

would be revealed after he’d scanned a code or something.” Teacher Sandra, Merseypark 

school 

“They all enjoyed working on these playful tasks, but Arthur and Adam (both are pupils 

with ADHD) were fully into it. They were just focused on cracking the codes and finding 

new clues.” Teacher Karen, Pierhead school 

Further analysis of the interviews led to the assumption that this focus on the role might be coming 

from the experiences of success with challenging tasks. Taking into account that the difficulties 

pupils with ADHD experience in school sometimes have a negative effect on their learning 

outcomes and academic progression (DuPaul, Weyandt and Janusis, 2011), it is not surprising 

that many of them, after successfully completing the tasks mentioned, see detective roles as 

possible future careers. From the teachers’ point of view, the same focus on the detective role 

was seen as a benefit in a way that it helped pupils detach from the usual stress that comes with 

learning or in this case, reading.  

”The fact that it was set out in a game, that they were cracking codes, gave them 

something else to lead them on to.” Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

“The activities they did today were more like a game and I found that some pupils were 

more relaxed with reading tasks. Some of them really struggle and avoid reading.” 

Teacher Karen, Pierhead school 

“A lot of our boys don't want to engage with reading really, but if they are solving 

something, discovering and trying to crack the code and open the box, it's flowing easily.”  

Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

As recognised by teachers, the game elements integrated in the learning activity seem to create 

a different atmosphere for pupils to approach greater challenges with ease. By detaching from 
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their role of a learner and getting immersed into a detective story, they seem to leave their 

insecurities behind and confidently solve tasks as a detective would.  

4.3.4 Awareness of learning 

Previous research in game-theory suggests that players learn new skills while playing games 

because of their focus on the conditions for winning rather than learning itself (Ciavarro, Dobson 

and Goodman, 2008). The same idea of implicit knowledge is defined in the field of educational 

psychology as “the capacity to learn without awareness of the products of learning” (Frensch and 

Rünger, 2003, p.13). Within this research, mention (or description) of immersion was made by 

the majority of participants. However, a smaller group of pupils reported deep immersion with a 

lack of awareness of the environment: 

“I didn’t even know it was about the book, <peer> just told me. For me it was like a game 

(…)” Pupil Andrea (ADHD), Merseypark school 

“I have a feeling we all read a lot but I can only remember it as being a game, like a really 

fun thing to do” Pupil Adam (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“I think they were not actually aware of how much they were learning during the process, 

and I think that made a dramatic difference to their engagement in the task – they were 

much more focused” – Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

Out of all the pupils who described deeper immersion and loss of awareness, the majority were 

associated with ADHD. In support of recent research in the field of hyperfocus and flow (Hupfeld, 

Abagis and Shah, 2019), the pupils expressed deep immersion and focus. Over several decades, 

the term “hyperfocus” has been colloquially used to characterize the state of increased, focused 

attention that individuals with ADHD frequently report (Brown 2006; Conner 1994; Ozel-Kizil et al. 

2016), but this was not empirically researched until recently. Hupfeld, Abagis and Shah (2019) 

have demonstrated that people with ADHD have a higher tendency to hyperfocus and question 

whether the traditional definitions of attention deficit should move towards attention 

maldistribution. The new understanding for specific patterns of attention (not the lack of it, as 

previously assumed) associated with ADHD highlights the importance of further research and 

analysis of the educational experiences of pupils with ADHD.  

Sackett et al. (2009) identify fun and enjoyment as part of deep immersion and time distortion 

process. In their research, they connect it to Csikszentmihalyi’s flow state theory and conclude 

that participants’ perceived time distortion (“time flies”) connects to perceived enjoyment (“when 

you are having fun”), engagement and even greater tolerance for distractions. Following the same 

connection, thoughtfully designed educational games aim to provide a balanced environment to 

support flow in learning (Kiili et al., 2012). Enjoyment and immersion are frequently mentioned in 

relation to entertainment games, but educational games often use the described process of 

immersion and enjoyment as a foundation for developing players’ better understanding of the 
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content, characters, roles and social relations. Learners who are immersed in a story or an activity 

will aim to explore details of the experience and ultimately learn more about the topic (Hamari et 

al., 2016). 

Flow in educational research is identified as a supporting factor for learners’ engagement with the 

content through longer and more intense concentration, which consequently results in better 

learning outcomes (Buil, Catalán and Martínez, 2017; Erhel and Jamet, 2019). This connection 

was observed in the implemented activities and was mentioned by teachers as beneficial for 

learning. The quotations below show that pupils’ immersion with both the content and roles are 

perceived by teachers as important components for reading, writing and comprehension. 

“We would normally focus one day on characters, then the next day the setting, and then 

maybe the plot, whereas here, they learnt about the plot, the setting and the characters 

within that hour – we covered a lot more” Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

“It’s not just reading of the text – it’s the comprehension, because understanding it, 

comprehending it, then they were recording it in their notebooks was nice. Then they were 

using the text and the genre of the police reports – using the text for purpose and 

understanding layouts. [So, would you say that covered the learning objectives?] Yes, 

definitely.” Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

The teachers in their observations recognised the benefits of immersion with the educational 

games on learning outcomes. Similar findings have been reported by Cheng et al. (2016) who 

concluded that their participants gained a holistic understanding of the learnt content after 

engaging with the science game scenarios and that the effect of learning was retained long term. 

Educational games, like any other learner-centred learning environment, encourage pupils to 

become active and self-regulated learners. If immersion with such games is achieved, pupils are 

more likely to concentrate for longer periods of time (Mellecker, Witherspoon and Watterson, 

2013) and meaningful learning is more likely to take place (Hassard and Dias, 2009).  

Immersion and concentration are defined differently, but in many ways, they are overlapping 

components of the learning experience. Research on flow state theory states that intense 

immersion predicts intense concentration, but the rule does not apply in the other direction (Qin, 

Patrick Rau and Salvendy, 2009). The analysis of pupils’ perceived concentration is the focus of 

the following section. 

4.4 Discovery 

Discovery as a theme has spontaneously emerged from the qualitative data – through shared 

experience and conversation during interviews with pupils and teachers. The pupils who 

participated in this research have described their experience using different metaphors and 

comparisons, but the most frequently described was certainly the element of discovery. 

Recognised by participants as one of the most memorable components of the learning activity, 
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the guided discovery approach could be the element which connects the domains of flow state 

theory and AR. Considering the fact that AR technology is built around image recognition 

software, it can be understood as a digital discovery system. At the same time, the activity design 

(see Chapter 3) includes discovery elements in the game mechanics, in the pupils’ detective role 

and the story. The next section presents the pupils’ experiences of excitement with the discovery 

elements as supportive factors for learning outcomes. 

4.4.1 Being on the edge of discovery 

Research on pedagogy recognises problem-based learning (Harun et al., 2012) and discovery 

learning (Saab, van Joolingen and van Hout‐Wolters, 2009) as having positive influences on 

learner motivation; while in psychology, the same elements are recognised in flow state theory 

(Csikszentmihalyi and Nakamura, 2010) for sustained concentration with activities of interest. 

Csikszentmihalyi (2013) describes flow to be triggered by being on the edge of discovery. Within 

my research, the elements of mystery and discovery are included both implicitly (in the story and 

detective role) and explicitly (with evidence boxes, scannable materials and hidden digital 

content). All these elements were frequently mentioned by both neurotypical pupils and those 

with ADHD as engaging and fun. While it is difficult to differentiate which element they liked the 

most, the combination of having a clear goal (the locked evidence box), immediate feedback 

(quizzes to check knowledge and unlock the box) and special tools to see the invisible (AR 

software on their devices) triggered flow-like experiences in a more successful way than other 

elements described in this chapter. Presented below, the set of quotations from the interviews 

with pupils demonstrates their positive attitudes towards the elements of discovery. 

“[more exciting] when we would get the code right and open a new box, and when I would 

scan something and see pictures. [less exciting] I don’t know. Reading probably. That was 

a bit less fun, I had to sit and go through it.” Pupil Amy (ADHD), Merseypark school 

“I found it fun, I like how you can scan everything. How it’s on the iPad but you can’t see 

it in real life. It was just fun really.” Pupil Michael (NT), Riverfield school 

“It’s interesting and fun. [what exactly?] Discovering the clues.” Pupil Alice (ADHD), 

Riverfield school 

“It wasn’t really there, I could see my desk but also images and stuff that was invisible 

normally.” Pupil Megan (NT), Riverfield school 

Having all these discovery elements integrated into many different segments of the learning 

activity was challenging for some. While most pupils talked about a positive experience with 

complex multi-step tasks which resulted in discovering a new box or material, working 

simultaneously with new technology and new content in a social environment was described as 

overwhelming for some pupils. Their attention was constantly alternating from handling objects 

https://d.docs.live.net/99f2d08eeac8c7c8/Desktop/Analysis%20chapters%20for%20review%20FH%20LN.docx#_Design_and_implementation
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and scanning with the device to the content displayed digitally and questions printed in their paper 

notebooks, as described by pupils and teachers: 

“It was more difficult. Because it was a new thing I have never done before.” – Pupil 

Andrew (ADHD), Springwood school 

“Pupils with ADHD joined in tasks well, especially when there was something they could 

be actively doing. However, I think that there was a lot to try and fit into one session and 

sometimes the pupils could become overwhelmed if trying to keep up with the tasks and 

understand all of the information.” Teacher Christina, Riverfield school 

One of the possible explanations for these differences could be that pupils who struggled more 

came from schools which were recognised as having lower technology integration levels (LoTI). 

It could be that the difference in individual familiarity with technology influences the students’ 

engagement with simultaneous content and technology discovery. The pupils from Pierhead 

school (where the curriculum includes a regular introduction to innovative technology) did not 

mention these difficulties. It even seemed that previous experience with technology makes pupils 

more resilient to typical technical issues they had during these activities (see Chapter 7). The 

pupils’ familiarity with technology was found to have an overall positive influence on their 

enjoyment and motivation to work on more challenging parts of the task. Both teachers and pupils 

mentioned previous knowledge and familiarity in the set of quotations below. 

“I watched Sherlock Holmes (…) now my iPads was even better magnifying glass, I found 

all the clues.” Pupil Asher (ADHD), Riverfield school (LOTI 1) 

“They all said they really like using tablets to learn about something, rather than just 

textbooks.” Teacher Dolores, Springwood school (LOTI 2) 

“It’s really great to get them to read without the stress of reading. Lots of our boys don’t 

want to engage with reading really, but if they are solving something, discovering and 

trying to crack the code and open the box, it’s flowing easily.” Teacher Sandra, Merseypark 

school (LOTI 2) 

“Children had not used AR technology in lessons before but seemed fairly confident when 

using it and picked up the skill quickly.” Teacher Barbara, Pierhead school (LOTI 4a) 

The teachers noted that discovery as a feature of AR technology sparked curiosity and could 

motivate pupils to read more. While both teachers and pupils found this type of discovery learning 

fun, an additional value which the teachers highlighted was pupils’ increased curiosity and desire 

to read:  

“It involved IT, problem solving, and because it’s fun, and because there is a task, they 

want to read and they want to use the equipment. So if they have that curiosity and desire 

to read, it’ll make them want to read even more.” Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 
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“I would say that some of our ADHD were more highly motivated. (…) He is usually 

engaged in activities, but I think he was really propelled into the learning process, because 

he was so excited by the reward of completing each task and something else being 

revealed.” – Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

These observations echo research by Huang, Chen and Chou (2016) which found that the 

discovery elements were perceived by participants to be interesting and helpful for learning as 

well as serving to increase students' willingness to learn more and to develop a more positive 

emotional attitude towards the content. 

 

4.5 Understanding Engagement 

In future design and implementation of AR technology, teachers, researchers and practitioners 

should be aware of the interrelation of different components of engagement. This chapter 

presents findings focused around the theme of engagement and separated into sections covering 

different, but interrelated components of engagement. By analysing and discussing the skills-

challenge balance, immersion, concentration and discovery elements, the first research question 

was addressed. However, the social environment poses another question in the analysis of the 

data set – Does the collaboration with a partner increase the perceived challenge or do they 

combine their individual skill sets? This theme will be addressed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Collaboration 

Taking into account their individual views, as well as relationships between partners, this chapter 

describes the way pupils experienced working with their partner and the social component of 

paired work. 

RQ2: What are the perceived benefits and boundaries in individual and collaborative AR 

based activities?   

 

The focus of this chapter is on collaboration and team engagement (group flow or social flow) 

between pupils. As a basis for the analysis and interpretation of data, my understanding of 

collaboration is founded on the definition set by Dillenbourg in 1999 (see literature review in 

Chapter 1). He defines collaborative learning as a situation in which two or more people work 

together towards acquiring new knowledge or skills. He emphasises participation as a crucial 

factor and claims that learners demonstrate a higher level of engagement in collaborative work 

compared to learning individually or competitively (Dillenbourg, 1999). Similarly, from the 

Vygotskian perspective, peer collaborative contexts are considered to promote academic 

engagement as well as provide a supportive structure for the development of specific problem-

solving skills (Wentzel and Watkins, 2002). 

The question of organising learning individually or collaboratively can be discussed in all subject 

areas and levels of education. While each subject or age group has its own characteristic factors, 

the learners’ individual personality and preference play an important role in the success of 

individual or collaborative work. Following the analysis and discussion of individual aspects of 

engagement in the previous chapter, the focus of this chapter is on experiences of collaboration 

between pupils. While still analysing engagement in learning, the data presented will focus on the 

interrelation between individual and group flow. 

As discussed in the literature review (Chapter 1), the prerequisites for individual and group flow 

are often overlapping and research has described the complexity of those experiences (see the 

review of definitions by Pels, Kleinert and Mennigen, 2018). In this chapter, the findings related 

to collaboration are connected specifically to three mentioned prerequisites – open 

communication, safe space (no concern regarding failure) and mutual commitment. The 

connection between individual and group flow is highlighted throughout this chapter, but the clear 

distinction or direction of influence is hard to determine. 

As described in Chapter 3, the activities pupils completed were pre-designed and were the same 

for all groups. The AR literacy session was created in two parts, the first focused on individual 

tasks and the second on collaborative tasks. It can be argued that the shared goal of the individual 
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part reflects some level of general collaboration, but each pupil from the pair had a different task 

and their communication was limited. In order to gradually increase the difficulty of the tasks in 

the second part of the session, more social elements and dependent collaboration challenged 

pupils with each new clue. The pupils’ responses reflect diverse experiences of collaboration, but 

mainly revolve around their ability to communicate effectively and negotiate with their partner. 

Additional factors, such as their relationship or previous knowledge, were recognised and 

analysed in relation to the current literature. 

This chapter starts with the analysis of the sub-theme of communication. More specifically, this 

covers the topics of previous relationships between pupils, fear and tolerance among pupils in 

collaborative learning. Moving to the aspects of the activity design, the task structure is analysed, 

which is followed by a discussion on supporting and obstructing aspects of collaboration for 

engagement. The chapter concludes with the teachers’ perspectives on optimal grouping and 

pairing strategies for future activities.   

5.1 Communication in collaboration 

Communication is the basis for successful collaboration and learning in a social environment. The 

intense concentration and engagement, when experienced in social situations (social flow), relies 

not only on optimal performance but also optimal interaction with others (Engeser, 2012). 

Additionally, communication within the group needs to be purposeful and clear (Duff et al., 2014). 

When a group experiences difficulty with interaction or uses inadequate communication 

strategies, their work enjoyment and engagement with the task is affected. The main factors 

identified in this research connect pupils’ communication patterns with their existing relationship, 

tolerance for their partner’s and their own mistakes, as well as the impact of different pairing 

strategies on enjoyment and success. The teachers also recognised the importance of developing 

pupils’ communication skills and reported on previous collaborative learning pupils were involved 

in: 

“Our children work collaboratively in most lessons, especially to develop skills such as 

reasoning and problem-solving. It is effective because it develops their resilience and 

interaction with peers.” – Teacher Barbara, Pierhead school 

“In regards to how often do my pupils work collaboratively, I try to get them to do it in some 

aspects as part of every single lesson. I do this as I think it is extremely valuable for them 

to learn off each other – peer on peer assessments/learning is really exciting for them, 

and they can relate to each other so much better than they sometimes can to me.” - 

Teacher Christina, Riverfield school 

Both teachers recognise and integrate collaboration in their practice while emphasising the 

importance of developing pupils’ social interaction and communication in the learning 

environments. The analysis of data in this research looks specifically at the two groups in this 
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study – pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical peers. As part of the analysis, some differences 

between the two groups were noticed in the way they describe communication with their partners. 

While pupils with ADHD are often described by their partners as fun and friendly, teachers 

identified that as chat unrelated to the task. Their observations are presented below. 

“[What was good about working with a partner?] We get to talk. [What did you talk about?] 

Everything. <teacher> knows I talk a lot. I mean, I do what she says, but I talk with 

everyone around me.” Pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“Some pupils worked better in collaboration than others did. <pupil Aiden- ADHD>, <pupil 

Adam- ADHD> and <pupil Arthur-ADHD> talked a lot, and it was not related to the task. It 

was sometimes disturbing their partners.” Teacher Barbara, Pierhead school 

“Even though <pupil Asher-ADHD> is great when it comes to chatting in class when I ask 

him to tell me about a task or a book he likes, he can get lost in his sentences and it 

obviously takes more concentration and effort for him to talk about learning. “ – Teacher 

Sandra, Merseypark school 

The excerpts from interviews with pupils and teachers indicate some difficulty in purposeful, task-

related communication for pupils with ADHD. Similar findings were reported by Zentall, Kuester 

and Craig (2011) highlighting more off-task interaction from pupils with ADHD compared to their 

neurotypical peers in social groups. On the other hand, communication in collaborative learning 

is recognised to have many purposes. Besides information sharing and work-related talk, it serves 

the purpose of deepening the relationship between the members. By communicating informally, 

pupils can develop a positive and trusting atmosphere needed for successful learning. In order to 

reach the optimal interaction for collaboration, successful strategies have been identified as 

introducing communication rules (Kuester and Zentall, 2012) or pairing pupils with ADHD with 

carefully selected or trained peers (Watkins and Wentzel, 2008). While the rules can be created 

relatively quickly, the relationship between pupils is built over time. In my research, the existing 

relationship between pupils working collaboratively was recognised as an important factor in their 

engagement with and enjoyment of learning.  

Self-determination theory, as described in the literature review, highlights the elements of 

autonomy, competence and relatedness for learners’ motivation and outcomes. The element of 

relatedness, which describes learners’ sense of belonging to the group and mutual goals with 

other learners, is especially important in educational collaborative environments. While self-

determination research literature reports connections between relatedness and learning success 

(Butz and Stupnisky, 2016; Liu et al., 2009; Niemiec and Ryan, 2009), flow state theory describes 

the connection between relatedness and engagement in learning (Bofi et al., 2016; 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). The social elements of collaborative learning are, therefore, crucial for 
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success and engagement of pupils. The next three sections present findings related to the sub-

themes of pupils’ relationships, tolerance for errors and fear of communication.  

5.1.1 Relationship of pupils in pairs 

The active position of each member in the social environment plays an important role in both 

learning and work activities. Often conditioned by previously established social roles and 

relationships, learners can influence each other and promote or obstruct optimal group 

engagement. Zillmer and Kuhn (2018) argue that the relationship between two learners in 

collaborative activities is crucial because the consistent partners over time develop and increase 

mutual and self-regulation. Similarly, in the group flow research, it is described as “high social 

presence” (Galimberti et al, 2015: 33) or “relational embeddedness” (Gloor, Oster and Fischbach, 

2012: 38). The pupils’ vocabulary can be limited in describing these relations and is often 

expressed through descriptions of friendship and preferred seating arrangements. Some pupils 

recognised that a relationship does not guarantee strong collaborative learning, but others drew 

a clear connection when describing their partner, as described in Table 12. 

Table 12 Pupils' description of their friendships 

Pupil 2 (ADHD) Pupil 1 (NT) 

“[Tell me about your partner.] Umm, <pupil 
Megan>  was my partner and it was kind of 

fun. 

[Do you usually work with her?] Yes. Always.” 
– Pupil Alice (ADHD), Riverfield school 

“[Tell me about your partner.] <pupil Alice>, 
she's nice to work with. Cause she's my friend 
and obviously, so we get along well. It's good 

to work with her. [Do you work together 
often?] Most of the time, yes.” – Pupil Megan 

(NT), Riverfield school 

“[Do you usually work with her?] Umm, yes. 
Most of the time. We are good friends, we get 

along well. [Do you prefer it that way or?] 
Yes, it’s better in pairs. – Pupil Anna (ADHD), 

Pierhead school 

“[Are you and Evelyn usually working 
together?] Yes, she's my best friend, we're 
always together. [So, would you say that 

helps you when you work or not?] Oh, hmm, I 
don't know really. Sometimes it does, we 

finish quickly and talk, but sometimes it's a 
nightmare.” – Pupil Phillipa (NT), Pierhead 

school 

“He's my good friend. I think that helps” – 
Pupil Adam (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“It felt good working together, he's one of my 
best friends, so it was really good. Even after 
we shout at each other the next day we are 
friends again.” – Pupil Arthur (NT), Pierhead 

school 

“It is a bit more fun in pairs because I'm with 
my friends, and we can talk and we're 
relaxed.” – Pair 11, pupil Alex (ADHD), 

Springwood school 

“I helped him, too, you see. I know him well, 
and he was changing his face, so I knew he 
will start being angry. So I said to him to stop 

and wait to relax.” – Pupil Thomas (NT), 
Springwood school 

 

These quotations show the importance of relationships for the pupils. Those who were paired with 

their best friends for the collaborative activity mentioned how the familiarity supported their 
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collaboration and communication. Those statements are in line with research conducted by 

Zillmer and Kuhn (2018), but also support several definitions of group flow which emphasise the 

connection between members of the group. Engeser (2012) describes group flow as optimal 

interaction, rather than optimal performance. In line with this, the pupils mentioned the same order 

of priority in the processes. Similarly, research by Keeler et al. (2015) emphasises the component 

of optimal interaction in the overall social flow of jazz musicians. Their findings highlight social 

elements in the reduction of stress and arousal, which consequently induce social flow. In contrast 

to the Keeler et al. (2015), the analysis of the pairs who were composed of pupils who did not 

have a positive or strong previous relationship showed different results. They described their 

partner using general or vague words, with less interest and excitement. Those pairings were less 

likely to support group flow experiences and were described by teachers as less successful in 

communication and teamwork. The impact of such unfamiliarity was described by the 

collaborating pairs and their teachers:  

“They weren't all from the same class, so some weren't really friends with their partner. I 

tried to pick and pair them up so it would fit the research parameters, but that could have 

been a reason for some of them having problems with communication or teamwork.” – 

Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

“I don’t know her from before, I’m in a different class, but I see her sometimes around 

here, when we go for PE and stuff like that. [How was it working on these tasks with her?] 

It was fine. We did well I think.” Pupil Andrea (ADHD), Merseypark school 

“[Do you usually sit with him?] No, I'm not allowed to sit next to him apart from sports. 

Cause he always winds me up” – Pair 5, pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“[Do you usually work with your partner?] No. this was a special thing, we are not sitting 

together in class.” – Pupil Dorian (NT), Pierhead school 

As demonstrated here, not all pairs in this sample had known each other previously or worked 

together collaboratively. This unfamiliarity can be problematic for some pupils, which was noticed 

by their teachers. Usually described as shyness, the lack of communication between pupils can 

negatively affect their success in collaborative tasks. The pupils recognised this as an issue and 

mentioned it in the interview but did not offer ways in which they could improve their 

communication. The quotations in Table 13 present individual opinions of communication within 

the pair. 
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Table 13 Pupils' description of their communication 

Pupil 2 (ADHD) Pupil 1 (NT) 

“<partner> knew how to scan everything, so it 
was his job. [Did you ask him how he did it or 
could he show you how it’s done?] Not really, 
I didn’t… umm, I don’t know why.” Pupil Alvin 

(ADHD), Merseypark school 

“We haven’t talked that much really. I would 
do one bit and he would do a different bit and 
it worked just fine. [Hmm, ok, but how did you 
solve the quiz questions then?] Yeah, ok, we 
did not do that well, we kind of remembered 
mistakes and went back until it was correct. 
To be fair, <partner> didn’t ask me anything 
about the fairies, so I didn’t ask about the 

castle either.” Pupil Brian (NT), Merseypark 
school 

 

Both pupils were reluctant to initiate communication even though they recognised the effect it had 

on task completion. The experiences of these pupils were more positive when discussing 

individual activities and their engagement indicates that they could have experienced some level 

of individual flow, while the social flow was lacking one of the main components – optimal 

interaction. There are several factors that could explain this variety of experiences. Firstly, Duff 

et al. (2012) highlight that communication for collaboration needs to be purposeful and clear, 

which is often not the case for pupils with ADHD. For example, Green, Johnson and Bretherton 

(2013) claim that children with ADHD often lack coherence and organisation in speech. Another 

potential problem in communication between peers is the lack of structure and communication 

rules. Watkins and Wentzel (2008) report on success in pairing students with ADHD and peers 

who were carefully trained to support and redirect off-topic and off-task activities. In a less direct 

attempt, Kuester and Zentall (2012) report reaching optimal interaction between peers by 

introducing communication rules. Finally, taking neurodiversity into account, the difference in 

communication patterns between neurotypical population and those with ADHD could be seen as 

equally efficient, but group-specific style. The aforementioned difficulties described in literature 

focus on communication differences between ADHD and neurotypical population, while 

communication within each group seems successful and efficient. This idea is demonstrated with 

a positive remark by the (only one, accidently paired) ADHD and ADHD collaborating pair: 

“We both talk super fast, so I can understand him perfectly. (...) Well, <Alfred> was 

jumping from this to that <points at different materials> all the time, but I don’t really mind, 

I know what he talks about, so it was good, I think.” Pupil Andrea (ADHD) about her partner 

Alfred (ADHD),  Springwood school 

Andrea describes her communication with Alfred as positive and successful, while mentioning 

their similar communication styles (characteristic for ADHD, as described earlier) as a factor that 

made the difference. This example, along with growing literature on neurodiversity, suggests that 

ADHD does not reflect an ability to interact, but rather a difference that enhances communication 

within the ADHD group. Rosqvist, Chown and Stenning (2020) have described this as group-
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specific social rules (referring to autistic and ADHD population). This diversity offers an alternative 

way of thinking, communicating, building relationships, understanding or valuing those 

relationships, but also a different way of reacting to one’s own or someone else’s errors, which is 

the focus of the following section.  

5.1.2 Tolerance for errors 

Analysis of the data produced a range of codes connected to tolerance. Besides frustration 

tolerance (which is discussed later in relation to technology in Chapter 6), some of the findings 

related to pupils’ tolerance for perceived errors, either their own or their partner’s. The interrelation 

of the two and the way pairing of pupils with a low tolerance for perceived errors affected their 

collaboration is the focus of this subsection. The quotations presented in Table 14 are from 

collaborating pupils who both had low tolerance for perceived errors. 

Table 14 Description of collaboration with low tolerance for errors 

Pupil 2 (ADHD) Pupil 1 (NT) 

[What did he help you with? What is he good 
at?] I don’t know, he just knew what we need 
to do. [And you, what is your thing, what did 

you do well today?] I don’t know. Not much. – 
Pupil Austin (ADHD), Riverfield school 

[And do you prefer working individually or in 
pairs?] I like to do it by myself better. [Ok, and 

why is that?] It's easier. Sometimes <pupil 
Austin> moans, when he gets it wrong. – 

Pupil Mathew (NT), Riverfield school 

 

While Mathew (NT) shows low tolerance for his partner's errors, Austin (ADHD) mirrors this and 

is self-critical. This pairing is not optimal for successful collaboration and enjoyment for both 

learners, and therefore an alternative pairing or different task structure could help to develop 

resilience and confidence. Whilst much of the literature does not focus specifically on these 

aspects of pupils’ relationships in collaborative learning, this finding is crucial for practical 

implementation in education. It could be argued that the pairing strategy is equally important as 

task design because it affects pupils’ perceived success and level of enjoyment in learning. 

In contrast to those examples of unsuccessful pairing, the quotations below (Table 15) are from 

collaborating pupils of which one was understanding and tolerant and both partners reported more 

positive views and feelings towards collaboration. 
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Table 15 Description of collaboration with mixed tolerance for errors 

Pupil 1 (ADHD) Pupil 2 (NT) 

[How did you like working with your partner?] 
He was very communicative. Like, he wasn't 
fussy, and he got a lot of information that I 

didn't. [Would you like to work with him again 
or with someone else?] I don’t mind, 

<partner> can be shy, but I have worked with 
him before and I know how good he is with 
science. And PE also. I’m sometimes better 

with tablets or when we do stuff on 
computers, but we help each other and it 
works out well.” – Pupil Asher (ADHD), 

Riverfield school 

“[How was working with your partner?] With 
<partner>  it's easy cause he's smart and I'm 

not. (…) [Would you like to work with him 
again?] Yes, definitely.” – Pupil Harry (NT), 

Riverfield school 
 

 

These two pupils showed a different level of tolerance for errors. The difference in attitude of 

Harry’s partner towards Harry’s self-perceived limitations is clearly visible. Somewhat balanced 

with a positive view his partner Asher had of those limitations, their collaboration was described 

as successful and pleasant. The process of collaboration between pupils is visible not just in their 

communication and productivity, but also in other aspects of team working, as in this example of 

tolerance. In another school, two pupils expressed mutual tolerance in a very articulate way: 

Table 16 Description of collaboration with high tolerance for errors 

Pupil 1 (ADHD) Pupil 2 (NT) 

“<partner> is a good friend, he is never mad 
at me. [Did you have any difficulties working 

together?] Not today, but sometimes we have 
to do maths and I’m terrible with maths. On 
Monday <teacher> separated us because I 

was too loud. [What does <partner> do when 
you are being loud?] He talks to me, he tells 

me to be quieter and stuff like that. He 
doesn’t mind me being silly sometimes.” – 

Pupil Alvin (ADHD), Merseypark school 

“We worked together before. [Do you like 
working with him?] Yes, we get along well 
and help each other with everything. (…) I 

make mistakes all the time, but he just laughs 
and we do it again. [Did you have any 

difficulties working with <partner>?] No, I like 
working with him. [Would anyone else have 
some difficulties working with him?] Well, 

some do. He talks a lot, but that’s fine with 
me. I show him what I’m doing and he does 
his work.” – Pupil Brian (NT), Merseypark 

school 

 

The two pupils shared their experience in separate interviews, but both mentioned positive 

emotions and support from their partner. This positive social environment is what Keeler et al. 

(2015) highlight in their work on the social flow of jazz musicians in bands. They mention optimal 

interaction as the basis for group flow and the pupils’ quotations illustrate the importance of mutual 

tolerance for forming a safe and familiar environment for exploration and engagement. When a 

learning environment is not perceived as a safe space to communicate openly, as in the example 

of Matthew and Austin (Table 14), flow state can be blocked by a pupil’s internal concerns, such 

as insecurity, fear of upsetting their partner or general fear of failure. Such change in flow can be 
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very sudden (like in case of Brian and Alvin, as analysed in the next section), and happen after a 

long positive and successful period. The mentioned factors, among many others, influence the 

enjoyment and success of communication between pupils. The next section presents the role of 

shyness and fear in communication between pupils and consequently their success in 

collaboration. 

 

5.1.3 Fear  

Problems in communication can be caused by a range of factors, many of which are difficult for 

pupils to express, especially given their young age. By taking that into account in the research 

design, the individual interviews with pupils created a safe space for them to talk about problems 

and fears experienced while working in pairs. Some pupils were more open than others, but the 

element of fear in relationship and communication was visible from their descriptions of situations, 

actions and suggestions to improve the issue. This fear is recognised in the literature to be 

commonly experienced by some pupils, especially in relations to teachers or figures of power. 

Bledsoe and Baskin (2014) describe students’ emotional experience of their educational 

environment as made up of previous positive and negative incidents. They mention that the 

experience of students with SEND can often be tainted with past traumas and presented as deep-

seated shyness and fear. While all students experience failure to a certain degree, some of them 

can become preoccupied with avoiding that feeling of letting themselves or others down by 

refraining from collaboration, finishing or submitting their work (Berger and Freund, 2012). During 

the individual interviews with pupils, some of them described situations where they avoided giving 

feedback to their peers. The two quotations below present comments from pupils who did not 

want to be perceived as negative by their peers: 

“[..and did you tell <partner> it wasn’t correct?] No. [Why?] Well, he’s my best friend, I just 

wouldn- umm, I don’t know.” Pupil Derek (NT), Springwood school 

“[That code didn’t open the box, right? What happened then? Did you two talk about it?] I 

said it was his mistake, but he didn’t like that, so yeah, I don’t know. Maybe next time I’ll 

be more… umm, I probably won’t say it’s his mistake.” Pupil Brian (NT), Merseypark 

school 

These pupils are evidently finding it difficult to talk about the situations where the learning activity 

was not going well, but are also describing two ways of dealing with it. Brian was initially direct in 

communicating the situation with his partner but did not receive an adequate response, which led 

him to conclude that he should not communicate negative results or should pick his words 

carefully. In contrast, Derek skipped the direct communication completely and decided to keep 

those comments for himself to preserve the good relationship he has with his peer. Both pupils 

have experienced some level of fear of open communication about feedback, but the examples 
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could also be interpreted as students’ demonstration of empathy and maturity in relations with 

their peers. Derek and Brian were paired with pupils who are associated with ADHD, which might 

trigger an even greater level of protective avoidance of conflict. In her research on classroom-

based strategies for supporting students with ADHD, Zaloni (2018) reported that the majority of 

teachers find peer-mediated strategies for social interactions among neurotypical and 

neurodiverse learners to have limited effectiveness. While research supports strategies for 

designing learning activities (Ek et al., 2007; Pham, 2014), strategies for peers who work in 

collaboration with pupils with ADHD are rarely addressed in primary education research (in 

contrast to secondary or higher education research). 

Taking into account the prevalence of ADHD in UK mainstream school populations (Hire et al., 

2015), it is safe to assume that a great number of neurotypical pupils will be collaborating with 

pupils with ADHD on a daily basis. Examples from the current research demonstrate a variety of 

communication difficulties, which could be attributed to their young age or simply a difference in 

communication styles. Dominance and speed of talking were recognised by some pupils as 

reasons for protective behaviour in collaborative activities. In the examples below, pupils share 

their experiences of the power dynamic in situations when a pair should brainstorm and negotiate 

new ideas. The quotations suggest that pupils may be fearful of offering suggestions to avoid 

conflict. 

“He’s got like a million ideas for everything, so I don’t get much say.” Pupil Aiden (ADHD), 

Pierhead school 

“<partner> is clever, so I just listen to her, and it’s usually good” Pupil Alice (ADHD), 

Riverfield school 

Both pupils describe dominance in brainstorming from their partner, but the attitude around it is 

different. This is an important finding to contradict the historical view of ADHD population as 

socially dominating, loud and disruptive (Landau and Milich, 1988). In the quotations above, the 

attitude around their peer’s dominance is not the same for both pupils. Alice in the second 

quotation argues her choice to go with the suggestions of her partner, whereas Aiden seems like 

he wanted to join the process but did not get a chance. This difference also highlights the impact 

of gender roles in collaborative learning (Leman, 2010) and points to another potential future 

research direction.  

5.2 Collaboration strategies and task structure 

As discussed in the literature review (Chapter 1), the three components found both in individual 

and group flow definitions include open communication, safe space and commitment. Tolerance 

and support, mentioned by some of the participants in this research, built a foundation for 

successful individual engagement and group work. However, in a collaborative work environment, 

there are some differences in levels of organisation required of pupils. In this research, the 
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learning tasks could be more structured, with clear roles and tasks for each member (for example, 

the dual vision card activity – see Section 3.3.4), or less structured where pupils needed to create 

those roles and organisation of work to solve the given task (for example, the folding cube activity 

– see Section 3.3.5). 

5.2.1 Structured task and roles 

The first collaborative activity (reading a dialogue from an AR dual-vision card) included a clearly 

defined and differentiated task, role and contribution from each pupil. The activity required 

simultaneous and balanced effort from both sides to reveal new clues and information needed for 

progression. None of the pupils reported having any difficulties understanding or finishing the 

structured task. From the observation of pupils’ collaboration strategies, the majority worked on 

the structured task simultaneously with a great level of coordination and quick results. However, 

there were limited opportunities for negotiation or need for shared understanding. The quieter 

environment was well received by the teachers, but this activity did not get the highest ratings on 

the flow experience scale, nor was it chosen as favourite by pupils. While the optimal experience 

was promoted with clear directions, the low-level collaboration did not seem to be sufficiently 

interesting or challenging to trigger excitement. Two comments were made during the interview 

process which relate directly to the structured tasks and collaboration, the quotations are 

presented below. 

“This one (the dual vision card) was easy. I like how we both had half of it on the screen. 

It was quite fun, and we didn’t fight over it.” – Pupil Andrew (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“Another interesting point was when they had that interview card and even though they 

scanned it with their iPad they couldn’t read it without their partner doing the same. They 

got it right away and collaborated instantly. Some were correcting their partner and helping 

just to read the message.” – Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

It can be suggested that the dual vision card activity (which had clearly set individual roles and 

goals) was completed easily and quickly by all pupils regardless of the pairing strategy, 

communication skills, or attention difficulties. Apart from the skill-challenge balance (see Chapter 

4), pupils’ enjoyment and intrinsic motivation are one of the main factors in Csikszentmihalyi’s 

flow state theory (1991). Similarly, relatedness and autonomy in self-determination theory (Liu et 

al., 2009; Niemiec and Ryan, 2009) create a parallel in pupils’ shared sense of purpose and 

intrinsic motivation through making their own choices. In order to further explore this idea of 

supporting through clearly set task roles in collaboration, the next section looks at the somewhat 

opposite experience of collaboration in less structured tasks.  

5.2.2 Unstructured task and turn-taking  

Lower levels of structure in the design of some of the learning activities (for example, folding cube 

task) create an additional challenge for pupils, while at the same time giving them the freedom to 
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organise their work. In other words, pupils had more autonomy to organise work between 

themselves, which connects these findings with the self-determination theory (Deci and Ryan, 

2012). While there are many strategies pupils can use to collaborate, simple turn-taking was the 

most common for the participating pupils. While it might be the most convenient way to divide the 

task, it did not show great results for all pupils, as demonstrated in the following quotations.   

“When we were working with this [points to the folding cube] cause I had only one go, and 

then he would, when I would try to see the letters, cause I couldn't see the letters, he 

would only give the cube to me for like one second and then took it off me. [How did you 

feel about it? What did you do about it?] I felt bad, but I couldn’t do anything.” – Pupil 

Andrew (ADHD), Springwood school 

“I was just bored while she was playing with the cube. Then she yelled at me for 

interrupting, but I saw the symbol she was looking for.” – Pupil Tim (NT), Merseypark 

school 

“The last one <the folding cube> was a bit difficult. I mean, it was fun, it really was, but 

there was only one cube, and I didn’t want to do translations all the time, I wanted to scan, 

but <NT partner> didn’t let me.” – Pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“The folding cubes were a bit problematic, taking turns with it was very difficult. They both 

desperately wanted to do it, so waiting time wasn't the best. Huh, the tension was in the 

air. But very positive, brilliant way to make them organise themselves and regulate each 

other.” – Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

Following the analysis of the descriptions of collaboration and the problems pupils were 

experiencing, it appears that the vast majority of all reported conflicts started during the less 

structured collaborative tasks. The folding cube activity was identified by pupils and teachers as 

the most challenging for behaviour management – it required clear communication, trust and 

collaborative strategies. In contrast to expectations, the great majority of pupils still rated that less-

structured task as their favourite. The increased challenge and freedom seemingly triggered flow 

experiences for pupils and their satisfaction with learning was much higher than the less conflict-

provoking, structured collaborative activity. However, in his original research, Csikszentmihalyi 

(1975) described flow state as an experience that occurs in coherent, structured actions, such as 

games, rituals or dances. On the other hand, Sawyer (2014) reported on the flow experiences of 

musicians in non-structured activities, like jazz or theatre improvisations. Findings from the 

quantitative scales and interviews show that both groups of pupils favoured the folding cube even 

though this less structured activity caused more difficulties for team-working and communication. 

These findings were unexpected for this research sample because less structured tasks are 

assumed to be problematic learning conditions for pupils with ADHD (DuPaul and Stoner, 2014). 

However, when looking at group commitment to a task objective rather than task structure, Aubé, 
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Brunelle and Rousseau (2013) offer an explanation for group flow in less-structured activities. 

Their research included 85 teams participating in a project management simulation, and for those 

teams group flow was mediated by team goal commitment. Similarly, self-determination theory 

recognises the benefits for learners’ motivation and outcomes in environments with greater 

autonomy over their learning (Liu et al., 2009).  

As one of the main findings in this research, this demonstrates the importance of offering diverse 

types of learning as well as the freedom to individually and autonomously organise collaboration 

within teams. The recommendation is that pupils should receive guidance on developing their 

communication skills and successfully negotiating with others. When working on more complex 

tasks (tasks with several stages or undefined roles), learners might require more time or greater 

communication skills to develop collaboration strategies and create their own structure. Pairs of 

pupils who were less successful in communication had more difficulties in organising a balanced 

collaborative contribution. Connected to this, the next subsection presents findings on workload 

balance.  

5.2.3 Unbalanced collaborative contribution 

The issue of unbalanced work contribution was expressed by some pupils. They especially 

mentioned the last activity when they had to organise themselves around the problem which 

required several simultaneous steps to be completed. The same situation was recognised by 

some of the teachers as being tense – their observations are presented in the quotations below. 

“I feel that the well-structured tasks in the session worked best mainly due to the fact that 

some pupils were not organising themselves well. More direction and support would be 

necessary for them to make sure both pupils are engaged.” Teacher Susan, Pierhead 

school 

“The first collaborative task, with the card, was something pupils understood instantly, but 

as they moved to a more complex one, with the cube, they had to share the workload and 

take turns, which was messy for some pairs.” Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

Learning in a collaborative environment requires pupils to negotiate their understanding of task 

goals to finish successfully. Teachers recognised the benefit it had on developing pupils’ team-

working skills, but at the same time differentiated between various types of collaboration 

presented in the session. The activities were designed to gradually increase in difficulty and 

demands in aspects of social interaction (in line with Kiili, 2005; 2014). Sandra observed pupils’ 

success in the activity with clearly defined roles and division of work, and contrasted it to a more 

difficult and chaotic situation when pupils had to organise themselves around the problem. From 

a pupil’s point of view, the less-structured tasks were exciting and engaging, but the challenge 

was hidden in required self-regulation and communication skills. The pupils’ comments about the 

issue of unbalanced contribution are shared below. 
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“[Tell me about your partner.] Uhh, Annoying. [What was annoying?] The fact that he was 

just trying to do everything and scan everything on his own.” – Pupil Michael (NT), 

Riverfield school 

“When you have a friend on the side, you can get frustrated. They will tell you ‘I'll do this, 

you do that’ and you're like ‘no, I'll do that, and you do this’, and then you fight and do 

nothing" – Pupil Anna (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“Challenging was to share the materials, we both wanted to play with the foldable cube, 

and it became a little messy.” – Pupil Arthur (ADHD), Pierhead school 

Some pupils were ready for compromise in terms of division of labour, which created a positive 

environment for successful collaboration. However, in situations when only one pupil was ready 

to negotiate, problems of one-sided leadership might arise, as demonstrated in the two quotations 

below. 

“I stopped and let him do it, otherwise we would never finish.” – Pupil Arthur (ADHD), 

Pierhead school 

“Haha, we would probably never finish if he would let me do everything I wanted to do.” – 

Pupil Alex (ADHD), Springwood school 

The quotation from Alex illustrates the learning situation where one pupil lets the other one decide 

which part of the task she or he wants to do. This behaviour can be attributed to the avoidance of 

conflict (see Section 5.1.3) or the motivation to finish, the self-presentational biases and/or social 

desirability. Interestingly, some pupils opposed this one-sided leadership and started (more or 

less) constructive conflicts, while other pupils, perhaps motivated by the desire to achieve, readily 

completed a less desired task just to make sure the collaborative work led to success. Standage 

and Treasure (2010) associate this task-orientation to higher scores on self-determination 

measures for students in physical education. Their research suggests that a high level of task 

orientation singularly or combined with ego orientation fosters self‐determined situational 

motivation. 

5.3 Collaboration and engagement  

Following on the analysis of engagement (Chapter 4) and the specific factors (communication, 

relationship and task structure) related to collaboration, this section looks at the connection 

between engagement and collaboration. By combining the two pillars of this research, 

conclusions are drawn on aspects of collaboration which support or obstruct pupils’ engagement.  

Successful engagement relies not just on the efforts of the individual or the collaborative task 

design, but on the combination of those elements and the way they integrate with the individual 

expectations of each learner. This complex system of interrelated factors has been described by 

many researchers and frameworks. In this study, the focus is on concentration, engagement and 
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flow experience as well as barriers to optimal engagement. Following Csikszentmihalyi’s flow 

theory (1991), the key is in the optimal balance of challenges of the collaborative activity and the 

skills needed to meet those challenges. This competence is also one of three main elements of 

self-determination theory (Ryan and Deci, 2018). The other two elements, autonomy and 

relatedness, are in many ways described by both pupils and teachers who participated in this 

research. While in some situations it is important for learners to have individual autonomy within 

their learning process, the mutual goals and relationship between collaborating partners can 

create feelings of belonging and relatedness. In that sense, collaboration can be both a supporting 

and obstructing factor in the learning process. 

5.3.1 Collaboration as a supporting factor for engagement 

Both Piagetian and Vygotskyian traditions emphasise the value of social interactions not just for 

engagement, but also for promoting cognitive development. Learners’ sense of belonging is 

frequently researched alongside collaboration skills, relationships (Thayer-Bacon, 2000; Ryan, 

2000) and constructive response (Bailin et al., 1999), which can, in supportive classroom 

environments, facilitate increased engagement and achievement (e.g., Zumbrunn et al., 2014). 

Collaboration can, therefore, be understood as more than just an opportunity for peer support and 

communication, for many pupils in this research it was a source of motivation and engagement: 

"[Is there anything else you would like to add?] Well just that I struggled working on my 

own, and I think if there aren't others around to help it can be very difficult. That's why I 

like partner work" - Pupil Riley (NT), Pierhead school 

“[Why is it better for you to work with others?] Umm, well, because of the atmosphere I 

guess. I don’t know why really, but it’s easier with others around, we make jokes, but also 

work on activities, it’s more friendly and fun.” – Pupil Amy (ADHD), Merseypark school 

“[What was good about working in pairs?] It made the work a bit easier, we split the 

workload, so we don't have to do so much by ourselves. We could also compare our 

answers to get what's actually right.” – Pupil Phillipa (NT), Pierhead school 

The pupils often mentioned support from peers but had difficulties identifying different types of 

support they needed and received. Apart from the practical help with handling materials, and 

academic support in solving tasks, the pupils valued the presence of their peers. In the second 

quotation, Amy mentioned the benefit of having a less formal working environment, which can be 

connected to the need for social validation, attention and acceptance. Similar benefits were 

recognised by teachers who valued soft scaffolding for reading and technical skills and non-formal 

social support that peers offer to each other. The teachers mentioned collaboration as a 

supportive factor in the quotations below. 
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“I think that if I was to use AR at the moment I would perhaps focus on collaborative 

activities so that pupils can support each other as they get used to the new technology.” 

– Teacher Karen, Pierhead school 

“Collaborative learning also helped children with poorer reading skills as they could ask 

their partner to help them read the text aloud.” – Teacher Barbara, Pierhead school 

Collaboration as a type of support is suggested in the literature, especially for students with 

learning or behavioural problems. One such finding on academic and behavioural interventions 

demonstrates an improvement in pupils’ behaviour based on increased opportunities for peer 

collaboration and active participation (Sinclair, Gesel and Lemons, 2019). The authors describe 

the change in pupils’ behaviour using functional behaviour analysis to demonstrate that the 

behaviour pattern behind negative, disruptive actions and positive, participatory actions serve the 

same purpose – the need for peer attention. The same argument can be used in the interpretation 

of the pupils’ experiences shared in this research.  

Especially relevant for pupils with ADHD, who are often described as disruptive to their peers, the 

correct recognition of the behaviour function can help teachers design an appropriate level of 

interaction and collaboration in learning activities. At the same time, if these behaviour functions 

are not addressed, we see the ways pupils express their frustration with the task, the available 

support, or the environment. Once again, collaborative or individual approach is just a frame which 

can make or break the learning process depending on the group and task we use it for. In further 

analysis of the pupils’ experience, it is clear that the collaborative activity design was not the 

optimal fit for all of them, which resulted in the disruption of engagement and the previously 

developed individual flow state. 

5.3.2 Collaboration as a disruption to individual flow 

When collaborating, pupils can experience what is defined as a group or team flow – concurrent 

engagement in a shared goal-oriented activity with nine characteristics of individual flow (Hart and 

Di Blasi, 2015)(see Chapter 1). In a collaborative setting, the group flow guides the actions of the 

individual, but the reverse is also true (van den Hout and Davis, 2019). The pupils interviewed in 

this research would often recognise the off-task talk as a distraction to their focus. Alongside this, 

the class teachers who were observing the activities had a good understanding of pupils’ usual 

engagement patterns which enabled them to notice when the change or disruption happened. 

“The boy who went for his lunch – the one who wanted to wear his badge, I asked him if 

he enjoyed the session. He said ‘I did, but I would have got more out of it if <pupil Anthony 

ADHD> wasn’t my partner, because he kept interrupting my thoughts and I couldn’t 

concentrate’. I saw the same issue, he was engaged at first, but the collaboration part 

didn’t suit him”. – Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 
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From the experience the pupil shared with one of the teachers, it is clear that collaboration can 

disrupt an already formed flow state, highlighting the importance of careful pairing and task 

planning, the need for a flexible approach and respect for individual differences. Ideally, when 

designing a learning activity, diverse learning preferences and the opportunity for individual and 

collaborative ways of working will be taken into account. However, in a game-based learning 

activity, it can be difficult and time consuming for teachers to plan or monitor several trajectories. 

Teachers recognise problems with time management and insufficient knowledge for organising 

and designing games (Ucus, 2015). 

While there are many aspects of collaborative work, pairing strategies and task design that could 

have influenced the disruption in engagement, the explanation most commonly found in the 

literature is grounded in the increase of total cognitive load that social elements of collaboration 

can impose on the learner (Kirschner et al., 2018). 

5.3.3 Collaboration as an additional cognitive load 

Cognitive load refers to the total working memory resources required to carry out a learning task. 

Collaboration changes the total cognitive load of each learner. It increases the amount of task-

specific communication which imposes a greater demand on working memory. More experienced 

collaborators are able to share relevant information at the exact time when it is needed, resulting 

in lower cognitive load and improved learning (Kirschner et al., 2018). However, some of the 

pupils found the collaboration challenging: 

“It was fine working with iPads on my own, but later when we did the folding cube together, 

it was a bit difficult for me. I would prefer it by myself.” – Pupil Anita (ADHD), Pierhead 

school 

“The only good thing was that we finished it. So we kind of managed even with those 

struggles” – Pupil Anna (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“It is easier when you have a friend to help, but it should be your good friend or you will 

end up fighting all the time, and then you don’t finish the reading” – Pupil Aldo (ADHD), 

Springwood school 

“I think I prefer working with a partner. Because if you work by yourself it will be quite hard, 

with a partner you've got someone to help you. Challenging was to share the materials, 

we both wanted to play with the folding cube, and it became a little messy.” Pupil Arthur 

(ADHD), Pierhead school 

These pupils with ADHD describe what seems like an additional cognitive load when needing to 

collaborate with peers over AR technology. While the majority talked of curiosity and excitement 

for the technology, the social components of respectful, strategic teamwork were a noticeable 

difficulty.  
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Considering the importance of meeting the needs of all learners, and the limitations of research 

conducted with less diverse samples, it is important to address the higher cognitive load some 

pupils experience. Both the group of pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical peers reported 

collaboration sometimes being difficult. However, the expressed reasons behind this struggle 

range from academic to social challenges. As mentioned by Kirschner et al. (2018), the cognitive 

load each learner experiences is unique depending on their domain-specific knowledge and 

experience with collaboration strategies. Besides general communication skills and academic 

knowledge, the total cognitive load of collaboration depends on the team member’s abilities to 

organise and focus themselves on a specific task (Fransen, Kirschner and Erkens, 2011). 

Taking into account the attention difficulties some pupils with ADHD can experience, increased 

cognitive load in collaborative activities is a reasonable assumption. For some pupils, it made the 

learning activity overwhelmingly challenging, which in Csikszentmihalyi’s theory (1991) leads to 

anxiety rather than flow. One of the teachers recognised and described this state as follows. 

“I noticed children with ADHD preferred to do things independently as they tended to get 

frustrated with their peers.” – Teacher Barbara, Pierhead school 

The class teacher noticed and commented on the difficulties experienced by pupils with ADHD 

and suggested more individual activities to ease the frustration. Similarly, some pupils expressed 

their preference for individual activities as a way to adjust the pace or cognitive load experienced 

in collaborative activities. In the next section, further analysis of individual work is presented along 

with a review of the advantages and disadvantages reported by pupils and teachers. 

5.4 Individual work and engagement 

Gloor, Oster and Fischbach (2012: 38) describe group flow as “collective individual flow” which 

emphasises the engagement of each individual in the group. Following this idea, my analysis of 

pupils’ experience of group flow includes both working individually and collaboratively. The 

expressed preferences and reasons reveal interesting connections with their previous experience 

with technology and difficulties with communication. 

As mentioned earlier, successful collaboration is based on good communication between 

partners. Some pupils in this research had a particular issue with negotiating shared ideas and 

due to that, they preferred working individually: 

“[Do you think you work better in a group or individually?] Individually. [Why would you 

think that is?] Well, because if you work in a group, you both have different ideas. And 

when you work on your own, you have your own idea to yourself. [What happens when 

you have two different ideas, you and your partner?] If I have two ideas I decide which 

one is better and use that. And if we both have ideas... I don't know, take a vote.”  – Pupil 

Asher (ADHD), Riverfield school 
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"[If you can choose, would you like to work individually or with a partner?] Individually. 

Because I had an idea what to do with the puzzle, but he had a different idea, and we 

couldn't work together, I had to wait for him to try to show him how to do it.” – Pupil Adam 

(ADHD), Pierhead school 

It seems that some pupils preferred individual activities because they had some difficulties with 

the social aspect of collaboration. Asher describes difficulties negotiating, while Adam comments 

on difficulties in accommodating his partner’s ideas. Both of these problems are highlighted in 

research on friendships of children with ADHD by Normand et al. (2013). They warn of higher risk 

of social exclusion of children with ADHD due to the core characteristics and problems they 

experience: “Inattention may impair the ability of children to attend to important social information 

such as the needs, wishes, and feelings of the friend. This may impede reciprocity, sensitivity, 

conflict resolution, and commitment.” (Normand et al., 2013: 1162). These difficulties might 

explain some pupils’ avoidance of collaboration.  

Looking at the other side of the collaborative pairs, partners of these pupils did not express the 

same concerns or difficulties with pupils with ADHD. In Pair 1 (Asher and Harry), mentioned earlier 

in the analysis of mutual tolerance for mistakes, Asher (ADHD) had a lower tolerance for his own 

mistakes and his partner Harry (neurotypical) was supportive and followed his lead. Harry 

mentioned enjoying the chatting and social aspects of collaboration, as did Adam’s NT partner 

(Pair 8, Pierhead school). 

Similarly, some of the neurotypical pupils from this research described working individually as a 

challenge due to not having support from their friends (in the collaborative activities, they were 

working with pupils with ADHD). They described what seems to be a disadvantage of working 

individually and later mentioned as an advantage of working collaboratively:   

“[What was good about working individually?] Nothing. I did not have a partner to share 

with and it was not very fun, kind of boring. It was better in pairs.” – Pupil Dorian (NT), 

Pierhead school 

“[And what was the best thing about working by yourself?] Umm, I don’t know. It was more 

quiet I guess, but I did not like that much. It was ok, but I prefer just doing everything 

together.” – Pupil Peter (NT), Merseypark school 

These two quotations illustrate the value of the social environment on perceived enjoyment and 

difficulty of learning tasks. From the perspective of zone of proximal development and social 

learning (connected to Vygotsky’s work, discussed in the literature review, Section 1.1), research 

supports this connection between learning and pupils’ interaction with peers (their social 

environment). Vass (2002) recognised literacy activities as even more dependent on social 

learning, due to the need for reflecting upon, exploring and expressing language and one’s own 

experiences in an imaginative, creative way. In addition, productive talk between collaborating 
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pupils is defined by MacDonald, Miell and Morgan (2000: 406) as the sharing and joint exploration 

in which pupils “put ideas together which would otherwise not have occurred to the person working 

alone”. Both of these researchers highlight the importance of peer interaction for learning, which 

can be an interpretation of what Dorian and Peter described in the interviews. 

However, not all pupils recognised the focus on literacy in the activities. Due to the innovative 

materials used, and the important role of technology, the pupils connected and compared their 

learning experiences to other subject areas. Different tasks required different skills and 

approaches to learning, which in some cases connected to preferences around working 

individually or collaboratively. One of the pupils described this as: 

“I like working with her, but not always. When we draw or something, I like to make my 

own things. [Were these activities today like art for you?] A little bit, the cube was.” Pupil 

Phillipa (NT), Pierhead school 

Phillipa compared some tasks with art lessons, in which she prefers working individually. One of 

the possible explanations found in the literature connects her comparison to tacit knowledge and 

creativity in art education. Pibernik, Milcic and Bota (2010) describe tacit knowledge as difficult to 

describe in words. They further explain that tacit knowledge is acquired through experience rather 

than explanation, which makes it individual and personal. Their participants had greater difficulty 

communicating and collaborating on tasks which involved physical handling of the medium. In the 

same way, the pupils involved in my research reported difficulties with communication and 

negotiation when using the highly kinaesthetic folding cube (developed from the fidget toy model). 

The combination of physically demanding tasks and communication could, therefore, be a 

challenge for some pupils. Two participants from this research shared their opinion on why they 

prefer individual tasks: 

“[So, what would be the best thing about working by yourself?] It's faster.” – Pupil Riley 

(female, NT), Pierhead school 

“[Do you prefer working individually or in pairs?] I would work individually [Why?] It's like 

you want to do all these things by yourself, you want to discover it, and not wait for the 

others, and sometimes <partner> took the cube and I couldn't scan. It's faster to work by 

yourself." – Pupil Anna (ADHD), Pierhead school 

Regarding the perceived time benefit of working individually, mentioned by Riley and Anna, the 

findings are in line with research discussed in the literature review. Individual work is connected 

to the independence of organising one’s time on task; Pibernik, Milcic and Bota (2010) mention 

time management as one of the advantages of individual work. Similar conclusions came from 

Zampetakis, Bouranta and Moustakis (2010) who used quantitative measures to relate individual 

creativity tasks with perceived control of time and confidence in planning. Several quotations from 

pupils’ interviews in my study mention the same arguments for their preference for individual work. 
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It can be argued that pupils who were paired with peers with a similar time-management skills to 

them would be less likely to experience difficulties with mismatched timing. The overall experience 

for each pupil is a sum of several organisational, situational and personal factors, but deeper 

analysis of previous experience with technology as a distinct factor described by pupils and 

teachers will be discussed in the next section.  

5.4.1 Previous experience with technology 

The analysis of pupils’ preferences for working individually or in pairs shows some general 

differences at the school level. By contextualising pupils’ statements with the environment they 

had been learning in and their previous experience with technology, two distinct groups were 

formed. Pupils from the Pierhead school (see school profile in Appendix 5) used various 

educational technologies regularly (LOTI scale level 4a) and seem to prefer individual work. On 

the other hand, pupils from Riverfield school, who have limited knowledge and experience of 

using technology (LOTI scale level 1), prefer working in pairs or groups. While it can be argued 

that pupils’ preferences could relate to many other factors such as group size, pairing strategy, 

subject covered or any other school-specific factor, the quotations below illustrate the initial 

interpretation. 

“[Ok, do you prefer working by yourself or with your partner?] Probably by myself, just 

because then I don't have to tell someone else what to do and I can just sit knowing what 

I'm doing, and not care what other people are doing.” – Pupil Dorian (NT), Pierhead school 

(LOTI 4a) 

“[Ok, and would you prefer working by yourself or with another pupil?] Umm, I don’t mind 

either, but I would maybe like to work by myself next time. I know how it’s done so I can 

do it without a partner I guess.” Pupil Adam (ADHD), Pierhead school (LOTI 4a) 

“Pupils were supportive and helped each other at first, but as they all mastered clicking 

and scanning, they worked more individually and talked about unrelated things.” Teacher 

Susan, Pierhead (LOTI 4a) 

“Working together is easier, we help each other. When I had to do the first bit alone, it was 

fun, but kind of difficult.” – Pupil Arnold (ADHD), Riverfield school (LOTI 1) 

“I like to work with others. They help me when I’m stuck and also, we get to talk a bit.” – 

Pupil Alice (ADHD), Riverfield school (LOTI 1) 

“I think I prefer working with a partner. Because if you work by yourself it will be quite hard, 

with a partner you've got someone to help you.” – Pupil Alvin (ADHD), Merseypark school 

(LOTI 2) 

Considering that collaboration might impose additional cognitive load (especially for pupils 

associated with ADHD), some pupils were inclined towards individual work. Previous experience 
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and context are strong factors for pupils’ preference for working individually or collaboratively. 

The pupils’ quotations suggest that those with less experience seek the social learning 

environment to see and learn from their peers. Peer support is, in that case, an advantage and 

not an additional cognitive load. These findings are in line with both recent empirical research 

(Muslem and Abbas, 2017; Hsiao et al., 2012) and fundamental learning theories (Chaiklin, 2003). 

The key to offering optimal learning activities and environments to each pupil is in the recognition 

of these supporting and obstructing factors. The teacher’s role is therefore crucial for the 

appropriate use of these recommendations. In the next section, the perspectives and suggestions 

from participating teachers are shared and analysed to offer guiding advice for future 

implementation of individual and collaborative AR activities in education.  

 

5.5 Teachers’ role in planning new collaborative activities 

After carefully analysing the experiences of pupils, it is important to address the role of teachers 

in using these findings to design engaging learning experiences. Respecting the individuality of 

each pupil and each learning environment, these notes and guidelines are intended to help 

teachers choose the right scaffolding type for their pupils depending on their individual needs and 

content that is taught. Grounded in the findings of this research and the wider body of literature, 

these practical strategies offer new and alternative ways to organise collaborative learning for 

pupils. 

5.5.1 Pairing strategies 

Relationships between pupils in collaboration is one of the main factors influencing enjoyment 

and success. Due to the fact that teachers usually make decisions on pair or group composition, 

this section presents reflections and recommendations from participants to guide future practice. 

The teacher’s role in careful pairing is of crucial importance: it can lead to an advantage (support 

and collaboration between pupils), or disadvantage (when pupils are not ready for compromise 

or lack tolerance for their own and/or their partner’s mistakes). 

Some pupils in this research were working with their usual desk partners, paired by the teacher 

to connect different ability groups. Unfortunately, the pupils were aware of those groups, which 

can negatively affect their self-image and the way they understand their role. The quotations 

below present comments from the pupils and a clarification from the teacher related to pairing 

based on abilities.  

 “She made it easier because she's one with the higher groups.” – Pupil Alice (ADHD), 

Riverfield school 
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“[Tell me more about your partner] My partner is Jerome, he's one of the smartest ones in 

the class cause he has passed the <talented students screening> test.” – Pupil Austin 

(ADHD), Riverfield school 

“[Do your pupils usually work in pairs or groups?] A part of our English curriculum is 

reading mastery. It's a scheme where we pair them up (usually highest with the lowest) to 

expose them to language and push them up a bit.” Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

My analysis highlighted pupils’ awareness of the disbalance of abilities in their collaboration pairs, 

which inevitably affects their position and power in the communication and negotiation process. 

While that disparity would be considered beneficial in Vygotsky’s theory (Chaiklin, 2003), more 

recent research on team performance from the perspective of flow state theory calls for a similar 

level of knowledge and experience among members (Aube et al., 2014). To balance the two 

theories, Kaye and Bryce (2014) define group flow as an experience of the simultaneous 

individual flow of each member which can be achieved through common focus, social belonging 

and collective competency. While collective competency connects with Vygotsky’s zone of 

proximal development, other components of the flow state highlight the value of team learning 

without a leader or follower. On the other hand, research on dyadic collaboration highlights not 

only proximal development between the pupils, but also proximal popularity (Gommans et al., 

2015). Very small or very large differences in popularity, communication styles, confidence and 

status hinder collaboration between two peers. While Gommans et al. (2015) invite further 

research on the topic, power dynamics between two collaborating students in a pair is worthy of 

further consideration. While differences in gender grouping are addressed more often (Jiang et 

al., 2017), collaboration between pupils with a learning difference such as ADHD and their 

neurotypical peers are not. In this research, only one pupil mentions gender as an important factor 

in her ideal collaboration pairs, which can be understood as typical for that age. Her comment is 

shared below. 

 “[This partner or any partner?] Any of my friends. And not boys. I would probably get 

confused.” – Pupil Riley (female, NT), Pierhead school 

To conclude, the ideal pairing strategy for engaging collaborative tasks prioritises a positive 

relationship between pupils, as well as balanced knowledge levels. Arguably, collaboration is 

affected by personality and individual factors, but the majority of pupils described their 

experiences through relationships and comparisons in abilities or interest. 

Pairing strategies have a considerable effect on how pupils experience working in collaboration, 

but when better strategies are not available, scaffolding techniques in learning design can mitigate 

negative effects. By gradually introducing new academic or social challenges, pupils can be 

supported in developing the necessary skills to succeed. 
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5.5.2 Scaffolding from individual to collaborative tasks 

The role of the teacher is crucial in recognising the needs of pupils within each group and using 

the correct scaffolding. The aim is not to avoid pupils’ points of challenge, but to first highlight 

their strengths and gradually move to a less comfortable arrangement as an increase in challenge 

and an opportunity for flow state to develop.  

The design of the learning activities for this study followed classic scaffolding with a gradual 

introduction of technology and social elements to keep the steady increase in difficulty, as 

described in flow state theory by Csikszentmihalyi (1991). Due to the fact that the schools had 

not previously worked with AR tools, the first challenge for pupils was to understand and use their 

devices to scan and discover content. After exploring different types of multimedia content, pupils 

were challenged with collaborative tasks where their new technical skills came as a secondary 

task to communication, negotiation, reading and problem-solving. Teachers recognised the 

individualised pace of introduction to technology as a benefit, as well as a confidence boost for 

pupils to contribute to the group goal. 

“I definitely perceived a mixture of individual and collaborative activities that we did, gave 

them skills to build upon their own and then to share. I think this empowered a lot of the 

children – the fact that they could work individually, but then share again what they had 

achieved. I liked the balance, and I think both were really beneficial to learning.” – Teacher 

Christina, Riverfield school 

“I like it because I could see my pupils engaged and they could easily do it independently. 

So I would always recommend it to teachers to start with independent tasks and as they 

were confident with using it, more complex tasks, paired work and all the rest to keep them 

interested and wowed.” – Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

My analysis contributes to research on scaffolding in game-based collaborative learning, which 

finds a positive impact on students’ motivation and learning performance (Chen and Law, 2016). 

Chen and Law (2016) have also noted that working together with the same materials on the same 

tasks allows learners to co-construct knowledge, but in some cases, the highly dependent 

collaboration experience can hinder learners’ motivation (Gommans et al., 2015). Individual and 

collaborative learning activities are both beneficial, but students’ individual differences need to be 

taken into account when planning combinations. Chen and Chang (2014) highlight that these 

differences in performance and preference could be connected to pupils’ cognitive styles 

(information processing habits, preferred mode of perceiving, thinking, remembering and 

problem-solving). Ultimately, a type of scaffolding used (from individual to collaborative or the 

other way around) should be chosen based on the pupil’s perceived skill area and perceived 

challenge. Some pupils find it easier to work in collaboration with others than individually; for 
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them, the natural scaffold towards greater challenge and sustained engagement would be in a 

gradual decrease of social elements and towards individual tasks. 

5.5.3 Scaffolding from collaborative to individual tasks 

Following the feedback from pupils, the idea of scaffolding in a different direction was discussed 

with the participating teachers. Moving gradually from collaborative activities towards individual 

ones was recognised as a supporting strategy for pupils who were struggling with innovative 

technology and confidence. By using the social element to gradually build confidence and skill, 

peer support was highlighted as the main benefit of this approach. The quotations below present 

the teachers’ comments related to the scaffolding approach from collaborative to individual work. 

“In terms of using individual or collaborative activities with this technology, I think always 

collaborative initially, because if some of the children needed support with their reading, 

or if some of the children were unfamiliar with using ipads, or how to scan the activities, 

just because they don’t have them at home, and I think if they're with a partner, they’ve 

then got that support from their peer to help them achieve that.” – Teacher Christina, 

Riverfield school 

“A lot of them said that at the start they needed support from their partner because they 

didn’t know everything. Whereas some of them got some things, other children got others, 

so they did work well collaboratively. But they work at a different pace, so I think they 

would have liked to have done it independently.” – Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

In my study some of the teachers clearly recognised the benefit of peer support for pupils who 

struggle academically, but in technology-enhanced learning, this support often goes both ways. 

Some pupils in this research were very proficient in reading but were not familiar with the 

technology we were using, which gave an opportunity within a pair for the pupil who is receiving 

peer-support to take the lead and demonstrate using AR, which balanced out the support offered 

between them. An additional benefit of the collaborative-to-individual approach was the social 

support and assurance some pupils needed to confidently use new technology in an individual 

task. 

Another point to consider when designing scaffolding is the task objective and the type of 

assessment used to evaluate it. For tasks which require deep thinking, analysis or reflection it 

might be more appropriate to let pupils move from initial collaboration to individual work for them 

to express details which could have been lost in a dynamic group process. Following the idea 

behind Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development, pupils could transition from tasks they cannot 

do towards completing tasks with guidance (or collaborative support) and finally, applying new 

skills to complete a task individually.   

While these suggestions on scaffolding summarise some of the ideas teachers offered, there is 

great value in sharing all diverse opinions, especially for the prospects of further research. The 
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next section will highlight alternative ways of organising tasks to offer space for individual and 

collaborative work simultaneously. 

5.5.4 Alternative approaches 

Apart from the two mentioned directions of scaffolding, some alternative approaches were 

suggested by participating teachers. Their valuable input opens a discussion around 

personalising the design of learning experiences for all pupils by offering choice and 

differentiation. This can also lead to a rethinking of the separation between the individual and 

collaborative activities, and alternative approaches of mixed learning activities can be used to 

cater to different preferences and needs. 

“Perhaps the ideal scenario would be that they all work individually but next to each other, 

using the same materials. That way they could still help each other if something goes 

wrong. Sometimes we don’t need collaboration, but support.” – Teacher Dolores, 

Springwood school  

“They were really keen to do individual aspects, but at the same time share what they’d 

found with their partner. I particularly loved how they had to find out different information 

from the different parts of the workshop, then put them together. I found that a really 

positive part of the whole experience.” – Teacher Christina, Riverfield school 

“Collaborative activities seemed to have more impact on all learners as they were 

supported through using a new skill but I think a combination of individual and collaborative 

activities is important as it impacts upon the pace of the session and the 

focus/engagement of all learners, particularly those with ADHD.” – Teacher Barbara, 

Pierhead school 

 

Dolores suggested an approach which would focus on individual work but with an option of non-

formal peer support and opportunities for sharing. Even though Dolores mentions working with 

the same materials for better peer support, Christina points out the valuable element of sharing 

knowledge for mutual goals. In the situation where the whole class was solving the mystery and 

pupils were dependent on each other’s information, pupils could feel more responsible and 

motivated. However, the co-dependent learning strategy sometimes puts additional pressure on 

pupils who struggle academically to perform well for the pair’s, or team’s, success. 

An innovative approach suggested by Boticki, Looi and Wong (2011) features the socio-technical 

design of the activity to stimulate collaboration while constantly changing members of the group. 

Like finding the missing pieces to the puzzle, pupils are moving around the room with their devices 

to combine shapes or fractions other pupils have on their devices. The proposed approach is 
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predominantly collaborative, challenging both academic and social skills, but with task-priority 

over relationship or team-building.  

While the discussion on alternative approaches to collaboration with AR can only become richer 

over time as more innovative educators experiment with these tools, it is clear that an optimal 

learning environment is a balanced combination of task design features and the characteristics 

of pupils and teachers involved in the learning process. There is a need for teachers to be 

confident in the technology and know their pupils as individuals, in order that they can focus on 

communication and balancing out each student’s workload. When all these factors are aligned, 

learning becomes engaging and inclusive for all pupils.  

 

5.6 Understanding Collaboration 

Following the previous chapter and focus on pupils’ individual engagement, this chapter 

presented the analysis of collaboration between pupils. While communication and task structure 

were fundamental for successful collaboration, several other factors were identified as supporting 

or obstructing pupils’ group flow. 

The way collaborating pairs are composed can lead to an advantage (support and collaboration 

between pupils), or disadvantage (when pupils are not ready for compromise or lack tolerance for 

their own and/or their partner’s mistakes). Difficulties caused by inadequate pairing or pupils’ lack 

of communication and/or team-working skills can significantly influence their enjoyment with 

learning and overall engagement. Collaboration can be an additional cognitive load for some 

pupils, especially those associated with ADHD. However, for those with good team-working skills, 

it was identified as a supporting factor for confidence in solving complex academic tasks.  

Findings suggest that optimal learning approaches are structured to balance academic and 

behavioural needs of pupils while leaving enough space for challenge and creative freedom to 

trigger flow experience. The next chapter will look closely at features of AR materials which offer 

such challenge and creative freedom. The analysis of pupils’ experience of interacting with the 

AR content completes the findings of this research and the thesis then concludes with 

recommendations for future design and integration of innovative tools which promote enjoyment 

and engagement with learning. 
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Chapter 6: Augmented Reality Learning Materials 

Taking into account pupils’ success in use and personal preference, this chapter describes the 

way the pupils experienced the AR technology. In connection to the other two theoretical pillars 

of this research, the third research question focuses on the features of AR that can support or 

obstruct pupils’ engagement and learning. 

RQ3: Which features of AR learning tools are perceived to trigger and obstruct flow in learning 

experiences and promote an optimal learning environment?   

 

Engaging learning experiences can be designed using a variety of tools and strategies. Traditional 

learning tools include wooden and plastic models, geometry blocks and flash cards. Lately, 

schools have adopted new tools which combine traditional and digital components. By leveraging 

the wide accessibility of information and rich digital multimedia, the market for educational 

materials and toys has grown exponentially (Marketsandmarkets.com, 2020). Among the 

available innovative technology, AR tools offer a unique combination of physical and digital 

content. Billinghurst (2002) highlights the seamless interaction between virtual and real-world 

elements as well as the use of tangible interfaces to create an immersive transition between reality 

and virtuality for users of AR. Especially important for educational settings, these features create 

engaging and fun learning environments which can support a range of activities designed for 

pupils of all ages. Using familiar devices to discover new features and content has been especially 

interesting for primary school pupils involved in the current research, as described below: 

“It was much more interesting than what we usually do in school because we used 

technology.” – Pupil Megan (NT), Riverfield school 

Megan demonstrates that the augmented technology used for learning activities can have a 

significant impact on a pupils’ interest, enjoyment and motivation for learning. A successful AR 

learning experience must be interesting for the learner both as a physical marker-object and as a 

set of digital elements displayed on the device. In order to explore both of these ideas further, this 

chapter will first present the analysis of the physical aspects of the learning materials pupils were 

interacting with (section 6.1) and then move on to the analysis of the digital content (section 6.2). 

The implementation of AR learning activities highlighted some difficulties related to the devices 

used and internet access, as well as pupils’ digital skills and handling of the materials. These 

identified issues and potential solutions are discussed in section 6.3. 

6.1 Physical aspect of AR 

The connection between ADHD and movement is well established in research and practice (see 

Chapter 1). When observing that connection, students with ADHD were reported to be 

significantly more active than neurotypical students and were demonstrating significantly higher 
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intensity movements (Sarver et al., 2015), but it could be that the characteristic of hyperactivity is 

actually a reaction to lack of kinaesthetic stimulation from the environment. Anderson and Rumsey 

(2002) argue that students with ADHD could be described as a group of bodily-kinaesthetic 

learners who suffer from movement-deficiency in stagnant classrooms rather than lack of 

attention or hyperactivity. Following this idea, grounded in the social model of disability, the next 

section will present findings and discussion about the physical aspects of AR learning materials. 

6.1.1 Types of learning materials 

Most interventions and strategies for pupils with SEND benefit the whole class by introducing a 

greater variety of learning modalities or assessment options (Wearmouth, 2019). The same can 

be said for technology enhancement which is designed with diverse learners in mind – commonly 

referred to as universal design (Rose and Meyer, 2002). In this research, by presenting AR 

learning materials to mixed groups of pupils, results and findings reflect the experience learners 

would have in a typical classroom environment – inclusive mixed ability groups working 

individually and collaboratively. The focus on the kinaesthetic aspects of learning was recognised 

by teachers and pupils as positive and beneficial for both pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical 

peers. 

As discussed in a study involving children with autism, the choice of physical material used for 

AR learning can be as important as the choice of digital content (Bai, Blackwell and Coulouris, 

2015). Therefore, each learning material in this research was designed to include a specific level 

of kinaesthetic elements and digital content (see Table 6 on page 65). In order to consider pupils’ 

experiences with AR materials, both quantitative (ranking scales) and qualitative (interview 

transcripts) data was analysed and discussed. Section 6.1 presents pupils’ comments around the 

physical aspects of each learning material while Section 6.1.3 triangulates these with pupils’ 

quantitative ratings. 

AR cards (low kinaesthetic elements - low digital content) 

The learning material designed to offer the lowest level of playful, kinaesthetic elements along 

with a small amount of digital content were the AR cards. This material was used as an 

introduction to AR technology, the Blippar app and the material scanning process. The pupils also 

recognised the simplicity of this material: 

“Well, the cards with the lady and the mister, that was really easy and we were just 

reading.” – Pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“[Is there any material you would skip?] This one (points to AR cards). [Why would you 

skip it?] I don’t know, it just wasn’t fun for me.” – Pupil Aldo (ADHD), Springwood school 

It seems that pupils were not particularly excited or interested in the AR cards which appear to 

not present them with a challenge, either motoric or cognitive. Aiden commented on the material 

with the focus on digital content (reading), which again implies the low kinaesthetic engagement 
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required for the task. The majority of the interviewed pupils (26 out of 32) did not comment on this 

material, which could be explained by the short time spent engaging with it. Other, more 

demanding materials took longer to complete and were the focus of pupils’ shared experiences. 

AR notebook (low kinaesthetic elements - medium digital content) 

The AR notebook also features a relatively low level of kinaesthetic elements, but increases the 

amount of digital content. The quiz trigger images within the AR notebook were transition points 

between the tasks, which allowed pupils to check their understanding of the previous reading and 

use the code to open a new evidence box with tasks. Even though pupils used the AR notebook 

throughout the session, only two pupils with ADHD and two neurotypical pupils mentioned it in 

the interview. Presented below are two of the more detailed comments from pupils: 

“I also like to fill in the little notebook. [What was nice about it?] All of it. Those parts where 

we write information we found and the questions with buttons and everything. I really liked 

that.” – Pupil Megan (NT), Riverfield school 

“I don’t like to write much, but I loved that bit with scanning and questions. I found all the 

codes for my team.” – Pupil Alan (ADHD), Springwood school 

While Megan expressed a positive view towards both the physical and the digital side of this AR 

experience, Alan enjoyed only the increase in the amount of digital content and the interactivity. 

The AR notebook is in a format of the traditional worksheet, folded to form a little detective 

notebook. Without any novelty in the shape or function of the physical material used, it appears 

that pupils did not mind it, but were not engaging enough to mention it as a favourite material. 

AR pyramids (medium kinaesthetic elements, high digital content) 

Moving to more kinaesthetically active materials, the AR pyramid was designed as a tangible 3D 

object which pupils can hold and turn to discover images on all sides. At the same time, the four 

images available for scanning show a greater amount of digital content, including images, text, 

tables and combinations of text and image (for example, inserts from comic books). The main 

novelty with the AR pyramids is the concrete, solid shape which is somewhat unusual in 

classrooms and often successfully captures pupils’ attention. This material did not only increase 

the level of kinaesthetic engagement, but also the amount of digital content displayed. The pupils 

were divided in opinions regarding the AR pyramid, mainly due to the amount of information it 

contained. A total of 5 pupils (3 pupils with ADHD and 2 neurotypical pupils) mentioned AR 

pyramids in the interview, for example:  

“These (pyramids) were really fun to use. To, like, scan and find out things about the father 

and Artemis.” – Pupil Thomas (NT), Springwood school 

“The pyramids were ok, quite fun, but it was a lot to read and it took me long to finish.” – 

Pupil Riley (NT), Pierhead school 
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“At first I thought it would be mostly playing, but when I saw how much they were reading 

with those pyramids and other shapes, I was convinced that it really is a valuable teaching 

aid for us.” – Teacher Christina, Riverfield school 

Riley mentions the high amount of information presented on the pyramids. However, teacher 

Christina highlighted the aspect of the design that must be in focus – the educational value of 

these materials. The optimal balance, therefore, does not only come from pupils’ preference, but 

also from the teachers’ feedback. 

AR hexagon puzzle (high kinaesthetic elements - medium digital content) 

The AR hexagon puzzle is a learning material designed to offer a higher level of kinaesthetic 

elements for pupils to engage with while they discover medium amounts of digital content. What 

distinguishes this material from the previous material is the fact that pupils have to rotate and 

arrange puzzle pieces to be able to scan images and access content. The action of arranging 

puzzle pieces is similar to familiar toys and games, which adds to the experience of playfulness, 

as indicated by two of the pupils’ interviews:   

“These puzzle pieces were better, I think. I was turning it around, discovering clues and 

information, and also helping my partner” – Pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“[Which material did you especially like?] The foldable cube and the hexagons. [Why did 

you pick those?] They are like games and it’s fun to use them.” – Pupil Aldo (ADHD), 

Springwood school 

Four out of seven  pupils who mentioned hexagon puzzles, had a positive opinion of them and 

highlighted their playfulness. However, due to the manual handling and exact alignment of the 

puzzle pieces needed for the software to process, some pupils experienced technical difficulties 

with this material (see section 3), which affected their enjoyment and experience. Aiden and Aldo 

are among those pupils who identified the AR hexagon puzzles as one of their favourites, due to 

the playfulness and fun aspect. It seems that a medium amount of digital content allowed pupils 

to focus on the kinaesthetic aspects of the task. 

AR folding cube (high kinaesthetic elements - low digital content) 

The final learning material presented to pupils demonstrated the highest level of kinaesthetic 

elements by using the physical shape of the commercially available fidget toy. Combined with a 

low level of digital content complexity, it was the most frequently chosen material. During the 

interview, all 15 pupils (9 pupils with ADHD and 4 neurotypical pupils) who mentioned the AR 

folding cube shared a positive experience. Reflections on playfulness and fun were most 

frequently mentioned, such as: 

“[Why did you like the cube?] I love it. It’s like a toy, I can switch it around. And I had to 

find letters somewhere to translate the message.” – Pupil Asher (ADHD), Riverfield school 
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Unsurprisingly, pupils associated with ADHD almost exclusively named it their favourite. This 

preference can be explained by the predominantly kinaesthetic features and the lack of longer 

information blocks on the digital side of the experience. The teachers recognised such benefits, 

connecting this teaching approach to the traditionally used models for maths and science. 

“Those pyramids and cubes remind me of models we use for geometry and biology. It is 

especially useful for students with ADHD or those who are on the pathway. They really 

enjoy holding an object we are learning about, it helps them focus. These materials you 

brought today were equally supportive for their learning, but also added that interactivity 

and mystery. It was fantastic to see everyone so engaged and active.” – Teacher Sandra, 

Merseypark school 

As mentioned earlier, interventions focused on including more kinaesthetic elements (geometric 

models made of wood, foam or paper, with or without interactive features) for teaching and 

learning benefit all pupils, not only specific groups who have characteristic sensory needs 

(Bergstrom and Zhang, 2016). Supporting that claim, the neurotypical pupils highlighted the 

folding cube design for its ease of use, relaxing tactile sensation and fun. 

“[What do you think about the folding cube?] I like it a lot. It was quite easy to work with it. 

It had hidden letters, and we would flip it and hold it and scan” – Pupil Riley (NT), Pierhead 

school 

“I think what I like the most were the cubes, because it was really satisfying to move the 

cube around into different shapes.” Pupil Megan (NT), Riverfield school 

The reasons pupils mentioned for choosing the folding cube design as their favourite describe the 

functionality and purpose of fidgeting toys – tactile objects used by children and adults to 

stimulate, reduce anxiety and aid concentration. While in occupational therapy fidget toys are 

recommended as discrete support in classrooms (Rohrberger, 2011), this research incorporated 

the fidget toy design into the main learning materials. This inclusive approach allows all pupils to 

focus on the activities rather than split their attention between tactile aids and learning objects. 

The next section offers more information about fidgeting support in learning. 

6.1.2 Fidget toy as a learning tool 

The field of research exploring human-computer interaction has extended the understanding of 

technology's purpose beyond usability and productivity, considering the whole experience of 

everyday use (Bødker, 2006; McCarthy and Wright, 2007; Sampson, 2018). Some experiences 

users report, when describing interaction with technology, relate more to their inner affective state 

than the design or purpose of the technology. Among those experiences, Karlesky and Isbister 

(2016) recognise fidgeting as a form of self-regulation and supporting productivity. They see 

features of technology supportive of self-regulation as valuable elements to consider in human-

computer interaction research and design.  
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Many fidgeting behaviours include sensory input from the objects, which is described by Scanlan 

and Novak (2015: 277) as “non-invasive, self-directed, and empowering interventions”. Hansen 

et al. (2017) analyse the design process of fidget objects made by middle-school pupils with 

ADHD and highlight their potential to identify the appropriate sensory input and create objects 

which supports them in learning. Some of the pupils interviewed in the current study identified the 

potential for fidgeting in materials used. Thomas enjoyed the fact that his needs for kinaesthetic 

input was included in the design of the AR learning materials.   

“[Do you have any advice for me?] Hmm, yes. Maybe have more stuff like this (points to 

folding cube). Something else we can fold or fiddle with, because there is a lot of people 

who get stressed and use a whiteboard pen to concentrate, like me” – Pupil Thomas (NT), 

Springwood school 

Indeed, many people use fidget toys to modulate their inner state, some in search of creativity, 

focus and calm, others to stimulate motor and sensory nerves (Karlesky and Isbister, 2016). When 

correctly used, these objects can enable pupils to manage sensory issues, anxiety, and attention 

challenges by redirecting their physical and emotional energy into an object. This can enable 

them to remain calm and listen to the teacher, read in a more focused way, and participate more 

productively. In line with the research on fidgeting needs and objects, Thomas identified the 

similarities between the folding cube and his usual fidget toys, and expressed his wish for more 

kinaesthetically active learning materials. Thomas regularly uses fidget toys in class, which his 

teacher had mentioned before the activity. His usual fidget toys are whiteboard markers and pens, 

which he can manipulate in his hands without any visual attention. Since Thomas is a neurotypical 

pupil, these findings are highlighting the importance of inclusive strategies being widely used, not 

exclusively for pupils with ADHD. The benefits of a school-wide inclusive approach are seen in 

the example of Thomas, but also for other students who are either not yet diagnosed or are in 

need of sensory support for other reasons. 

Following the review of the technology-enhanced and multimedia learning literature (Chapter 1), 

optimal learning focuses less on a student’s best learning modality and more on the best choice 

of modality for the taught content. In the case of the activities designed for this research, the 

reading comprehension tasks were presented digitally using visual and textual materials, while 

kinaesthetically active objects attended to students’ sensory and motoric needs. The distinction 

between the learning and the supporting components is difficult, but the interdependence is clear. 

Some pupils would struggle with the concentration required for reading without the kinaesthetic 

activities in between, as recognised by the teachers. 

“It was very dynamic, which was exactly what <pupil Asher (ADHD)> and <pupil Adrian 

(ADHD)> need to concentrate. I would hardly ever get them to sit and read in class, but 

while they were detectives, their attention was focused on solving the case and they read 
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every word displayed on each side of the paper pyramid and especially on the cube.” – 

Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

“The materials used in today’s lesson were very playful and fun. Overall engagement of 

students was high and they were interested, but some of them were focusing too much 

on folding the paper cube or connecting the puzzles.” Teacher Barbara, Pierhead school 

Barbara also mentioned an observation about the more kinaesthetic materials being disruptive 

for some pupils. The research community is divided when it comes to the benefits of fidgeting in 

an academic setting. Nyqvist (2016) argues that fidgeting makes learners more relaxed, relieving 

stress and anxiety, and potentially allowing for more creative thinking. While Hulac et al. (2020) 

agree that more relaxed learners can do higher-quality work, they also warn that some fidget toys 

(specifically fidget spinners) split working memory on kinaesthetic and cognitive work. This can 

consequently overwhelm learners’ focus and potentially decrease time spent on-task. Similarly, 

research involving college students concludes that participants who watched an educational video 

while using a fidget spinner answered significantly fewer questions correctly about the material 

covered in the video than participants who watched the video while not using a fidget spinner 

(Soares and Storm, 2019). A potential explanation for these results is that students had attention 

lapses in moments when the fidget spinner was more interesting than the video, which could have 

caused them to miss some information. As Biel (2017) explains, in order to see the benefits, fidget 

objects should be used appropriately in learning environments. In another research study on 

fidget object preferences, da Câmara, Agrawal and Isbister (2018) found that children in their 

sample predominantly used them to support them with cognitive tasks, alleviate boredom and 

regulate emotions, while only some mentioned fidgeting as a form of dispelling excess energy. 

The kinaesthetically active materials used in my study were designed as a combination of familiar 

fidgeting objects and learning materials. The anticipated benefits of learning with objects that 

accommodate sensory needs included minimising the potential stigma of fidgeting in class by 

integrating an inclusive design for learning. On the other hand, the potential disadvantage of this 

approach was the imbalance of play compared to learning in an activity, which some teachers 

understand as time consuming. Some of the pupils had experience with fidget objects, which 

helped place these materials in context. For example, Thomas reflects on his experience and 

describes the AR folding cube as both a fidgeting and learning tool. 

“[And do you think that you played more with it than actually solve tasks or read the hidden 

text?] No. Well, it depends, if I had a scanning app and I had to decode messages, I would 

learn, but if not, I would probably just play. Like now, I'm just playing cause it's fun, and 

I'm folding and not looking at it. But if I knew I had to decode a secret message, I would 

be looking at it, and scanning and working with it a lot.” – Pupil Thomas (NT), Springwood 

school 
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The difference in function and use of the single learning object might offer an alternative 

perspective to the research debate and question the need for separation of learning and fidget 

toys. 

6.1.3 Playfulness score 

Playful fidgeting and educational components are not mutually exclusive in learning design. Both 

the pupils and the teachers discussed the benefits of the folding cube design for motivation and 

enjoyment. However, some concerns were expressed around the level of playfulness of the 

materials. In order to address those concerns further, the next section analyses the quantitative 

measurements of playfulness and interprets them in relation to the qualitative interview data. 

As part of the quantitative survey that pupils completed after the activities, the ranking scale was 

presented with two measurements –playfulness and content complexity (as described in Chapter 

2). All pupils ranked each of the five AR materials (cards, hexagons, pyramids, cube and 

notebook) on a scale of 1 (the least playful) to 5 (the most playful). The same scale was used for 

content complexity, which is analysed later in Section 6.2.2. Pupils’ ratings were collected in an 

average playfulness score for each AR learning material and presented in Table 17. 

Table 17 Playfulness score (1= least playful, 5=most playful) 

 
AR cards AR notebook AR pyramids 

AR hexagon 
puzzle 

AR folding 
cube 

 

  
   

Kinaesthetic 
elements 

LOW LOW MEDIUM HIGH HIGH 

Pupils 
associated 
with ADHD 

1.12 3.36 3.00 2.89 4.77 

Neurotypical 
pupils 

1.31 2.85 3.00 3.24 4.62 

Total average 1.21 3.13 2.97 3.01 4.77 

 

The higher scores for the more kinaesthetically active elements are in line with the feedback pupils 

shared during interviews: 

“[Which was your favourite AR material?] The cube, by far. [What was the best thing about 

it?] Just playing with it really.” – Pupil Phillipa (NT), Pierhead school 

“[Which shape did you play with the most?] The hexagon puzzles. And I like where, umm, 

the pyramids. And the cube.” – Pupil Matthew (NT), Riverfield school 
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It seems that pupils’ experience of playfulness fits the more kinaesthetically active materials. 

While the folding cube is always mentioned in the context of play, fun and active manipulation, 

Matthew recognised the same qualities in the hexagon puzzles and pyramids. 

“[What is your favourite AR material?] The hexagon puzzles. [Why?] Because you can 

scan different pieces and images that you don't think are there until you turn the piece 

around to match.” – Pupil Dorian (NT), Pierhead school 

In the quotation above, Dorian expresses his interest in the hexagon puzzle and mentions the 

element of discovery triggered when puzzles are arranged in different ways. The combination of 

playful, very kinaesthetically active objects and interactive digital content seems to be preferred 

by all pupils. The teachers who shared their feedback on these materials recognised not only the 

benefit of the learning materials, but also the presence of technology in the classroom. 

“This session was very playful. It’s got to do with this idea of holding an iPad. If they answer 

comprehension questions in class using an iPad they are automatically more into it. It's 

more like a game then and less stressful for pupils who usually struggle.” – Teacher 

Sandra, Merseypark school 

While the school context and previous knowledge play a significant role in the experience, 

excitement and novelty of the materials, Sandra from Merseypark school noticed the difference 

in atmosphere and pupils’ motivation. Similar observations were reported in research by Jeno et 

al. (2019), who considered the novelty of mobile-based learning compared to traditional and digital 

books. They concluded that perceived novelty, efficiency or usefulness of a tool do not predict 

learning achievement, but it was the underlying motivational processes that made the difference.  

6.2 Digital aspect of AR 

Moving from the physical side of AR to the digital elements displayed on the devices of users, the 

body of research is greater and covers all aspects from image recognition software to graphic 

design and immersiveness of the experience (see Chapter 1). In order to find an optimal balance 

of playfulness in physical elements and content complexity of the digital content, the analysis of 

pupils’ and teachers’ experiences and feedback is presented. 

In my research, the types of digital elements used in the AR layer were the same across all five 

learning materials, while the amount and complexity of the presented text varied. The 

superimposed digital content was comprised of images, textual information and a combination of 

the two – the interactive buttons. The following section presents the participants’ feedback in 

relation to those digital elements of the experience. 

6.2.1 Types of digital content 

Before the development of technology and multimedia for learning, books were the main source 

of knowledge along with teachers’ verbal guidance. With the expansion of available resources, 
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the choices can become overwhelming for practitioners, who then often move back to safe and 

reliable printed books (see section 4.1). Lommen (2012) identifies some benefits of using printed 

books as their durability, transportability, robustness and flexibility. As an innovative alternative, 

digital publishing technology has offered additional multimedia in the form of audio, video and 

external web links. This advancement has made content updatable, versatile and available on 

demand (van der Velde and Ernst, 2009). Thanks to the innovation in AR, there is no reason to 

choose between printed books and digital e-books, AR combines printed books with digital 

content and offers the advantage of both media types (Garcia-Sanchez, 2017).  

Textual information 

 The objective of this learning activity was reading and writing practice with an analysis of the 

Artemis Fowl book. The textual content presented was of crucial importance for game progression 

and ultimately for the learning goals set. As described in Chapter 3, the AR pyramid included a 

higher amount of content (both textual and graphic) compared to the AR hexagon puzzles 

(medium amount of content) and the AR folding cube (low amount of content). The specific 

content amounts were presented in order to find the optimal balance of playfulness and content 

complexity (more in the following section). The teachers’ overall feedback on the amount and 

accessibility of the presented text was positive. 

“It was great to see how much reading they actually did in the short period of time. The 

excitement made them eager to find information and they were going through so many 

smaller bits of text with no problem” – Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

Dolores commented on the amount of reading that was seamlessly integrated without the pupils 

realising. While this observation might be connected to the often-mentioned benefits AR systems 

offer for motivation and persistence, research on speed reading is not in line with Dolores’s 

conclusion. Rau et al. (2018) report that reading on AR and VR devices required around 10% 

more response time to make choices. From the perspective of pupils who were completing the 

designed activities, it seems that the reading was not experienced as the main task in focus, 

which could have positively impacted their attitude and reduced the potential for task-specific 

anxiety.  

“Some of them were easy and some were a bit more difficult. Like that pyramid thing, it 

took me a long time to read everything about the fairies and I couldn’t find all the answers. 

But the rest were fine, I like this cube and the puzzle was cool too.” – Pupil Riley (NT), 

Pierhead school 

“I like that I didn’t need to sit and read all the time. There was a bit of text to read on the 

Ipad, but then I did the quiz or crack those evidence box codes. It was much more fun 

than my other classes.” – Pupil Alex (ADHD), Springwood school 
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Riley noticed the difference in the amount of displayed content connected to each AR material. 

Another design aspect, mentioned by Alex, is the frequent change of low-energy and high-energy 

activities. Jensen (2007) recognised this dynamic as a way to manage the emotional state of 

learners. His recommendations were borne out in this study, with the dynamic activities and 

frequent changes helping Alex, and many others, to complete the reading tasks and progress in 

the game. The reading passages, presented as information packs, focused on quotations from 

the original Artemis Fowl book followed by images for illustration and visual guidance. 

Images as illustrations 

The second type of media content included in the AR learning materials were images. This wide 

group includes images as illustrations and active images (navigation and quiz buttons). Starting 

from illustrations, the pupils noticed the visual guidance present throughout the activity and 

compared it to their usual worksheets. Visual support and interactivity were recognised as positive 

additions to the usual textual information for both pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical peers: 

“[What do you think helped you learn during today's session?] It was good that we had 

iPads, I like that. [What is it exactly that you like about the iPads?] Well, the images and 

the buttons and scanning. There’s nothing like that in our normal worksheets.” – Pupil Alex 

(ADHD), Springwood school 

“[What was your favourite material?] The folding cube, I think. And the notebook. [What 

exactly did you like about them?] The pictures were nice. Umm, and I liked how it changed 

on my iPad when I click. I liked everything about the fairies.” – Pupil Phillipa (NT), Pierhead 

school 

Alex mentions the difference in experience of learning with rich multimedia and traditional 

worksheets, which are typically monochrome, text-heavy prints with reading passages and 

comprehension questions below. While the visual experience is composed of many elements, 

colour is certainly one of them. This finding corroborates previous research on colour stimulation 

(Imhof, 2004) and visual guidance (Kang, Zentall and Burton, 2007) as an assistive instructional 

strategy for students with attentional difficulties. Respecting the resource access limitations for 

many schools, instead of investing in full-colour printed materials, digital multimedia alternatives 

are seemingly more effective, cheaper and more environmentally sustainable solutions.  

Images used in the design of the AR experience can be used for illustration purposes or turned 

into active elements. Some images, such as navigation icons and quiz answer boxes, serve as a 

functional content and allow learners to interact with the experience. 

Images as functional navigation 

Functional elements are all those images which had an assigned action-on-touch. In other words, 

this referred to elements which pupils could interact with. Those elements include arrows used 

for navigation around multiple pages (called scenes) or buttons used as answer options in quiz 
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points after each section. Pupils frequently mentioned those interactions as engaging, game-like 

and fun (see quotations below), which is an unusual description for an assessment method in 

education. 

“Hmm yes, the question points, I would like more of that definitely.” – Pupil Alex (ADHD), 

Springwood school 

“[What was the best part of today’s lesson?] Umm, I would say all the things we could do 

on tablets, like those buttons and the quizzes to get codes.” – Pupil Riley (NT), Pierhead 

school 

Building on the study by Dünser and Hornecker’s (2007), the buttons designed for the activities 

were not visible to pupils at the same time as the reading paragraph. The AR experience included 

buttons appearing in the sequence set by the expected reading time needed for each question. 

Even with the careful design of the interactions, some pupils still found the way to quickly finish 

the quiz with an alternative strategy.  

“Most of the questions had two answers to choose from. I have seen one of the pupils 

solving the quiz simply by remembering the correct answers after several attempts.” 

Teacher Karen, Pierhead school 

Karen described a situation which indicated a limitation of the AR creation software. The lack of 

features which could be used for diverse question types led to single-select multiple-choice 

questions across the quiz tasks. From the developers’ point of view, the quiz options are not 

essential features for a tool originally intended for marketing. However, with the increase in 

educational applications of AR, different question types would be beneficial for the meaningful 

integration and alignment with the learning objectives in schools. 

Other content types 

AR creation tools offer the possibility to include audio and video content, as well as web links and 

pdf documents. In this study, the main focus was on the physical aspect of AR (trigger-objects) 

and pupils’ experience of learning. Some participants suggested the inclusion of other types of 

content in the future to support accessibility for all pupils with SEND. Those suggestions and 

potentials for future development are explored in Section 6.7.2 . 

6.2.2 Content complexity score 

As a contrast to the playfulness score presented in Section 6.1.3, this section presents data from 

pupils’ content complexity rating. Both rating measures are considered in order to find an optimal 

balance from the pupils’ point of view (see next section). In the content complexity measure (see 

Table 18), pupils were asked to choose the most complex material (scored as 5), then the least 

complex (scored as 1) and finally to rate the remaining three in the middle. To ensure pupils’ 

https://d.docs.live.net/99f2d08eeac8c7c8/Desktop/Analysis%20chapters%20for%20review%20FH%20LN.docx#_Accessibility_features_for
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understanding, age-appropriate adjustments were introduced to the question wording - from 

digital content complexity to “the amount of reading” (as pilot study pupils called it). 

Table 18 Content complexity scores (1= least complex, 5= most complex) 

 AR cards AR notebook AR pyramids AR hexagon 
puzzle 

AR cube 

  
   

Digital content LOW MEDIUM HIGH MEDIUM LOW 

Pupils 
associated 
with ADHD 

2.83 3.73 4.15 3.07 1.24 

Neurotypical 
pupils 

2.72 3.39 4.14 3.19 1.64 

Total average 2.74 3.58 4.14 3.13 1.42 

 

In line with my design goals, pupils recognised the AR hexagon puzzle and AR pyramid as 

materials with the highest amount of information and rated them as complex. In contrast, AR 

cards, used as an introductory material, were rated second lowest in the content complexity scale. 

The AR notebook, which offered both physical and digital text and visuals, was rated as second 

most-complex material.  The pupils often referred to this rating scale as ‘the amount to read’, 

which gives a clear explanation for the lowest complexity score given for the AR folding cube. 

Even though it was used for a complex, collaborative and multi-step task, pupils remembered the 

material as an engaging and fun translation cube. The quotations from the interviews add an 

additional perspective to this interpretation with pupils’ descriptions of content complexity. 

"[What was the most and the least complex for you?] Witness cards were quite easy, I just 

hold it and scan and read. Possibly the hardest was the folding cube. Actually, the cube 

also did not have much to read, but I really liked it, we had so much to do with the fairy 

message, it's one of my favourites.” – Pupil Alex (ADHD), Springwood school 

“I think.. well, the cards with the lady and the mister, that was really easy and we were just 

reading. These puzzle pieces were more complicated, I think. I was turning it around, 

discovering clues and information, and also helping my partner.” – Pupil Aiden (ADHD), 

Pierhead school 

Aiden and Alex (both associated with ADHD) explain complexity through required actions, which 

were scaffolded from the simple AR cards to more kinaesthetically active puzzles and folding 

cubes. Additional complexity was introduced with peer collaboration and a multi-step process on 

the folding cube task, which might be the reason Alex rated the AR folding cube as the most 
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complex material. Their comments are not in line with ratings in Table 18, which might imply that 

some pupils did not understand the question as clearly as for the playfulness scale. 

The teachers’ perspective gives an important note in this analysis, highlighting the educational 

value of more complex tasks. Again, focusing on the amount of textual information covered by 

each material, Sandra connected the complex multi-step actions of retrieving information with 

greater motivation to read or decode a given message.  

“Pupils were engaged with difficult and long readings, I am impressed with it. There must 

be something in the way the tasks were designed - decoding and scanning was really 

engaging and would get them in the right state to tackle reading tasks.” – Teacher Sandra, 

Merseypark school 

This motivation for reading long and complex texts can be explained with the flow state theory 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 2009). Previously mentioned effortless concentration (see Section 4.3.1) that 

pupils can experience describes this willingness to take on difficult tasks while being on the edge 

of discovery (see Section 4.4). Similar to treasure hunt game mechanics, complex or hidden clues 

create excitement and result in participants’ focus on problem-solving while deeper learning 

occurs discreetly (Kyza and Georgiou, 2018). 

In addition to complex task designs, digital interactivity was the focus of Michael and Aiden’s 

reflections on the AR content (see quotations below). Michael makes a distinction between simple 

reading tasks and more complex quiz tasks. The quiz buttons he mentions are part of the AR 

notebook material, which was used throughout the activity to note and assess new learning before 

progressing onto the next evidence box. 

“Most of it was reading, except the quiz points, I really liked that, to click the buttons like 

in games.” – Pupil Michael (NT), Riverfield school 

“[Ok, and how did you like the AR materials? These hexagons and pyramids and 

everything?] That was really cool. I like it when it's not simple, when we need to answer 

questions, crack the code or fit the puzzles to scan and continue.” -  Pupil Aiden (ADHD), 

Pierhead school 

Just like many of his peers, Aiden likes more complex task designs, multiple steps to reach the 

goal and game-based elements in learning. It is clear that pupils like content complexity as much 

as teachers do – engagement promotes achievement. However, that engagement depends on 

carefully designed optimal levels of complexity for each pupil. Flow state theory refers to this 

optimal learning or flow zone as a balance of skill and challenge (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991), while 

applied to this study, an optimal AR learning material is seen as a balance of playfulness and 

content complexity. 

https://d.docs.live.net/99f2d08eeac8c7c8/Desktop/Analysis%20chapters%20for%20review%20FH%20LN.docx#_Effortless_concentration
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6.2.3 Balance of material playfulness and content complexity  

To extend the debate around learning through play (see Chapter 1), the present research 

analyses playfulness and content complexity of each AR learning material in order to find the 

optimal balance of instructional and playful features. 

When focusing on the qualitative data, the material which stands out as the pupils’ favourite was 

certainly the folding cube. It was described as a fun and engaging learning tool in all interviews. 

While pupils focused mainly on the folding actions and physical aspect of the cube, teachers were 

describing the aspects of engagement and fun with learning.  

“[What is your favourite AR material?] The cube. Because there are many little cubes, and 

I like to fold it and click and scan.” – Pupil Anita (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“[Which was your favourite AR material?] Umm. The folding cube. [Why?] Cause you have 

symbols all around the cube so you have to like find the right one by folding and switching 

and playing, and when you do, you scan the symbol and get one letter. It's a lot of work, 

and we had to be quick.” – Pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“Children really enjoyed that cube. They were completely focused on finding the letters, 

scanning and solving the mystery. I rarely see them enjoying literacy that much. You 

should be proud of your designs.” – Teacher Christina, Riverfield school 

In this research, pupils had an opportunity to use and rate the AR materials through 

questionnaires and express their opinions in a post-activity interview (see Appendix 2 and 3). By 

collecting and interpreting their feedback, some conclusions were made regarding the optimal 

balance in the AR learning materials (see Table 19). 

Table 19 The balance of playfulness and content across the five AR learning tools 

 AR cards AR notebook AR pyramids 
AR hexagon 

puzzle 
AR cube 

Kinaesthetic 
elements 

LOW LOW MEDIUM HIGH HIGH 

Digital content LOW MEDIUM HIGH MEDIUM LOW 

Playfulness 
scores 

1.21 3.13 2.97 3.01 4.77 

Content scores 2.74 3.58 4.14 3.13 1.42 

Total score 3.95 6.71 7.11 6.14 6.19 

Interval 1.53 0.45 1.17 0.12 3.35 

 

The scores above show the average ratings of each AR material based on its playfulness (as 

analysed in section 6.1.3) and content complexity (as analysed in section 6.2.2). In this research, 

optimal AR learning material was conceptualised as one with high scores in both categories and 

with a lesser interval between the two scores. Based on that, the AR cube design, which was 
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mentioned as the favourite and rated as the most playful material (4.77), cannot be identified as 

optimal due to its low content complexity score (1.42).  Similarly, the AR pyramid has the highest 

total score, but is not optimal due to the bigger interval between its two scores. The AR notebook 

and AR hexagon puzzle were more balanced in the rating scores, which can be interpreted as 

being optimal for learning. Much like Csikszentmihalyi’s balance of challenge and skill, high 

scores in both categories describe engaging materials which were both playful and educationally 

valuable (Figure 15). 

Figure 15 Balance of playfulness and content complexity (with Flow state theory graph by Csíkszentmihályi, 1997) 

 

Taking into account that these scores present the average of each individual rating and 

experience, interpretation must be careful and respectful of diversity among the pupils. When 

presented alongside the flow state theory graph, AR materials can be described as those that: 

1. are likely to trigger flow state (AR notebook and AR hexagon puzzle) 

2. are likely to be challenging (AR pyramid) 

3. are likely to be relaxing (AR cube) 

4. are lacking in both categories (AR cards) 

Based solely on the quantitative measures (the rating scores presented above), the lowest total 

score was given to the AR cards design (3.95). This material was designed to offer a low level of 

playfulness and less complex content, which was recognised by pupils and rated low in both 

categories. On the other hand, the highest total score (7.11) was given for the AR pyramid (see 

Figure 15) due to the greater difference between its two scores, it is not placed in the flow area, 

but slightly above, which indicates challenge greater than the skill level and possible 

frustration/arousal.  
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The optimal balance of playfulness and content complexity is found in the AR notebook and AR 

hexagon puzzles. However, when taking into account the qualitative data and the identified 

technical and handling difficulties with the hexagon puzzles (analysed in section 6.3), the optimal 

AR material would be the AR notebook, which has similar scores from pupils and fewer reported 

difficulties. This material is both easy to create and adaptable for new academic topics. AR 

notebooks could be created to facilitate note taking (as in this activity) or just as reading support 

(with a quiz or read aloud trigger images). Similarly, students can create their own AR notebooks 

with pre-made AR stickers or as a whole design project. 

It is important to take into account the academic task connected to these materials. The AR 

hexagon puzzle and AR pyramid involved considerably more reading (see content complexity 

design and score, Table 18), which some of these pupils struggled with. In contrast, the folding 

cube design was used for a task of translating the secret message from the “gnommish" language, 

which could have been perceived as more playful and interesting for pupils. For example, pupil 

Riley shares his choices and reasons behind them, while teacher Sandra comments on the 

usability of these materials for future lessons and different subjects. 

“[Which material is your favourite?] The folding cube! It's like a Rubik’s cube, fun and you 

can fold it. My second favourite would be the pyramid. [And which materials was your least 

favourite?] I didn't really like the cards. The witness cards, there was a lot of it to read.” – 

Pupil Riley (NT), Pierhead school 

“The cube was obviously really fun for them to play with, but I am wondering what else 

could we use that material for apart from translating fairy language” – Teacher Sandra, 

Merseypark school 

Considering the comment from Sandra about the usability of these materials for diverse 

educational content, it is important to ensure all learning materials have educational value 

connected to the taught curriculum. Besides the discrete development of digital skills, the purpose 

of these tools was to support pupils in reading and comprehension. Riley’s rating, as well as the 

ratings of many of his peers, was influenced by the amount of text included in each task. With the 

consideration of the type of academic task covered with each material, these ratings should not 

be understood as definite, but rather as a guideline for future design. Just like in the presented 

research design, the combination and sequencing of these materials need to support gradual 

development of skills. Teachers can consider using all of the presented AR materials, but decide 

on the optimal content and context for each in their lesson. 

To highlight all perspectives and feedback, this analysis would be incomplete without presenting 

the difficulties pupils and teachers reported in the process. From technical issues to frustration or 

problems with access to devices, the next section discusses the implementation difficulties which 

should be taken into account when designing, planning or implementing AR in education. 
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6.3 Digital skills and difficulties 

When learning includes digital technologies, success and enjoyment depend heavily on good 

human-computer interaction. Any technical difficulties and errors are, therefore, an important 

element in the analysis of overall experience (DiGregorio and Liston, 2018). In a rapidly 

developing field of AR, it is crucial to start discussions about design flaws and technical difficulties 

as soon as the data is available. For that reason, my first published paper from this thesis is based 

on the analysis of technical, organisational, pedagogical and individual barriers to engagement 

with AR learning materials (Mursic, 2020). The idea behind publishing these findings was to 

support future AR development in a way that the lessons learnt could be shared and used by 

other researchers, developers and educators.  

While less than a half of the interviewed pupils were ready to discuss technical issues, they were 

persistently the most frequently mentioned concerns and potential barriers reported by teachers. 

The comments vary from problems with access and speed of internet connection to attitudes and 

confidence in using devices and software. Dolores explains her concerns with the implementation 

of new technology in the classroom. 

“To be honest, I don’t like the uncertainty with new technology – sometimes it works, 

sometimes it doesn’t. Normal textbooks are not dependent on the internet, charged 

batteries, responsive screens and definitely don’t stop working for no reason.” – Teacher 

Dolores, Springwood 

The reasons behind Dolores’s reluctance towards technology are common and repeated in the 

literature (Tzima, Styliaras and Bassounas, 2019). Similar patterns are seen in historical literature 

about the introduction of technological innovation in schools: radio and television (Cuban, 1986), 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (Demirci, 2009), tablet devices (Walsh and Farren, 2018) 

and mobile phones (AlTameemy, 2017). In all of these papers the common theme is the lack of 

control over technical difficulties, which can be frustrating both for teachers and pupils. 

When discussing the effect it has on pupils’ engagement, all of the teachers reported that there 

was some noticeable distraction when the technology did not work instantaneously, which also 

confirms what pupils were describing.  Exploring and discussing both benefits and barriers in use 

allows for meaningful development of similar educational tools in the future. The next section will 

cover all of these technology-related barriers in use, with potential solutions and suggestions for 

practice. 

6.3.1 Internet-connection difficulties 

Almost all teachers expressed their worries about possible technical difficulties or poor internet 

access. Inconsistent internet speed and access is among the greatest concerns teachers 

expressed in relation to technology integration. 
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“Some of the potential barriers of using this tool for learning would include if the iPads 

weren’t working that day, or if the internet was down, which does happen in school.” – 

Teacher Christina, Riverfield school 

“Some of the issues with scanning were happening because of our school internet, but it 

happens in other classes too, so our pupils are usually patient and try again.” – Teacher 

Karen, Pierhead school  

The comments from these teachers demonstrate similar issues and different approaches to 

solutions. Cristina works in Riverfield school, which was rated as level 1 (awareness) of the 

technology integration scale (LOTI), while Karen works in Pierhead school, which is rated as level 

4a (mechanical integration) on the same scale. The difference in their comment is noticeable – 

Cristina seems cautious about using AR due to potential internet and device access issues, while 

Karen focused more on pupils, managing their expectations, reactions and problem-solving. 

Similarly, pupils' opinions regarding internet issues varied. Some of them had experienced a 

similar problem at home or in school, so they got less frustrated, waited and scanned again. It is 

important to mention that in this data set, the group of pupils who reported feeling frustrated or 

stressed about the internet speed and access were not solely associated with ADHD, but evenly 

distributed among the two groups. This finding was contrary to that expected since low frustration 

tolerance is recognised as a common difficulty for individuals with ADHD (Seymour, Macatee and 

Chronis-Tuscano, 2016).  

When asked about the strategies they used with internet issues, the pupils’ answers revolved 

around waiting, repeatedly scanning or asking for help. Interestingly, pupils with ADHD seemed 

to be very active in their approach, as seen in the quotations below. 

“I have asked my partner to try on his iPad” – Pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“I tried a few times and walked a circle around the room to find a better spot” – Pupil Alex 

(ADHD), Springwood school 

“Oh and the fifth question point, it didn't work, we tried different angles but it just couldn't 

catch it. Maybe it was the internet. My friend couldn't do it either.” Pupil Asher (ADHD), 

Riverfield school 

Pupils often have previous experience using devices and applications at home, regardless of the 

school’s technology integration level. On the other hand, ADHD is associated with risk taking 

behaviour, which in this case supports confident exploration of solutions without any fear of 

damaging devices or breaking the class rules. Finding a solution to the slow internet problem, 

therefore, became another mystery to solve among the planned detective tasks.  

While the internet problems, approaches and solution strategies varied among schools, some 

general recommendations can be highlighted for activities involving online technology. First, the 
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internet speed and reliability of access should be tested in every school. Different classrooms can 

have faster or more stable connections, so the school teaching and leadership staff would benefit 

from knowing the exact details of the internet coverage for organising teaching and for future 

improvement. Second, it would be ideal to secure an additional internet source, like a classroom 

mobile hotspot, to be used if the main internet source is inaccessible during a lesson. Finally, 

there is a need for training of teaching and support staff, not just about the correct way to use 

technology, but also to solve common and frequent problems that might occur while teaching with 

technology.  All of the above would support teachers in confidently using the available technology 

and resolve concerns about possible device, software or internet difficulties. 

6.3.2 Device and software difficulties 

Image recognition technology developed for AR is sensitive, which means that scanned images 

need to be almost identical to the original trigger. As a result, different lighting conditions, glossy 

paper glare or slight misalignment of the puzzle pieces can lead to the inability of the software to 

recognise the trigger and display the superimposed content. The teachers interviewed as part of 

this research recognised the impact of potential technical issues on pupils’ engagement with 

learning. 

“The potential barrier is (…) the sensitivity of the app. Some of our pupils failed to scan 

some images due to the angle of their iPad or light.” – Teacher Barbara, Pierhead school  

In cases when pupils were highly engaged, but their device could not recognise the image, it 

caused a significant drop in their workflow and enjoyment. Needing to scan a material several 

times can be frustrating if there is no indication of the type of problem (internet access, lighting 

condition, angle or misalignment). Using a detective narrative in a learning activity is a great way 

to guide pupils’ patience and persistence in scanning and discovering content, as well as problem-

solving if something goes wrong. Those pupils who were immersed in the role were already 

solving problems and mysteries around the book characters, so the minor technical difficulties 

seemed like a part of the task for them to solve. Their readiness and attitude towards finding 

alternative solutions or trying multiple times makes a detective game narrative a perfect fit for the 

introduction to new technology. However, in a diverse group of learners, some pupils will react 

differently to technical difficulties. The quotations below illustrate contrasting reactions to similar 

technical difficulties that the pupils expressed during the interviews. 

“When I couldn't scan that would get me off track and a little bit stressed.” – Pupil Andrew 

(ADHD), Springwood school 

“[How did you feel when the app didn’t scan well?] It was still fun. I just scanned it few 

times and eventually it worked.” – Pupil Harry (NT), Riverfield school 

With both pupils and teachers mentioning the interruptions caused by image recognition 

difficulties, it was clear that some immediate solutions were needed. Without any similar research 
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reporting problems and solutions regarding scanning with AR apps, a few practical ideas were 

developed and implemented in the Springwood and Merseypark school groups. To ensure all 

pupils could scan and access overlayed content, I gradually improved the image recognition within 

the app by adding trigger images photographed under different lighting conditions. That way the 

devices used could find similarity between the real scanned object and the digital representation 

of that object regardless of the light or angle. These changes reduced issues with scanning, but 

other difficulties were still present. One of them was the close proximity of different trigger images 

on the hexagon puzzle pieces, which was reported by Phillipa. 

“Next time I would like hexagons to have different things to say. Mine was only showing 

something about the police, while <other pupil> had more on his.” – Pupil Phillipa (NT), 

Pierhead school 

The issue mentioned by Phillipa was rooted in the material design and therefore, more difficult to 

solve. The reason for scanning issues was again connected to the image recognition sensitivity, 

which was overreactive to just one piece of the hexagon puzzle. If the app recognises the whole 

image from just one segment, the idea of a puzzle game fails to show different results. With no 

clear indication of the type of problem and no practical solutions apart from changing the design, 

this AR material can be difficult for teachers to design and use in education settings. 

Moving on to the interface of the Blippar software, some minor issues were reported by pupils. 

While the majority of pupils described the software as easy to use, some experienced problems 

in navigating the Blippar app. 

“It was pretty easy. Button is simple but it stops after some time, so it can be difficult to 

point and scan. It sometimes takes a few tries.” Pupil Megan (NT), Riverfield school 

“[And the app, is it difficult to use?] A bit, yes. Like, sometimes when you accidentally 

press to come off it (the exit button), you have to press scan again and do the scanning 

thing again.” Pupil Mathew (NT), Riverfield school 

While navigating interactive content with multiple pages (scenes) and buttons, Mathew pointed 

out that accidentally pressing the exit button on the screen obstructed his engagement with the 

content while he rescanned the material and navigated back to the scene he was working on. 

With his comment in mind, advice for teachers creating similar AR materials would be to limit the 

number of scenes and buttons on each interactive task. That way, in case the exit button is 

pressed accidentally, pupils can quickly navigate to the last position. 

Advice for software developers would be to rethink the main scan-button. After the 15 second 

period, if the trigger is not recognised, the scanner stops. By prolonging this period, it would allow 

younger users more time for manual handling of the device and arranging the scannable objects 

in front of the camera. 
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6.3.3 Material-handling difficulties 

 

AR systems designed specifically for younger audiences involve simple fine motor actions like 

holding a card in front of the web-camera (Campos and Pessanha, 2011), which is an action most 

children below school age can successfully complete. However, in the current research, five AR 

materials have variable fine motor manipulation requirements ranging from simple flash cards to 

puzzle pieces and folding cubes. As demonstrated at the start of this chapter, the evaluation of 

each material is based on both the physical and digital aspect of the learning experience. The 

analysis of difficulties mentioned by pupils includes issues which seem to be connected to motor 

control and coordination.  

“[Which of these AR materials was your favourite?] The folding cube. Because it was really 

fun. It's really good to stop your stress, but it can also fall apart if you're too rough playing 

with it.” – Pupil Anna (ADHD), Pierhead school 

In line with the majority of pupils, Anna’s favourite material was the folding cube. She described 

the enjoyment and stress reduction while turning and manipulating the cube, but also mentioned 

the durability of the cube being an issue. As explained in Chapter 3, these folding cubes were 

made out of paper and printed trigger images on stickers. No other pupil in any group had an 

issue with the cube falling apart, which was the reason to assume that fine motor control or 

increased excitement that Anna was experiencing might have impacted the way she handled the 

material. Two other pupils from the same school commented on the aspect of manual handling 

and coordination. 

“[And some of your hexagons were mixed up, right?] Yes, yes. I couldn't connect them 

right and scanned it 5 times, it wouldn't work.” – Pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“[What was difficult exactly?] I think it was the angle, maybe we weren't above the pictures 

as you said at the start. But maybe it was just the iPads, sometimes they don't work.” – 

Pupil Dorian (NT), Pierhead school 

The fine motor control needed to arrange the hexagon puzzle pieces was challenging for some 

pupils, as observed during the activities, and reported by Aiden. The image recognition software 

requires puzzle pieces to be close together to form a recognisable image to start the AR 

multimedia experience. If that is not the case, the scanning action does not work, which can make 

pupils confused or frustrated. Although teachers and peers are available to assist, without the 

clear indication of the problem it can be difficult to quickly resolve the issue. One of the teachers 

described that situation in the quotation below. 
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“The only issue I saw, was some pupils who couldn’t get the puzzle pieces close enough 

to scan it, so they struggled, but didn’t know what was the problem – the device or the 

internet or them” – Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

“The potential main barrier is the technology not working through failing to scan particular 

codes accurately, which led to a decrease in children’s engagement levels.” – Teacher 

Barbara, Pierhead school 

Both teachers recognised the problem of unclear indication of the issue within the Blippar 

application, as well as the negative effect it has on pupils’ engagement. In contrast to the internet-

related difficulties, pupils who find it challenging to arrange puzzle pieces correctly cannot solve 

the problem by being patient, trying again or finding other spots around the room. Inadequate 

combination of learners’ skills and material design leads to frustration, similar to the overly 

complex content in Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory (reviewed in Chapter 1). In his theory, 

Csikszentmihalyi points out that anxiety and frustration, rather than flow, occur when a challenge 

is presented that is above the skill level of the learner. With a gradual development of skills, 

learners gain control and gradually shift from frustration towards flow. 

6.3.4 Frustration 

Frustration with technology is described in the literature as a negative emotional response to 

several failed attempts at resolving an error, unsuccessful communication with the device or 

prolonged waiting time between actions (Bessiere et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2011). In this research 

it was analysed in relation to pupils’ reported change in engagement due to problems with the 

technology. This section discusses the (lack of) frustration, as reported by participating pupils, in 

order to highlight the technical and pedagogical aspects of the AR activity design. 

One of the key articles which influenced the design of this research was the mixed methods 

assessment of students' flow experiences by Bressler and Bodzin (2013). In their findings, they 

mention AR technology as being very stable, which minimised students’ frustration and increased 

enjoyment with the activity. While those conclusions put an important highlight on the technical 

side of the design, the current research data shows great variability in school settings related to 

internet access and speed, which significantly impacted the AR content stability and potential 

frustration for learners. 

These results do not rule out the influence of other possible causes of pupils’ frustration. Chen, 

Chou and Huang (2016) warn about the lack of appropriate instructional scaffolds to help students 

organize the content to be learned. They argue that developers of AR systems do not provide 

definitive learning goals, scaffolds, or structures for lessons, which makes implementation 

gimmicky. Such activities would lack performance feedback and lead to a lack of motivation for 

the task, confusion or frustration. The same concern was voiced by one of the teachers in 

discussions around the potential future use of AR in their school. 
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“It would be beneficial to use AR in the classroom although staff need to ensure that this 

isn’t gimmicky and that it impacts directly on the learning.” – Teacher Susan, Pierhead 

school 

Interestingly, she assigned this role of making sure the implementation “isn’t gimmicky” to the 

teachers who implement technology, and not the developers who design it. While the majority of 

papers in educational research share the same idea, the discussion should be wider and include 

everyone involved from the design idea to the learners. The same topic was raised by the pupils, 

but in a different light – they liked the fun elements and found them important for overall 

concentration. Some even differentiated between the game-based elements of the learning 

activity and the games they play at home, finding these learning activities less frustrating.  

“[So, you were feeling alright with some materials not working today?] Yes, I was good 

today. Usually when I’m on my phone, I would sometimes start punching the screen cause 

I get a bit angry when I lose lives over something stupid, but this was ok, it's not the same 

like games I play at home, I can't lose lives here and there are no enemies that attack. It's 

not a good thing, my anger, but I'm getting better, teacher said. It was quite easy not 

getting angry today.” – Pupil Thomas (NT), Springwood school 

Feelings of anger and frustration are usually depicted as negative, but are very common in the 

world of video games (Juul, 2013). Similarly, Thomas described his feelings of frustration over 

game challenges and his progress in learning to self-regulate those emotions. He is commenting 

on his usual reactions to games and how different it is from his experience of engaging with AR 

activities. Similar reactions were reported by Sahin and Yilmaz (2020) in research on middle 

school students' achievements and attitudes while learning with AR. Even when starting with 

higher levels of anxiety, Chen (2019) reports that participants had lower anxiety when learning 

using mobile AR. Although research generally supports the notion of high frustration tolerance 

with immersive technology, not all participating pupils shared that experience.  

One of the often cited characteristics of ADHD is poor frustration tolerance (Scime and Norvilitis, 

2006; Seymour, Macatee and Chronis-Tuscano, 2016), which affects not only learning (Meindl et 

al., 2019), but also the mental health of children and young people associated with this condition 

(Seymour and Miller, 2017). One of the goals of implementing AR into teaching is leveraging the 

benefits for learners’ motivation and enjoyment (Bacca et al., 2014; Bujak et al., 2012; Chen et 

al., 2017; Radu, 2014). Studies report increased numbers of interactive and timely feedback 

elements in AR learning environments compared to traditional (technology-free) environments (Di 

Serio, Ibáñez and Kloos, 2013). At the same time, Groen et al. (2016) recommend specific and 

frequent feedback strategies as classroom interventions for learners with ADHD. 

While some aspects of frustration tolerance were analysed in the previous chapters, this section 

focuses solely on the frustration with technology. Opinions about stress and frustration with 
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technology were diverse among pupils and teachers, with a general tendency to avoid talking 

about negative aspects of the activities and materials. Once it was explained that any feedback 

would be useful for developers in the future, they were more open to discuss potential difficulties. 

While some pupils shared more about frustration and stress, others took a more patient and 

resilient approach. There were differences between the pupils (those associated with ADHD and 

their neurotypical peers) in their descriptions of situations, which are presented in the quotations 

below. 

Table 20 Frustration with technology reported by the pupils  

Pupil 1 (ADHD) Pupil 2 (NT) 

“[The tablet that you used in class also had 
some problems.. some things didn't work. 

How did you feel about it?] I got very annoyed 
cause I scanned it the question point 3 for like 
5 times and it still wouldn't come up. It came 
up with a different question” – Pupil Aiden 

(ADHD), Pierhead school 

“[How did you feel? Did you get frustrated 
sometimes?] Umm, no. Some things didn't 

work, but I just kept on doing it, and 
eventually it did.” – Pupil Dorian (NT), 

Pierhead school 

“[How did you feel when it didn't work?] I kind 
of felt stressed cause I thought it would work. 
And it's kind of complicated to know how to 

do it, and when it doesn't work is it the light or 
WiFi or me...and I can get confused” – Pupil 

Anna (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“[Some materials didn't work today, it just 
didn't scan well. How did that make you feel?] 

Well, it was fine, you just try again.” – Pupil 
Phillipa (NT), Pierhead school 

“[How did you feel?] Stressed. Scanning 
didn't work every time” – Pupil Alice (ADHD), 

Riverfield school 

“[Did it frustrate you that it didn't work?] A little 
bit, not too much. Cause we managed to get 
most of the stuff done” – Pupil Megan (NT), 

Riverfield school 

 

The quotations above demonstrate the differences in frustration and tolerance for technology-

related issues. In line with previous research (Scime and Norvilitis, 2006; Seymour, Macatee and 

Chronis-Tuscano, 2016; Meindl et al., 2019), pupils associated with ADHD expressed more 

difficulties with patience, self-regulation and experiencing frustration. However, frustration 

tolerance, or the capacity for adaptive coping with aversive emotions has been described as an 

emotional competence development process, learned through the combination of experience and 

reflection (Beck, 2013). The lack of self-regulation or tolerance for frustration could, therefore, be 

understood as an indicator of the development stage rather than a deficit or characteristic of 

ADHD. From the perspective of emotional development, these experiences of pupils illustrate the 

difference in emotional competence with emerging problem-solving capacity. Feelings of 

frustration or confusion are an important part of the learning process and highlighted in research 

on Csikszentmihalyi’s flow state theory as the point of understanding the experienced challenge, 

or part of the dynamic affective states during learning (D’Mello and Graesser, 2012). Another way 

to explore this is to highlight views from pupils associated with ADHD who demonstrate problem-

solving skills and neurotypical pupils who are struggling with frustration (see quotations below). 
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“[Did that frustrate you?] Not really, it was all good. I think others enjoyed it too. I did see 

<peer> struggle, but I've shown him how to place the iPad and it worked then. But that 

was it.” – Pupil Arthur (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“[Did you feel a bit frustrated about it?] Yes, I was a bit frustrated. I really wanted it to 

work.” – Pupil Matthew (NT), Riverfield school 

Arthur is part of the group associated with ADHD, but expressed a mature approach to technology 

difficulties and problem-solving skills whereas Matthew, who is in the neurotypical group, 

mentions being frustrated and disappointed.  

To summarise, feelings of frustration and self-regulation skills are individual characteristics of 

pupils related to their emotional development. The design of learning activities and technical 

difficulties in implementation could pose a challenge for pupils and their learning process, which, 

depending on their experience and skills, may result in frustration and confusion, or control and 

problem-solving. While pupils with ADHD mentioned frustration and stress related to technical 

difficulties more frequently (5 pupils with ADHD and 2 neurotypical pupils), self-regulation and 

problem-solving skills were demonstrated by both groups. Development of skills needed for 

emotional regulation of frustration depends on several factors, but previous experience with 

problems and successful resolutions supports positive emotional response to new challenges 

(Schunk and DiBenedetto, 2016). The next section looks at pupils’ previous experience with 

technology and schools’ technology integration. 

6.4 Previous knowledge 

An important context for every study is participants’ previous knowledge and similar experiences. 

Especially in studies looking at engagement with technology, the novelty effect is an important 

factor for the interpretation of results. While the majority of educational studies involving AR 

analyse the initial integration with the highest possibility of a novelty effect (Bressler and Bodzin, 

2013; Fabiani Bendicho et al., 2016), the marketing field has also reported decreases in positive 

attitudes towards AR technology over time (Hopp and Gangadharbatla, 2016). All pupils involved 

in this research had never seen or used Blippar (or similar AR browser apps), except for Harry, 

who shared his experience of using the app at home in the quotation below. 

“[Was it the first time you used the BlippAR app?] I didn't use it in school, but I used it at 

home. [Oh, cool. How do you use it at home?] Well, I don't have any scans, so I just 

watched the Star Wars animation.” – Pupil Harry (NT), Riverfield school 

Even with the installed Blippar application, Harry explained that he has only watched 

demonstration videos. This comment, even though unique compared to the experience of other 

pupils, is important to share for the future development of AR apps. The scanning app and 

separate AR builder studio on the web platform can be a barrier for younger users to realise the 

full potential of the software, including the features for creation of bespoke experiences. The 
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majority of pupils expressed a wish to create AR materials themselves and, following the quotation 

above, pupil Harry has described his vision of using the Blippar app in the future: 

“[Would you use this app again, at home, in school, or?] Oh yes, I would use it for all 

subjects, to experience things. These scanners. It can be a bit hard to scan all the things, 

year 1 or 2 probably couldn't do it, but I would like to make my own. Like games for my 

friends or something.” – Pupil Harry (NT), Riverfield school 

Harry, who had some (but very limited) previous knowledge of this app, expressed excitement 

about the AR materials and his curiosity and engagement for individual exploration at home. He 

is the only participant from the sample who had some previous experience with the Blippar app, 

while the rest of the participants had no previous experience with this software. While Harry’s 

previous experience did not affect his engagement with the AR materials, it is difficult to make 

any general remarks on the effect of the previous engagement with the app on experience of 

participation in this study. 

The next two sections analyse diversity from the perspective of pupils (digital skills and familiarity 

with technology) and their school context (school technology integration context). 

 

6.4.1 Digital skills and familiarity with technology 

Pupils participating in this research were diverse in multiple ways. Even though the group of pupils 

associated with ADHD was purposefully involved for the exploration of engagement and 

collaboration, each pupil in this research brings their unique experience and interest towards 

technology. During the individual interviews, we discussed their technology interest and use at 

home and in class. The digital divide between pupils is sometimes very clear and the two 

quotations below illustrate their levels of exposure to technology. 

“[Do you have an iPad at home?] I've got a kindle. [Do you use it often?] I would but it's 

really slow, it takes like 15 min to load. That's really annoying. [And in school?] Umm, in 

school is good. Miss <teacher Susan> always gets fun apps for us. [Like what?] Umm, I 

don’t know, lot of things. I was making New York in Scratch on Monday, but didn’t finish.”  

- Pupil Aiden (ADHD), Pierhead school 

“[So, you don't use iPads a lot?] We do sometimes, usually just to do research and then 

we need to write it out onto our books. [And do you use technology at home?] Umm, I play 

games on the phone.” – Pupil Megan (NT), Riverfield school 

The examples of digital activities in school, given by two pupils in the same year group, 

demonstrate how contrasting their experience of technology can be. While Megan uses iPads in 

class to search for information, Aiden is using the same type of device to code simple animations 

on a given theme. Their access to technology (both at home and in school) is an important factor 
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for the development of digital skills (Zhong, 2011), which are highlighted in research as a 

connection to pupils’ employability and active participation in society (Žilić and Ivanović, 2019). 

Alex explains his typical use and complexity of tasks involving technology in school in the 

quotation below. 

“[Do you use iPads a lot?] Usually, like, in science, yesterday, we had iPads and we would 

do stuff about the illegal drugs and legal drugs. So we got to use them to search and read, 

but apart from that we use them only in ICT. [How often is that?] I think it's every Friday.” 

– Pupil Alex (ADHD), Springwood school 

Digital skills are defining practical abilities of using technology for different purposes, all of which 

is best learnt through exposure, demonstration and exploration. Earlier, in Chapter 4, a connection 

was made between pupils’ digital competence and balance of skills and challenges in learning. It 

can also be argued that lack of digital skills when learning new content with technology creates a 

double challenge and could potentially lead to frustration, rather than flow experience. Bergdahl, 

Nouri and Fors (2019) reported a significant relationship between students’ digital skills and their 

engagement in technology-enhanced learning. From the perspective of a student with a lack of 

digital competence, this connection also influences levels of confidence and limits relatedness 

with peers who are more skillful with technology (Eynon and Geniets, 2015; Zhong, 2011). It is 

therefore crucial the school environment mediates this digital divide by introducing innovative 

technology to all pupils and facilitating development of skills from an early age, without 

assumptions of baseline familiarity with technology. In the next subsection, the analysis will 

extend to school context and ways in which it influences pupils’ familiarity with technology. 

6.4.2 School technology integration context 

Each participating school in this research is understood as a unique learning environment with its 

culture, routines, community and diversity. While the whole complex system of interactions, rules, 

roles and values is difficult to explore in a given time frame, some characteristics of technology 

integration and attitudes around it were outlined by participating teachers and support staff. The 

overview of the schools’ context was co-decided with the teachers through descriptions from the 

Level of Technology Integration (LOTI) scale (Appendix 4). The LOTI scale was used to guide the 

teachers in analysing their school context and current practice, specifically focusing on 

meaningful technology integration.  

A significant aspect of technology integration is the transition from a reward tool to a problem-

solving tool. Environments which have recently introduced technology can get caught in the 

reward tool system, where technology is offered to pupils after successful completion of tasks or 

in break time. While pupils are spending time with new devices, this type of engagement usually 

has little or no connection with curriculum, covered topics or content. Pupils should be encouraged 

and challenged to use technology as an extension of their thinking – to search for evidence or 
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information, to share ideas or findings, to visualise or present, or to communicate. Sandra 

recognised this difference and stressed the need for creative approaches to technology in 

teaching and learning. 

“I think it's necessary we start using it a bit more. Some of our lessons it's more like 

interventions not as creative and I think that's where we need to work a bit more on being 

a bit more creative with technology, because children do like it.” – Teacher Sandra, 

Merseypark school 

As described by Sandra, there is still a lot to improve when it comes to the way teachers use 

technology in school. Creative, meaningful implementation of technology should help teachers 

and pupils effectively reach learning outcomes, not obstruct the process. While school 

management and national strategy can affect access to resources and technology, teachers often 

feel alone in designing relevant and meaningful technology-enriched lessons for all (Hu, Clark 

and Ma, 2003). 

6.5 Accessibility 

One of the main prerequisites for successful integration of new educational technology, method 

or strategy is the accessibility for all learners. Especially in the context of this study, the diversity 

of learners using AR was highlighted by including the group of pupils associated with ADHD, as 

well as including schools with different levels of technology integration. This section will analyse 

participants’ views of access and accessibility features of available technology. Both components 

are crucial for ensuring meaningful and engaging learning opportunities for all pupils. 

The goal of accessibility features of AR is for every learner to be able to understand, within the 

context of their modality of choice, what objects are, understand their purpose, as well as other 

qualities and properties. These can include object size, form, shape, relational information and 

interaction features (Connor et al., 2020). Due to different individual, organisational or technical 

issues, this ability to understand can be unreliable for some pupils. In the design phase of this 

research, materials were created to offer optimal support for the expected sample of pupils, but 

in the implementation stage, several additional accessibility suggestions were identified by 

teachers. The main suggestion, the narration function, was mentioned by Christina in the 

comment below. 

“I suppose the other potential barrier was that for some of our children who have difficulties 

with their specific learning and reading, I think if there was a way of getting the ipad or the 

AR to read some of the clues for them it might just help them a bit more to understand the 

context of what was going on, so maybe that’s something that could be developed later 

on.” – Teacher Christina, Riverfield school 

As mentioned in the quotation above, AR technology offers great potential for improvement of 

accessibility in learning. Features such as visual guidance and interactivity were recognised as 
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engaging for all pupils, not only the group associated with ADHD. Research on this topic is 

growing in evidence as the development of materials and tools explores new options for engaging 

diverse populations of users. 

Gupta et al. (2019) suggest using the AR (text recognition) software to allow users to adjust 

background-text contrast ratio. While this idea received excellent feedback from dyslexic 

students, it could be developed further by implementing the suggestions from Christina. Adding 

the read-out-loud function to any scannable text could support not only dyslexic learners, but also 

those with attention difficulties (ADHD), visual impairments or eye strain. A separate study by 

Stearns et al. (2017) develops accessibility tools for visually impaired people using the Microsoft 

Hololens AR headset. Their design uses image recognition from AR to serve as a magnifier of 

close objects and for direct interaction with the content.  

While both ideas incorporate valuable features of AR for inclusive environments, creation 

platforms like Blippar can be used to develop learning materials which incorporate accessibility 

support for dyslexia, visual impairment, multilingual verbal and visual guidance. The quality of 

accessibility support is only limited by the time and the skills of the person creating them. A future 

recommendation would, therefore, be to create a guidance document for all open-creation AR 

platforms on how to ensure accessibility for all audiences. These free AR creation platforms allow 

for community-led development of creative and inclusive ideas, but also offer an opportunity for 

flipped learning in all levels.  

6.6 Teachers’ role in planning new AR activities 

The use of AR for education is still inconsistent and limited, which highlights the importance of 

studying key factors from teachers’ views for the future development, meaningful integration and 

acceptance of such media in classrooms. From reported readiness for implementation of 

educational AR (Alkhattabi, 2017) to numerous barriers (Dailm et al, 2017; Oliveira da Silva et al., 

2019), research has identified differences in perspectives and practice in education worldwide. 

While research predicts a steady increase in the use of immersive technology for education 

(Pellas et al., 2018; Mekni, and Lemieux, 2014), the spotlight is still on mainstream education and 

neurotypical pupils (Bacca et al, 2014). For that reason, this research included a set of workshops 

for teachers to support their future integration of innovative technologies in education for diverse 

groups of learners. After demonstrating the use of AR learning tools with diverse learners, their 

teachers were asked to share their observations and views on the future of AR in education.  

Teachers’ perspectives and role in the implementation of AR learning tools in education starts 

with familiarity with this type of technology. The initial expectation regarding the teachers’ 

familiarity with the augmented or virtual technology was high, following Alkhattabi’s (2017) 

research finding that 76.4% of primary school teachers were familiar with the concept of AR. On 

the contrary, out of the six teachers participating in this research, only one was familiar with AR.  
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Discussions with the participating teachers about the possibilities of long-term implementation of 

the AR learning tools in education revolved around perceived benefits and barriers. While 

teachers recognised the positive impact of AR on engagement, as witnessed during the 

implementation activities, they also expressed some lack of confidence in facilitating such 

activities themselves. The following sections present teachers’ comments and discuss them in 

relation to the literature. 

6.6.1 Benefits of implementation of AR in classrooms 

After the implementation activities, a large majority of the pupils expressed positive views towards 

AR technology in terms of usability and satisfaction. However, teachers observed AR learning 

tools from a different perspective - their focus was on the learning benefits for their pupils in 

relation to time invested in the development of such materials. Starting with the reported benefits, 

teachers were surprised by the extent of kinaesthetic actions AR offers compared to digital-only 

activities. Apart from the highly visual presentation of concepts and interactive elements for 

assessment, which are typical characteristics of almost all technology-based learning tools, the 

teachers recognised AR as a more tangible learning experience. One such comment is presented 

in the quotation below. 

“AR technology is a great tool for bringing texts alive and assessing children’s 

understanding through interactive quizzes. I like the fact that it offers more in terms of fine 

motor skills than just tapping the screen.” – Teacher Barbara, Pierhead school 

Technology-based learning is widely recognised for developing digital literacy and problem-

solving skills (Danby et al., 2018). On the other hand, a negative impact on developmental 

milestones is reported in cases when technology is excessively used (Hinkley et al., 2018). For 

that reason, teachers are looking for meaningful use of screen time for their pupils. Interpreting 

Barbara’s quotation, it seems that she would look for more in a technology-based activity than 

simply tapping the screen. Physical manipulation is an important part of the learning process for 

pupils, but physical manipulation in the classrooms involved in this study was limited to the 

availability of plastic or wooden resource kits.  

“Yes, yes, so I would definitely use it again, for different activities. I think we would save 

the materials and have it for every new year group. And kids expressed interest in that 

app being used for maths and history and science, and I agree, we should follow their 

interest to make learning interesting and effective.” – Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

As Sandra suggests, one of the benefits of using AR tools is the opportunity to reuse physical 

materials while digital content can be changed or updated at any point. Instead of printing new 

handouts for each pupil and each session, these trigger images and objects can be lesson-

specific and used for several years. Taking into account the issue of teachers’ preparation time 

identified in the previous section, the benefit of reusability could justify longer initial planning time 
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for AR activities. The time required to prepare such activities also depends on teachers’ digital 

skills, which has been mentioned by many of the interviewed teachers. The next section focuses 

specifically on barriers for the implementation of AR technology from the teachers’ point of view. 

6.6.2 Barriers to implementation of AR in classrooms 

The teachers interviewed in this research were open to sharing both positive and negative 

perceptions about AR in education. Especially valuable, their comments on perceived obstacles 

for successful and meaningful implementation of AR can lead to future development. This 

development should be in a direction that takes teachers as users into consideration. The analysis 

presented in this section highlights practical barriers related to time management and professional 

challenges of aligning technology-based activities with learning objectives. Starting with the 

common problem of time management, the two quotations below illustrate the teachers’ reaction 

of shielding their preparation time. 

“I would like to look more into the possibility of using AR in the future but would need more 

time to have a go myself first and really understand where it would make most impact in 

my lessons.” - Teacher Karen, Pierhead school 

“I’d need to be shown how to do it as I’m new to it! It would take a while for me to be fully 

comfortable with it.” – Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

The teachers in this study have emphasised difficulties associated with having sufficient time to 

plan lessons so introducing new technology can clearly add to this pressure. Over two decades 

ago, concerns were raised about teachers’ lack of time to fully prepare multimedia and interactive 

content for lessons (Fabry and Higgs, 1997; Manternach-Wigans, 1999). In more recent times, 

the education sector has witnessed the rapid development of educational technology, increase in 

available training for teachers and improvement in skills and attitudes towards integrating 

technology, However, a significant number of teachers report lack of time and complexity of ICT 

as the main barriers in technology integration (Lawrence and Tar, 2018). This reoccurring issue 

implies that our current model of preparing teachers for practice is falling behind the everchanging 

technology offer. While traditionally the responsibility of ensuring meaningful technology 

integration falls on teachers, it seems that both teachers and developers would benefit from a 

different model. The teachers’ main role is delivery of the set curriculum in the most optimal and 

engaging way. The introduction of educational technologists in order to connect the technology 

offer with curriculum objectives is becoming a reality in education. Following a year of 

unprecedented emergency remote teaching due to Covid, teachers from primary to higher 

education agree that their digital skills and confidence have increased (Scully, Lehane and Scully, 

2021), along with the rapid development of necessary infrastructure (Middleton, 2021), which is 

suggesting that as a sector, education might rely more on technology for elements of teaching 

preparation, delivery and assessment. The teachers interviewed in this research express positive 

attitudes towards future implementation of innovative technology, but emphasise the need for a 
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systemic approach in line with learning objectives. In the quotations below, the critique of 

teachers’ role in planning, delivering and aligning technology with curriculum is emphasised. 

“When teaching, I’m often racing with time in achieving the learning objectives. With books 

you can get from A to B, and that learning objective is achieved. Whereas sometimes with 

the technology, if it fails then the learning objective isn’t achieved and you need to redo 

the lesson or have an alternative planned” – Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

“It would be beneficial to use AR in the classroom although staff need to ensure that this 

isn’t gimmicky and that it impacts directly on the learning. Staff would also need additional 

time to feel confident in creating their own AR triggers/activities as well as extra time 

needed for preparation of AR materials” – Teacher Susan, Pierhead school 

Both teachers expressed worries over the time needed to implement new technology in their 

teaching as well as ensuring that their effort and time directly impacts’ pupils learning. These 

comments relate to research on education technology barriers (Lawrence and Tar, 2018), but 

also seem to form a pattern with every new technological solution in classrooms. While digital and 

online tools are easily finding their audience in mainstream entertainment, the implementation of 

novel solutions in education is always staggered to follow research on benefits and barriers for 

pupils’ learning. While the clear connection is made between new educational technology and the 

ICT curriculum, the implementation in lessons is usually left to teachers to manage. During the 

interviews, teachers commented on the struggle with technology integration: 

“The integration of technology is normally by the teacher, but sometimes technology goes 

wrong. Sometimes we do use it, but we’ve had lots of blips. It is not very educational when 

it all fails.” – Teacher Dolores, Springwood school 

“All we need to do is make sure teachers can use it confidently and give support for using 

it in the classroom.” – Teacher Sandra, Merseypark school 

The connection Dolores made between the recurring technical problems, teachers’ expectation 

of those problems and their decreased likelihood of implementing technology in teaching was also 

recognised in the literature (Bradley and Russel, 1997). As an addition to those findings, the lack 

of available technical support and the fear of unsuccessful lessons is highlighted by Cox, Cox and 

Preston (2000). Furthermore, Sandra explains that technology integration in classrooms starts 

with teachers’ confidence and available support. Da Silva et al. (2019) in their research similarly 

conclude that many of the identified barriers in use are interconnected and that it is almost 

impossible to look at a single factor in a complex process like implementation of novel technology 

in education. The same themes emerge from the literature on the implementation of AR in 

education with insufficient time, technical skills and confidence being repeated as the main 

barriers for teachers (Delello, 2014; DaSilva et al., 2019). Teachers’ level of personal access to 

and familiarity with technology influence their attitude and confidence, so this discussion stretches 
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beyond the school system. It is, therefore, expected that once augmented and virtual reality 

become a mainstream technology in teachers’ everyday lives, we will see greater increase in 

integration in classrooms. 
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Conclusion 

Innovation in all fields is motivated by the potential improvement of the current practice or tools. 

In the field of educational technology, development and innovation are rapid and agile, which 

creates a gap between new technologies and research evidence for it. One such innovation, 

slowly entering mainstream education practice is AR. With a growing body of research reporting 

on benefits for motivation, engagement and learning outcomes, educators are accepting 

integration of AR into the teaching and learning process. In line with our technological age, AR 

integration can be understood as an adapted understanding of Vygotsky’s original theory 

(Vygotsky and Cole, 1981), where technology offers support previously assigned to a more 

capable peer. 

Despite the growing body of research within this area, there has been limited focus on the benefits 

for a diverse range of learners which raises concerns about the suitability of those tools and 

software solutions for inclusive environments. My research addressed this by focusing on pupils 

associated with ADHD and their experience of learning with AR tools, individually and in 

collaboration with their neurotypical peers. The presented materials and activities were designed 

universally, for all pupils, using affordable and widely available solutions. The aim of this inclusive 

approach was to create accessible materials and learning scenarios that can be reused in future 

research designs or education practice. 

Main findings and contributions 

Presented across three chapters, findings of this research are many. By exploring and presenting 

multiple cases across four different settings, nuanced descriptions of engagement and 

collaboration were shared by pupils and teachers. Some of the main findings are summarised 

below. 

Engagement 

Engagement, as the main focal point of this research, served as a thread that connects flow state 

theory, collaboration and AR features for learning. The AR materials added an additional layer to 

the skills/challenge balance and the optimal learning environment mentioned in flow state theory. 

The discovery elements (present both in the physical and digital domain) were recognised as one 

of the most memorable and engaging parts of the designed activity. By connecting the core 

features of AR and main components of the optimal flow experience, this research recommends 

the guided discovery approach as a way to integrate immersive technology into educational 

practice. To highlight diverse experiences, special focus was placed on the recognition of 

individual perspectives of pupils, especially those associated with ADHD. Their intense immersion 

with the detective role, as opposed to the immersion with the story content for their neurotypical 

peers, stands out as a finding important both for further research and practical development of 
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engaging educational scenarios. The observed and reported intense focus of pupils with ADHD 

on learning tasks and activities feeds into the current academic and clinical debates (described 

in the Chapters 1 and 5) and challenges the traditional definition of ADHD by proposing a move 

from attention deficit definition towards a greater focus on learners’ needs of attention support 

and direction. 

Collaboration 

The more complex and latent aspects of the pupils’ experiences were those connected to 

communication, relationships and collaboration. By analysing individual perspectives of the joined 

(paired) experience, it was possible to highlight the individual diversity in the pupils’ views. The 

crucial factor in their experience was the pairing of pupils who were working collaboratively. In 

some cases it was advantageous (described as mutually supportive and fully collaborative) and 

in some it was seen as a disadvantage to pupils’ success (due to lack of compromise and 

tolerance for mistakes). Findings in this area suggest pairing based on similarity, relationship and 

communication style, but due to diversity and individuality of all pupils, cannot be prescriptive. 

Teacher’s role is, therefore, crucial in recognising optimal pairing combinations, which allow for 

extending learners’ ability through social and technological support. Difficulties caused by 

inadequate pairing, pupils’ lack of communication and/or teamworking skills can significantly 

influence their enjoyment with learning and overall engagement. Collaboration between pupils is 

affected by their personality and individual factors, but the majority of pupils described their 

experiences through relationships and comparisons in abilities or interest. Therefore, the optimal 

pairing strategy for engaging collaborative tasks prioritises a positive relationship between pupils, 

as well as balanced knowledge levels. 

Additionally, this research contributes to the previous discussions about the optimal group size 

for AR activities. Findings from the interviews clearly highlight negative effects on the learning 

experience of those who were participating with more than 15 peers in a room. Factors mentioned 

to influence their experience include lack of space, loud noise and lack of support.   

Augmented Reality 

One of the most innovative contributions in this research is the use of fidgeting toys as learning 

materials and creating interactive AR tools for learning. By exploring different levels of playfulness 

(reflecting kinaesthetic elements perceived competence or skill), as well as content complexity 

(connected to digital content to read and educational challenge) of five different learning objects, 

the participating pupils and teachers have helped to identify the optimal balance of the two for 

educational value and engagement. 

Based on ratings and interviews, the AR materials used in this research can be described as 

those that: 
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5. are likely to trigger flow state (AR notebook and AR hexagon puzzle) 

6. are likely to be challenging (AR pyramid) 

7. are likely to be relaxing (AR cube) 

8. are lacking in both categories (AR cards) 

Considering playfulness and content complexity of the presented materials, the optimal balance 

was found in the AR notebook and AR hexagon puzzles. Among the two, qualitative data and the 

identified technical and handling difficulties place the hexagon puzzles below the AR notebook, 

which has similar balance of playful elements and content, but fewer reported difficulties. AR 

notebooks are easy to create and a very versatile educational material – they could be created to 

facilitate note taking (as in this activity) or just as reading support (with a quiz or read aloud trigger 

images). To encourage ownership and authenticity of learned content, learners can create their 

own AR notebooks with pre-made AR stickers or as a whole design project. 

This research emphasises the great need for kinaesthetically active learning materials, both for 

pupils associated with ADHD and their neurotypical peers.  

Original contribution to knowledge 

The main contribution of case study research is a rich description of a phenomenon in its natural 

context (Yin, 2013). By considering multiple cases, this study offers rich and detailed descriptions 

of similarities and differences of the same phenomenon in different contexts. Additionally, my 

innovative design of a range of AR learning materials demonstrates a separate contribution to the 

design theory. These contributions to the current body of knowledge, as well as impact on 

practice, are summarised below. 

 

Theoretical contributions 

The main contribution of this research is related to the combination of previous theories (flow state 

theory, zone of proximal development and self-determination theory) and their application in the 

design and implementation of AR learning activities. 

Engagement, as one of the overarching pillars of this research, was analysed in depth in relation 

to the specific subgroup of learners (those associated with ADHD), as well as to the designed AR 

materials. The repeated theme of optimal balance highlighted some unexplored aspects of skills-

challenge balance from Csikszentmihalyi’s flow state theory (1991) and component of 

competence in self-determination theory (Deci and Ryan, 2012). Individual differences were 

identified in pupils’ perception of challenging and easy elements in each activity. The same 

differentiation and need for balance translated into the AR materials pupils used.  

The analysed aspects of collaborative work within activities contributed to a deepening 

understanding of social flow and collaborative cognitive load for pupils associated with ADHD. 
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This research connects the theoretical concepts of social flow and zones of proximal development 

with empirical findings to explain pupils’ experiences of learning with AR tools, and thus contribute 

to a larger body of knowledge on engagement in collaboration. Collaboration was found to be an 

additional cognitive load for some pupils, especially those associated with ADHD. However, for 

those with good teamworking skills, it was identified as a supporting factor for confidence in 

solving complex academic tasks. 

Methodological contribution 

The most significant methodological contribution from this research is the design and evaluation 

of the five different and comparable AR learning materials (and accompanying activities). The full 

activities and templates are available at the National Teaching Repository for everyone to use 

(Muršić, 2020b), while the research findings support further development of AR learning materials 

and software.  

While research predicts a steady increase in the use of immersive technology for education 

(Pellas et al., 2018; Mekni, and Lemieux, 2014), the spotlight is still on mainstream education and 

neurotypical pupils (Bacca et al, 2014). This research is, however, focused on a combined sample 

of pupils associated with ADHD and their neurotypical peers. Thereby, it addressed the evident 

gap in knowledge on the benefits and barriers diverse groups of learners might experience in 

learning with AR technology, as well as the need for inclusive approach in sampling. 

As an additional methodological contribution to knowledge, the sample group for this research 

included four English schools which are very different in population and availability of resources. 

Such diversity was a great benefit to this study because the same activity design was 

implemented and experienced by pupils from different backgrounds, with different levels of 

familiarity with technology, within different settings, group sizes and classroom setups. The most 

evident difference was the positive effect of novelty on engagement and immersion, as well as 

the negative effect of larger group size. While the body of research on AR acknowledges the 

effect of this technology on initial engagement and interest in learning (Bressler and Bodzin, 2013; 

Bujak et al., 2012; Patzer, Smith and Keebler, 2014; Sommerauer and Müller, 2014), the 

environment in which AR activities are conducted is rarely specifically discussed in relation to 

engagement or immersion. 

The unexpected finding of this research was related to the environment as a novelty factor. While 

less immersed groups were completing activities in their regular classroom (where they usually 

learn and complete study tasks), the two exceptionally immersed groups were placed in a different 

room (a side room of the school library or the teacher training room). Being in a new or different 

space was perceived as an addition to the overall exclusivity and novelty, conversely, working in 

a familiar classroom could minimise the anxiety some pupils might experience. 
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Generalisation 

An outcome of this multiple case study is twofold: it presents interpretations of collected narratives 

in analysed cases and offers suggestions for hypothesis-building and verification in future 

research. Findings of this study are not generalisable in a scientific way, but offer a different type 

of general conclusions that proceed from case study research. Bassey (1999) recognises fuzzy 

generalizations as an important part of the research body, especially in education; “fuzzy 

generalizations are described as qualified generalisations, carrying the idea of possibility but no 

certainty. (…) There is also the opportunity for the research to become cumulative.” (Bassey, 

1999: 44). 

In scientific research, statistical analysis is expected to end in generalisable conclusions; 

however, professional fields, like teaching, counselling or nursing, aim to generate findings with 

indicative value for practice, which can often be achieved through descriptive and exploratory 

designs without significant statistical analysis (Stake, 2013). Similarly, this research does not 

produce general conclusions that apply to the wider population, but gives valuable insight into the 

experiences of the pupils studied and highlights factors that should inform discussion around the 

use of technology within inclusive education.  

By multiplying cases, a number of different perspectives and experiences are explored, and 

greater diversity can be described. Unlike quantitative research, the aim is not to generalise but 

rather, with respect to each individual, depict the diversity of learning experiences in an inclusive 

educational environment. 

Impact on local and international educational practice 

This research was designed to offer direct benefit to the participating schools. In order to 

maximise the opportunities for further implementation of demonstrated materials and activities 

into their educational practice, teaching staff of each participating school were offered a free 2-

hour workshop “Augmented Reality for Education”. The workshop included a theoretical 

introduction to the technology, practical steps in creating new AR materials and a resource pack 

of examples for follow-up activities. 

The feedback received from schools was overwhelmingly positive, which led to organisation of 

similar workshops across the sector. Three additional workshops were delivered to primary 

schools which contacted me because of connections with the participating schools. The 

unplanned demand for these workshops spread to the higher education sector, with staff 

development sessions delivered to Edge Hill, Liverpool, Northampton and Strathclyde University. 

The impact of this contribution is already visible with AR-based learning tasks and assessment at 

Strathclyde University (Module: Prosthetics and Orthotics), student introduction programmes 

including AR campus maps at North West University (South Africa), an AR art exhibition and 
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workshops for children (Osijek, Croatia), all of which are direct results of my workshops and 

consultation visits. 

Following the great interest in this type of dissemination of findings, my submission to the 

EdMedia World conference was in the form of a poster presentation and demonstration. The 

presentation of the designed AR learning materials with accompanying activities was rewarded 

for being the best presentation of the conference. Following on from that, my visit and staff 

development programme was funded by the North-West University in South Africa. A week-long 

visit took place in September 2020 and included staff development sessions and collaboration-

building meetings.  

Publication 

The work presented in this thesis was presented at multiple academic conferences and EdTech 

events, with two aspects of the project published. As mentioned before, immersive technology 

field is developing rapidly, so the timeliness of the findings was crucial factor in its publishing 

value. The design of the AR learning materials was presented in EdMedia global conference and 

published in conference proceedings the same year: 

MURŠIĆ, S., 2020. One is One, Two is Fun: Individual and Collaborative Learning 

Designs for Engaging Augmented Reality Materials. In Proceedings of EdMedia + 

Innovate Learning (pp. 540-549). Online, The Netherlands: Association for the 

Advancement of Computing in Education (AACE). Retrieved June 30, 2021 

from https://www.learntechlib.org/primary/p/217350/. 

The first published paper from this research focused on the barriers to engagement. These 

findings were found to be useful for research and material design, so the timely publication of 

findings was crucial. The paper was chosen for publication in a special issue of the Journal of 

Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia: 

MURŠIĆ, S., 2020. The Exploration of Barriers to Engagement in Individual and 

Collaborative Learning With Mobile Augmented Reality Materials. Journal of Educational 

Multimedia and Hypermedia, 29(4), 341-359. Waynesville, NC USA: Association for the 

Advancement of Computing in Education (AACE). Retrieved June 30, 2021 

from https://www.learntechlib.org/primary/p/217502/. 

Limitations 

Every study has its limitations, it is important to understand and recognise them to place research 

findings in context (Ioannidis, 2007) and provide guidance for practice and further research. This 

research in its design, implementation and analysis faces a number of challenges, which can be 

categorised as social, operational, pedagogical, and methodological. 

1. Social (aspects of bias and power dynamic) 

https://www.learntechlib.org/primary/p/217350/
https://www.learntechlib.org/primary/p/217502/
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2. Operational (technical difficulties, device availability and compatibility) 

3. Pedagogical (pupils’ previous knowledge of the analysed book, alignment of the designed 

activities with the teachers’ usual practice or approach) 

4. Methodological (novelty effect, length of engagement with participating schools, attention 

and tiredness of pupils during interviews, possible disruption of flow during questionnaire 

completion) 

The following subsections will expand on each category, as well as present examples and 

mitigation strategies used. 

Social limitations 

Considering the different aspects of bias in research, population-subgroup bias is found to be a 

limiting factor in this study, specifically during interviews. Effects of giving desirable answers, 

known as the Hawthorne effect, are evident in a systematic review of research literature 

(McCambridge, Witton and Elbourne, 2014). Awareness of this issue led the research timeline 

design to establish the trust and rapport necessary for the successful data collection and pleasant 

experience for the participants.  

Besides the Hawthorne effect, many researchers recognise the effect of peer pressure (often 

subtle, passive or intentional) on young participants (Steinberg and Monahan, 2007). To avoid 

such negative consequences of peer power relations in this study, members of the pairs working 

on the activities were interviewed individually to offer space for them to share experiences and 

opinions without judgement. An even greater difference in power levels is the one between pupils 

and teachers (children and adults). Spencer (2015) states that an adult in this interaction is often 

seen as an authority by children and this might influence their answers and consequently impact 

on research results. This was considered and addressed by clearly describing the project aims 

and roles while emphasising the fact that the activities were not in any way connected to pupils’ 

marks or record (as suggested by Brinkmann and Kvale, 2009).  

Finally, some pupils seemed a bit confused when asked about their concentration, possibly 

because they are used to reflecting on the content and not their reaction or success in learning. 

An additional difficulty was the fact that the majority of students lack the specific vocabulary to 

explain differences in psychological states or feelings they experienced. This resulted in simple, 

short answers, therefore the interview transcripts were later analysed alongside teachers’ 

observation, comparisons and comments.  

Operational limitations 

Even though rapid technological development has increased everyday use of tablet devices in 

communities, it has also introduced a digital divide. This divide is visible in access and familiarity 

with technology, which differs greatly among communities, schools and families based on socio-

economic factors. In order to minimise the technology novelty factor, devices used for this 
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research were those that the participating schools own and are familiar with. Additionally, the 

aspect of familiarity with technology was considered and added to the first questionnaire to 

account for individual differences in experience. 

While other research projects included expensive AR/VR headsets, the requirement for 

participation in this project was that the school had access to a set of smartphone or tablet devices 

in 1:1 ratio with the number of participating pupils. In the North West region of England, the 

planned mitigating strategies were not sufficient for the successful inclusion of some rural schools 

into the project. Additionally, some of the available devices were very old and incompatible with 

the Blippar software. This challenge was, therefore, a limitation in terms of sampling and diversity 

of experiences and as such included in further research suggestions and plans.  

Pedagogical limitations  

Prior knowledge of the content covered in the activities (the Artemis Fowl book) inevitably affects 

the level of challenge that learners experience. However, the design of the game mechanics and 

topic presented was intentionally focused on language skills to minimise the effect of familiarity. 

By choosing the topic that requires less sequential knowledge (English is not as sequential as, 

for example, algebra with steps in learning, like counting to 10, 20, 50, 100), learners had more 

opportunity to participate in tasks that are in balance of challenge and skill to possibly trigger flow 

experience in learning. 

Methodological limitations 

From a perspective of methodology, this research recognises the issue of relying on participants’ 

self-reported, and in some way retrospective, narrative that may be considered problematic in 

respect to the limitations of autobiographical memory (Heidegger, 2012). On the same account, 

positive bias is arguably a characteristic limitation for this type of design when the researcher that 

implements the activity is also interviewing the participants. In order to mitigate this risk and 

encourage a safe environment for sharing both positive and negative views, it was made clear to 

participants that for the purpose of improving these learning tools and their educational use it was 

important to hear contrasting views.   

Flow state, as an individual experience, is complex and difficult to measure (Moneta, 2012). Even 

with the validated and standardized questionnaires, the limitation in objectivity present in self-

reported instruments exists. This research uses interviews to triangulate and deepen the reported 

experience in order to minimise the limitation caused by poor understanding of the questions or 

lack of engagement with the questionnaire itself. During the implementation stage, it was 

observed that pupils quickly lost interest in the Flow state and SUS questionnaire. Whether it was 

due to the reading required to answer the questions or the eagerness for the break time that 

would follow, pupils would often read the first question and circle the same answer for the rest of 

the questions. Some pupils (often those associated with ADHD) did not complete the 
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questionnaires. For that reason, the flow questionnaires were inconclusive and were not used for 

interpretation of pupils’ engagement. Instead, flow experience was identified based on pupils’ 

descriptions of the experience, shared in the individual interviews. 

In contrast to the flow state and SUS questionnaire, all pupils completed the ranking activity for 

AR learning materials. During the follow-up (member checking) activity, one of the groups 

reported that “some questions are boring, but the last one is fun and has pictures”. The pupils 

seemed to engage better with a ranking activity that included pictures than the textual 

questionnaires. It is important to note this limitation, as it might help in future research designs.  

Further research and application 

Differentiated (or adaptive) presentation of the content is one of my key recommendations for 

future development. AR is a technology with great potential to destigmatise groups of learners 

who require visual or verbal support, simultaneous translation, a different font type, additional 

examples or guidance. We already have affordable technology to offer such support, as 

demonstrated by paper-based, free-software solutions designed for this project. 

To build on my study, I call for further research to focus on underrepresented groups of diverse 

learners in the educational system. For example, replication of my research design with a larger 

sample or other groups of SEND pupils would further develop the implementation guidance for 

AR tools in inclusive education.  

Just a few months after the implementation and data collection for this study, schools in the UK 

faced an unprecedented challenge with the global COVID-19 pandemic. In a short period of time, 

teaching and learning was transformed to fit remote learning conditions. While the main barriers 

still included access to devices and the internet, some technologies offered a beneficial 

multimedia interaction between teachers and learners. Following long periods of lockdown, when 

the majority of teaching was delivered remotely, more focus might be on flexible solutions which 

can cover both in-classroom and remote conditions. One of those solutions could be mobile AR 

with triggers which can be offered to students as printed or digital images to explore a variety of 

overlaid learning content. 

An important point highlighted in remote learning guidance for teachers during COVID-19 

compiled by Dietrich et al. (2020) was to ensure enough variety of activities and materials offered 

to engage learners physically and mentally. In remote learning conditions, where pupils are 

spending hours in front of their computers and do not have enough physical learning 

opportunities, AR offers a combined approach with kinaesthetic learning activities. Ranging from 

object-based exploration (as presented in this research) to a bigger scale treasure hunt activity 

which can be organised in a classroom, at home, or across the city, AR is an available and 

affordable solution. 
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The potential of kinaesthetically active applications of AR in education can include: 

1. Activities in which students move their body to different spatial locations (e.g., tracing the 

path of an electron with their finger) 

2. Activities which require students to enact physical concepts (e.g., students flapping their 

hands like a bats) 

3. Activities which require students to enact abstract concepts (e.g., students can enact the 

concept of addition as a construction activity, by piecing two numbers together into a larger 

number) 

All three groups of activities can be integrated in teaching and learning practice, both remotely 

and in the classroom. Even more importantly, these activities can be designed in advance and 

reused or modified whenever necessary, so the teachers’ time spent preparing them is justified 

by continuous and/or shared use by many classes. For example, the set of AR materials created 

in this research (available in Appendix 7) can be easily shared, printed and implemented as a 

lesson in hundreds of other schools. Ideally, by creating a shared database of materials and AR 

experiences, teachers can easily include interactive elements to their teaching, for pupils in class 

and those learning remotely.  

Personal reflection 

This project was a transformational journey for me, a steep learning curve which has helped me 

learn a lot about ambition. When I started, I needed to change my perspective from it being a 

personal trait to it being a skill. It can be described as a practice of control and balance of 

inspiration, planning, pace, excitement and self-care. This life skill changed my whole project topic 

and methodology at the very start. Quickly, other perspectives and personal paradigms started to 

shift as well: 

- from a predominately quantitative enquiry, to a predominately qualitative one 

- from needing to know everything and show that knowledge, to a collaborative exploration 

of the ever-growing unknown of our shared experience 

- from a novice researcher who is trying to instantaneously and single-handedly change the 

world, to a Head of Autism Research and Development at Abbot’s Lea School who is 

focusing on listening, empowering and sharing voice of young people 

Even though this chapter ends here, this learning journey continues with my students at Abbot’s 

Lea School, whose experience is shared with me daily in another cycle of analysis, interpretation, 

presentation and application. 

"There is no real ending. It's just the place where you stop the story." 

-Frank Herbert 
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Appendix 1: Information Sheet and Consent 

Form Examples 

Parent Information Sheet 

 

Dear _________________ 

I would like to invite your child to take part in a research 
project that I am leading as part of my PhD study in the 
Faculty of Education, Edge Hill University. 

Before you decide if you consent to your child participating, I 
would like to explain the purpose and process of the research 
conducted. Please take time to read the following information 
carefully. 

The purpose of the study 

This project involves pupils associated with a label of Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder 
(ADHD) and their classroom peers in several local schools. By exploring their engagement and 
experience of learning with augmented reality (AR) materials, this research project could impact 
inclusive education practice and suggest directions for designing engaging, technology-enriched 
learning environments for all pupils.  

The questions this research aims to answer are: 

1. How do pupils with ADHD and their neurotypical peers engage with individual and 
collaborative AR learning tools?   

2. What are the perceived benefits and boundaries in using AR learning tools?  

3. Which features of AR learning tools are perceived to be engaging and promote an optimal 
learning environment for both groups of pupils?   

Why have you (and your child) been invited? 

Recently, this research project was presented in your child’s primary school and following the 
school’s approval, the researcher will soon implement a set of learning activities in Year 5 for 
participating pupils. You are receiving this information sheet and a consent form to express your 
opinion regarding the opportunity for your child to participate in this project. Both you and your 
child have the right to withdraw your participation before, during or up to 3 months after the 
implementation activities. 

This research is focused on an inclusive environment that involves pupils with ADHD and their 
peers, working individually and in collaboration. Experiences and ratings shared by pupils will 
help us to develop a better understanding of their engagement with educational technology and 
interactive learning materials. Also, your child will learn and explore one of the Year 5 
recommended readings while developing his/her digital skillset. Participants will not be identified 
and all the anonymised data stored will be encrypted and secured.  

What participation in the project involves? 

Research will involve your child in two learning activities with tablets based on the recommended 
reading for Year 5. The first activity is focused on individual tasks while the second includes work 

   

  

 

Title of the project: 

Implementation of Augmented 
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in pairs. Each activity is followed by a short questionnaire. Pupils will then be asked to share 
their experience and opinions in a short, individual interview, which will be audio-recorded.  

Participation in this project is not a requirement of the school programme and will have no effect 
on the marks or student record in any way.  

After making an informed decision regarding participation, the researcher will be available for 
any additional questions about research or data management and offer full withdrawal and 
deletion of the data if requested within 3 months from the data collection activities. 

Voluntary participation (consent) and the right to withdraw  

Participation in this project is entirely voluntary. Without a signed consent form from the 
parent/guardian and a Headteacher, your child will not be involved in the research activities. All 
pupils will be given a choice over their participation and researcher will emphasise that the 
participation is not obligatory. Even after giving consent, you (and your child) have the right to 
withdraw from the project within 3 months from the date of organized activities and interviews. 
Following your wish to withdraw, all related data (questionnaires, recordings and notes) will be 
destroyed and all references removed. 

Protection of the data and identity of participants 

The collected data (researcher’s notes, questionnaires and interview audio recordings) will be 
handled with great care and respect. The audio recordings will be transferred and stored on the 
password protected university server for the purposes of analysis and deleted from portable 
media. The identifiable data (including the audio recordings of your child’s voice) will be coded. 
Recordings on portable media devices that cannot be encrypted will be deleted as quickly as 
possible. In the meantime, the portable device will be kept in locked storage until the data is 
deleted. An appropriate alias will be given to protect each participant’s identity in the research 
report, and any identifying information about the participants will be removed from the report.  

What will happen to the results of this research? 

The collected and interpreted data may be used in the reporting of the research in the form of a 
thesis, paper or conference presentation. Also, in order to make a positive contribution to 
educational practice, research findings might be shared with educational practitioners and 
communities via various media releases. Once again, be assured that participants’ identities will 
be protected. 

Participants of this research also have the full protection via the UK Data Protection Act and the 
EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR, 2018). 

Who to contact for further information or with any concerns? 

If you would like further information on this project or have any concerns about the project 
participation, please contact the researcher on the email address provided, or the supervisory 
team:  

 Dr. Clare Woolhouse (Director of Study) Clare.Woolhouse@edgehill.ac.uk 

 Dr. Fiona Hallett (Supervisor) Hallettf@edgehill.ac.uk 

 Dr. Laura Nicholson (Supervisor) Laura.Nicholson@edgehill.ac.uk 
If you have any concerns about the research ethics of this study and would like to discuss these 
concerns with an independent person, please consult the Secretary to the University Research 
Ethics Committee (e-mail address: Research@edgehill.ac.uk) 

 

Thank you for reading this information sheet, 

Sara Muršić          (01695)584262 
Faculty of Education, Edge Hill University              mursics@edgehill.co.uk 
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Information Sheet for Children 
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Consent Form 

After reading the Participant Information Sheet and 

communicating any additional concern, we kindly ask you to 

make your informed decision regarding participation of your 

child in this research study. Participation is voluntary, can be 

withdrawn and will not affect marks or student record. Data 

collected will be managed in a highly protective and 

respectful manner, in compliance with the UK Data 

Protection and the EU General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR). Parental consent is a legal requirement (GDPR, 

2018) to collect and process any data connected to children 

in a research project. 

Please read Please tick 

I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet for the above 
study. □ 
I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have 
had these answered satisfactorily. □ 
I understand that my child’s participation in this research will not affect his/her 
assessment or marking. □ 
I understand that my child’s participation in this research study is voluntary. If 
for any reason my child wishes to withdraw during the period of this study, he or 
she is free to do so without providing any reason and the data will be destroyed. 

□ 
I understand that my child’s comments in the interview process will be part of 
the data collected for this study and his/her anonymity will be ensured. I give 
my consent for my child’s contributions to be included and/or quoted in this 
study. 

□ 

I consent to the interview being recorded on a digital voice recording device. □ 
I understand that the information my child provides will be used for a research 
project and will be published. I understand that both me and my child have the 
right to review and comment on an executive summary of the draft paper before 
the final submission. 

□ 

I agree that my child takes part in the above study. □ 
Name of Participant  

Name of Parent  

Date Signature 
 

Following the legal requirement from GDPR, parental consent is required before any data 
connected to children or young people under the age of 18 can be processed. For that reason, 
you are kindly asked to sign this additional statement from the EU General Data Protection 
Regulation. 

     

RESEARCHER  

Sara Muršić, M.Sc 

Email Contact: 

mursics@edgehill.ac.uk 

Additional information: 

Secretary to the University 

Research Ethics Committee 

Research@edgehill.ac.uk 

 

Title of the project: 

Implementation of Augmented 

Reality Learning Tools in 

Primary School: Research on 

Engagement and Experience 

of Pupils with ADHD and Their 

Neurotypical Peers 
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GDPR consent statement 

1. I, [parent/legal guardian name], confirm that [child subject name] is below the age 
of 16 years old and I am consenting on their behalf that Edge Hill University can 
process personal data relating to [child subject name] for the purpose of 
academic research in the public interest, which is attached to this declaration. 

2. I am aware that I may withdraw my consent at any time by using the Parental 
Consent Form attached.

Signed by parent/guardian:   Date: 

 

 

Document Owner and Approval 

Version Description of Change Approval Date of Issue 

2.2 GDPR Compliance Update Lisa Cobain December 17 

The University is the owner of this document and is responsible for ensuring that this 
procedure is reviewed in line with the review requirements of the GDPR.  

This document was approved by the Data Protection Officer on 22 December 2017 and is 
issued on a version-controlled basis under their signature. 

Signature:     
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Appendix 2: Questionnaires and ranking scales 
 

Questionnaire 1 

Name  School  

Age  Gender  

In my school, I use tablets… 

Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always 

In my free time, I use tablets… 

Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always 

I enjoy using technology… 

No I don’t think so Undecided I think so Yes 

 

Questionnaire 2 

Challenge/skill 
balance 

Tasks were… 

Too easy A bit easy 
Not easy or 

difficult 
A bit difficult Too difficult 

Absorption 

When I am working on the activities, I think about nothing else 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 

When I’m working on the activities, I get carried away 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 

I feel very concentrated on solving the task 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 

I feel like I’m a part of the story 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 

Enjoyment 

I feel happy while I am working on the activities 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 

I work on the activities with a lot of enjoyment 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 

Intrinsic 
motivation 

I work on the activities because I enjoy them 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 

I would like to work on such activities in my free time as well 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 

System  
Usability  

Scale 

I think this app is… 

Very easy to 
use 

Easy to use 
Not easy or 

difficult 
Difficult to use 

Very difficult to 
use 

I think I would like to use this app frequently 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 

I think I would need some help to be able to use this app 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 

I would imagine that most pupils would learn to use this app very quickly 

No I don’t think so Perhaps I think so Yes 
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Ranking scale for AR materials: 

 

 

This template was printed and laminated, with Velcro stickers on each field. Participating pupils 
had a selection of labels (also laminated, with added Velcro stickers) corresponding to AR 
materials, which they ranked by attaching them to the template in order of preference. 
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Appendix 3: Interview Themes and Example Questions 

 

Interview with pupils 

Flow experience 

Discussion will aim to explore lived experiences during the learning activities, descriptions of 
possible flow state experiences will be considered. 

1. Validation and exploration of scores from the quantitative measurement 
“How would you describe the activities?” “Easy, difficult, challenging…?” 
“What did you feel while you were doing these activities?”  
“Were you concentrated, or did your mind wander? Were you happy, shocked, tense, 
relaxed, bored, stressed, entertained, confused….?” 

2. Further exploration of the perceived reason/causes for the (lack of) flow 
experience 
“How did you like the activities we were doing today?” “Can you tell me more about the 
activity you did by yourself?” “And what about those activities you did in pairs?” 
“So, you enjoyed the individual activity a lot, but didn’t like the group activity that much. 
Could you tell me more about that? Is there a specific reason for that?”  

Technology use 

Questions aim to find out about any possible technical issues with the technology and overall 
perceived benefit for learning. Ideally, specific features of AR and their potential will be 
discussed. 

Which features support/obstruct learning? 

“How did you like working with tablets and Blippar app?” “Can you tell me one good and 
bad thing about tablets and that app?” “What is your favourite feature(type) of interactve 
content?” “..text, voice/music, video or web-link?” “Which one you don’t like?” “Did 
tablets and Blippar help you learn more? Why?” “Were there any technical issues? Did 
everything work well?” 

Collaboration using technology 

Combining technology learning tools with components of collaborative learning activities is 
expected to create diversity of perceptions and experiences. Exploration of those experiences 
could give valuable insight into the learner’s perspective of technology in collaborative learning. 

1. Relationship between team members supports/obstructs collaboration 
“How well did you know your team partner before this activity?” “Did that help you work 
on learning activities or distracted you?” “Could you tell me more about that? Maybe an 
example when it was great, and another when you were struggling?” “Why do you think 
that happened?” 

2. Learning with AR technology tools supports/obstructs collaborative learning 
“How did you manage working in teams and with technology at the same time?” “Did you 
enjoy it?” “Can you tell me one good and bad thing about working with tablets in 
groups?” “Did you focus more on your peers or your tablet?”  “What helps you learn 
better – technology or your peers?” “Is there a reason for that?” 

“That was my last question. Is there anything else you would like to tell me, or something you 
would like to ask me?”  
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Interview with the teaching staff 

 

Context  
Questions are focusing on descriptions of the school environment in order to place cases in 
context and illustrate the usual school routine. It is of great importance to capture and illustrate 
the environment in which activities were implemented so that the differences between cases 
can be analysed in greater detail. 

1. How would you describe the integration of technology in the learning process in your 
school? How often do you use it in your teaching?  

2. How well do your pupils understand and use technology for learning?  
3. How often do your pupils work collaboratively? How effective do you perceive it to be 

compared to individual work? 

Engagement 
Teaching staff are aware of pupils’ usual engagement patterns and can give a valuable insight 
into possible changes. Questions focused on engagement of pupils give teachers space to 
express their observation. The teachers’ perspective can be used to triangulate data and to 
reflect on possible researcher’s bias. 

1. How would you describe pupils’ engagement with the AR learning tools?  
Did you notice any difference in the engagement between pupils associated with ADHD 
and neurotypical pupils?  
Could you share an example or a specific task when you noticed that?  

2. What is the difference between their usual engagement and engagement with AR 
learning tools? 

3. Could you describe the difference between pupil’s engagement in individual activities 
and in collaboration with others? 

Perceived learning benefits and barriers 

As a target group for future implementation of these (and many other, similar) educational 
technologies, it is crucial to explore opinions of teachers on benefits and barriers in learning with 
AR learning tools. Additionally, teachers’ preference in two types of interactive activities could 
indicate new directions or issues that need to be addressed by the developers. 

1. What do you think would be the benefits of using this technological tool for learning? 
2. What do you think would be the potential barriers in using this technological tool for 

learning? 
3. What do you perceive as more beneficial for learning – individual or collaborative 

activities we did? Why? 
1. Would you rather use individual or collaborative activities when integrating this type of 

technology? Is there a reason for that choice?  
2. Would you like to develop similar AR learning materials yourself, and what type of 

support would you like/need? 

“That was my last question. Is there anything else you would like to tell me, or something you 
would like to ask me?” 
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Appendix 4: The Levels of Technology Integration (LoTI) framework 
(Moersch, 1995) 
 

Level 0 – No use 

A perceived lack of access to technology-based tools or a lack of time to pursue electronic 
technology implementation. Existing technology is predominately text-based (e.g., ditto 
sheets, chalkboard, overhead projector). 

Level 1 - Awareness 

The use of computers is generally one step removed from the classroom teacher (e.g., 
integrated learning system labs, special computer-based pull-out programs, computer 
literacy classes, central word processing labs). Computer-based applications have little or 
no relevance to the individual teacher’s instructional program 

Level 2 - Exploration 

Technology-based tools serve as a supplement to existing instructional program (e.g., 
tutorials, educational games, simulations). The electronic technology is employed either as 
extension activities or 
as enrichment exercises to the instructional program. 

Level 3 - Infusion 

Technology-based tools, including databases, spreadsheets, graphing packages, probes, 
calculators, multimedia applications, desktop publishing applications, and 
telecommunications applications, augment isolated instructional events (e.g., a science-kit 
experiment using spreadsheets/graphs to analyse results or a telecommunications activity 
involving data-sharing among schools). 

Level 4a – Integration (Mechanical) 

Technology-based tools are integrated in a mechanical manner that provides rich context 
for students' understanding of the pertinent concepts, themes, and processes. Heavy 
reliance is placed on pre-packaged materials and/or outside resources (e.g., assistance 
from other colleagues), and/or interventions (e.g., professional development workshops) 
that aid the teacher in the daily management of their operational curriculum. 

Level 4b – Integration (Routine) 

Technology-based tools are integrated in a routine manner that provides rich context for 
students' understanding of the pertinent concepts, themes, and processes. At this level, 
teachers can readily design and implement learning experiences (e.g., units of instruction) 
that empower students to identify and solve authentic problems relating to an overall 
theme/concept using the available technology (e.g., multimedia applications, internet, 
databases, spreadsheets, word processing) with little or no outside assistance. Emphasis is 
again placed on student action and on issues resolution that require higher levels of 
student cognitive processing and in-depth examination of the content. 

Level 5 - Expansion 

Technology access is extended beyond the classroom. Classroom teachers actively elicit 
technology applications and networking from business enterprises, governmental agencies 
(e.g., contacting NASA to establish a link to an orbiting space shuttle via the Internet), 
research institutions, and universities to expand student experiences directed at problem 
solving, issues resolution, and student activism surrounding a major theme/concept. 

Level 6 - Refinement 

Technology is perceived as a process, product (e.g., invention, patent, new software 
design), and tool to help students solve authentic problems related to an identified real-
world problem or issue. Technology, in this context, provides a seamless medium for 
information queries, problem solving, and/or product development. Students have ready 
access to and a complete understanding of a vast array of technology-based tools. 
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Appendix 5: School profiles 
 

Riverfield school  

Number of pupils 150 

Gender Mixed 

Age group 3 – 11 

Religious character Roman Catholic 

  

About Riverfield school 

 This is a smaller than average-sized primary school. 

 The proportion of pupils with SEND is more than double the national average 

 The proportion of pupils supported by an education, health and care plan is below 
the national average 

 The proportion of disadvantaged pupils is three times the national average 

 The proportion of pupils who speak English as an additional language is below the 
national average 

 The school runs a breakfast club and a range of after-school activities 

 The school holds the Inclusion Quality Mark 

Ofsted – Requires improvement 

 

School community is very diverse in cultural, lingual and socio-economic sense. The biggest 
difficulties school leadership is currently facing are low attendance rate and insufficient 
differentiation in teaching and learning.  
“The behaviour of pupils requires improvement. Pupils’ attendance remains persistently below 
the national average.” – Ofsted report 2018 

Staff training, even though much needed, is focused mainly on English and mathematics 
subject area. Teachers’ professional development in computing and technology integration is 
relying upon external events and projects.  

Pupils with special educational needs and/or disabilities (SEND) are supported well.  
“The focus is on inclusion, and staff receive training so that they meet pupils’ needs well, 
including pupils’ social and emotional development and their well-being. Support staff are 
deployed effectively. As a result, pupils with SEND make good progress from their starting 
points.” – Ofsted report 2018 

Strong relationships between adults and pupils contribute to pupils’ positive attitudes to learning 

Level of Technology Integration (LOTI) = 1 (Awareness) 

 No student use of technology tied to content 

 Computer is a reward station for non-content-related work 

 Technology is used mostly by teacher/facilitator 
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Pierhead school  

Number of pupils 638 

Gender Mixed 

Age group 3 – 11 

Religious character No religious affiliation 

 

About Pierhead school 

 Pierhead is much larger than the average-sized primary school. The proportion of 
pupils, particularly in Key Stage 2, is above average 

 Most pupils are from White British backgrounds with a very small proportion from 
other heritages. Almost all pupils speak English as their home language 

 The proportion of pupils supported through school action is above average. An 
above average proportion of pupils has a statement of special educational needs 

 The proportion of pupils known to be eligible for support through pupil premium 
funding is above the national average (free school meals or looked after children) 

 The breakfast-and after-school club is provided each day during term time for pupils 
at the school 

Ofsted – Good 

The range of enrichment activities available to all pupils is a real strength of the school and 
contributes well to their learning and enjoyment. 
“The excellent relationships that exist in the school are a key factor in helping pupils to learn 
well. Teaching assistants are well trained and deployed and make a particularly good 
contribution to supporting the learning of pupils who are disabled or have special educational 
needs and those whose circumstances make them vulnerable. Pupils receive good quality in-
class support and benefit from well-taught intervention programmes tailored to meet their 
specific needs and promote their confidence and belief in themselves as learners” – Ofsted 
2014 

High technology integration level 
The school works closely with a cluster of local primary schools. A teacher in the school (ICT 
coordinator) helps other schools in the local authority develop their teaching of information and 
communication technology. 

Level of Technology Integration (LOTI) = 4a (Mechanical integration) 

 Students are applying learning to real world 

 Learning becomes authentic and relevant 

 4a - teacher experiences management concerns 

 Teaching is student-centred 
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Springwood school 

Number of pupils 354 

Gender Mixed 

Age group 3 – 11 

Religious character Roman Catholic 

 

About Springwood school 

 The school is a larger than the average-sized primary school 

 The school is situated in three buildings on a shared site 

 There is a higher than average proportion of boys in most year groups 

 Most pupils are of White British heritage. The proportion of pupils who speak English 
as an additional language has doubled in the last years and is now above average 

 The proportion of disadvantaged pupils eligible for support through pupil premium 
funding is well-above average (free school meals and looked after children) 

 The proportion of pupils who have special educational needs is broadly average 

 Before- and after-school and holiday clubs are provided for pupils 

 The school is an active member of the local cluster of schools 

Ofsted – outstanding 

 

The school supports a teacher training programme and regularly organises professional 
development for teachers and trainees led by local or external experts. However, these training 
sessions rarely cover the topic of meaningful technology integration (except the digital safety 
programmes). 

“Subject leaders make a highly effective contribution to the school’s ongoing development. They 
ensure that pupils experience a wide range of exciting and stimulating experiences. The rich 
and well-balanced curriculum prepares them very well for the future.” – Ofsted 2014 

Pupils become fluent readers and teaching ensures that they are able to develop their 
preferences for reading. The school library is well equipped with both books and media sources. 
The library space is liked and often used by both teachers and pupils for learning and leisure. 

Level of Technology Integration (LOTI) = 2 (Exploration)  

 Lower order thinking skills (i.e., knowledge, comprehension) 

 Focus is strictly on content understanding 

 Teaching is teacher-centred 
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Merseypark school  

Number of pupils 514 

Gender Mixed 

Age group 3 – 11 

Religious character No religious affiliation 

 

About Merseypark school 

 Merseypark is much larger than the average-sized primary school with 5% more 
pupils than its capacity 

 The majority of pupils come from minority ethnic backgrounds, and a large proportion 
speaks English as an additional language. There are no major trends in the other 
languages spoken by pupils 

 The proportion of pupils supported by the pupil premium is more than double the 
national average 

 The proportion of pupils supported by school action and school action plus is high, 
although only a very small number of pupils currently have a statement of special 
educational needs 

 The school caters for a wide range of pupils with special educational needs and 
disabilities 

Ofsted – outstanding 

 

High diversity 

A large proportion of pupils arrive at the school with little or no knowledge of English. Provision 
put in place for these pupils meets their needs well, and they make good progress from their 
starting points. It would be unreasonable to expect these pupils to reach the same final levels of 
attainment as their peers, but the levels they do reach prepare them as well as can be expected 
for the next stage of their education 

Provision for pupils with particular educational needs is delivered by well-trained expert staff. 
Pupils with special educational needs and disabilities are sometimes taught by teaching 
assistants in order to meet their requirements and make at least good progress. 

Level of Technology Integration (LOTI) = 2 (Exploration) 

 Lower order thinking skills (i.e., knowledge, comprehension) 

 Focus is strictly on content understanding 

 Teaching is teacher-centred 
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Appendix 6: Brief summary of the analysed book 
Young prodigy, Artemis Fowl, decides to kidnap Captain Holly Short of the fairy Lower Elements 
Police Reconnaissance (LEPrecon) unit and hold her for a hefty ransom. He finds and subdues 
her with the help of his manservant, Butler, and returns to his family home. LEPrecon officers 
arrive to infiltrate Fowl Manor, but Artemis anticipates their plans and foils their operation with the 
help of Butler. Unsure what to do next, the LEPrecon crew recruits a notorious thief named Mulch 
Diggums to break into Artemis's home. 

Ultimately, however, the fairies send Artemis the ransom he requested. Artemis agrees to let Holly 
go, but he asks her for a favour before she goes back. As fairies have special magic, Artemis 
wants Holly to use hers to cure his mother of her mental health problems. Holly bargains with 
Artemis and eventually grants his request at a price of half the gold ransom. At the end of the 
book, the LEPrecon officers attempt to erase Artemis’s memory with a powerful timebomb, but 
Artemis manages to escape with yet another clever trick. 

Character Summary 

1. Artemis Fowl: Artemis Fowl II is the antihero of the book. He is a 12-year-old prodigy 
who intends to gather as much wealth and power as possible. Artemis has no problem 
with breaking the law and often does so in the course of carrying out his schemes, which 
are always carefully orchestrated. 

2. Artemis Fowl I: Artemis Fowl, Sr. is young Artemis' father, and the inspiration for his life 
of crime. He often travels on international missions and is gone for long periods of time. 
Artemis Jr. tracks down his father in the series' second book to find that his father has 
renounced the criminal lifestyle. 

3. Angeline Fowl: Angeline is Artemis's mother. When her husband went missing prior to 
the beginning of the series, Angeline went insane. At the beginning of the first book, she 
lives shut away in Fowl Manor. 

4. Butler: Butler is Artemis' manservant, bodyguard, and partner in crime. His family has 
served Artemis's family for many years, and Butler is very fond of Artemis. He is also 
one of the few people that Artemis trusts completely. 

5. Captain Holly Short: Holly is the first female captain of a LEPrecon unit. Her skills and 
intelligence are nearly unparalleled in the fairy world, and Artemis is immediately 
impressed with her fortitude. Throughout the series, the two are sometimes rivals but 
most often friends. 

6. Foaly: Foaly is a centaur and the LEPrecon's primary technical officer. He's a whiz with 
computers and is able to hack into even complicated systems with ease. Foaly is highly 
sarcastic and has questionable social skills. 

7. Commander Julius Root: Holly's immediate superior, Root has great power within the 
LEPrecon organization. He has a great respect for the hierarchy of the system and 
respect for Holly as well, although his temper sometimes gets the best of him when he 
discusses her actions. Root is eventually killed by a villain, Opal Koboi. 

8. Mulch Diggums: Mulch is a dwarf with little regard for the law. He's an infamous crook 
and has been stripped of his original magic, so he's become quite skilled at developing 
alternative ways to commit crimes and thievery. 
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Appendix 7: Augmented Reality for Education: Tutorial 

Augmented Reality for Education: 
Tutorial for teachers 

 

Concept of reality in field of technology can be defined by contrasting virtual and real world. This idea of 
describing reality and virtuality as two end points of a continuum was first presented by a group of 
researchers in 1995 (Milgram et al., 1995) with a simplified design that outlines the matrix of mixed reality 
environment. Position of AR in the picture below defines it as medium similar to a real environment that 
introduces some elements of virtuality. 

 
A definition of AR can be deducted from definitions of “augmented” and “reality”. 
While augmenting means to make something greater or to enhance, reality stands for everything we 
experience around us. Therefore, Augmented Reality (AR) is a greater version of our perceived reality, a 
real world experience enhanced with an overlay of additional media. 
The first definitions of augmented reality do not come from education studies, but have been presented in 
technology engineering and programming field, and as such define understanding of technical 
components and software principles integrated in production of augmented reality. 
AR can be defined as “a situation in which a real world context is dynamically overlaid with coherent 
location or context sensitive virtual information” (Klopfer and Squire, 2007: 205). In that case, AR provides 
users with technology-mediated immersive experiences in which real and virtual worlds are blended. 
Although the primary purpose of AR development was entertainment and marketing, the digitalization of 
the education sector has led to the expansion of AR into a specific educational technology field (Wu et al., 
2013). AR today has the potential to revolutionize learning in schools more than any other technology has 
done in the recent past, and educational experts recognise that potential: 

“Augmented learning uses electronic devices to extend learners’ interaction with and perception 
of their current environment to include and bring to life different times, spaces, characters, and 
possibilities. It offers opportunities for transformation of learners’ perspective and their learning 
context.” (Sheehy, Ferguson, Clough, 2014: 1) 

 
Educational interactions with augmented reality, as mentioned by Sheehy, Ferguson and Clough (2014), 
are offering new possibilities for updating the learner-centred approach. 
In using both educational and technical definition to develop an understanding of AR, it is clear that an 
interdisciplinary approach is of crucial importance. Researchers from different disciplines agree on the 
fact that using augmented reality as a learning tool enhances students’ experience and engagement 
(Chen et al., 2017; Bujak et al., 2012; Radu, 2014; Bacca et al., 2014). On the other hand, it has been 
suggested that some students can be prone to paying too much attention to virtual information and for 
that reason some educators believe AR is an intrusive or distracting technology (Bacca et al., 2014). 

Benefits of learning with AR tools 
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Augmented reality learning tools, like other technology-based learning media, offer some benefits for 
learners and limitations in its use. Balance between benefits and limitations can justify meaningful 
implementation of new tools in education. From theoretical assumptions to practical testing, those 
benefits and limitations are researched and a body of empirical evidence is growing. Bujak et al. (2012) 
have collected current research findings and created a framework for learning with AR tools that I use as 
a basis for my work. 

Physical dimension 
When a student uses computer-technology to access educational content, they must have knowledge 
and skills of interacting with a computer (using a mouse, accessing menus, files, imputing data using 
keyboard, recognising letters on keyboard). Bujak et al. (2012) identifies this as an additional learning 
cost imposed on a student, which leaves less cognitive working memory for learning content. The same 
authors recognise AR technology as more appropriate than traditional desktop computers because it uses 
more natural interface which can reduce extraneous cognitive load. Another study (Tang et al., 2003) has 
found that students’ mental effort is reduced when AR technology is utilised, compared to computer-
based environment. 
In learning context, physical actions in learning are beneficial for later information recall (Glenberg, Brown 
and Levin, 2007). Physical actions in learning process are usually facilitated by using manipulatives, 
especially in primary school. Bujak et al. (2012) divides manipulatives in three categories: 

• Physical manipulatives: useful to prompt a physical action needed for learners to develop 
association and learn, but limited to display one concept without instructional guidance 

• Virtual manipulatives: easily paired with pedagogical aspect of a manipulative, but lacks natural 
physical manipulation of an object in real world 

• AR manipulatives: combine physical and virtual manipulation into physical experience with 
added virtual information or instructional guidance 

Physical limitation in utilisation of manipulatives can be present in settings that include young learners 
(Bujak et al., 2012). Their fine motor skills and coordination is developing and might not be in line with 
requirements of advanced AR software. Hornecker and Dunser (2009) warned that children might not 
have sufficient hand-eye coordination to work with mirrored systems or to interact with two objects at 
once. Di Serio, Ibáñez and Kloos (2013) have identified another possible obstacle in AR utilisation in 
education – if the students are not holding the tablet stable enough over the real image (maintaining 
superimposed digital content stable), the augmented content tends to glitch, making it difficult to be 
perceived or read. 

Cognitive dimension 
In primary education, children are sometimes required to understand abstract concepts (such as 
mathematic numeric operations) and physical representations are often used to facilitate associations and 
learning (Bujak et al., 2012). Other studies have confirmed that associations and learning are improved 
when related information is presented spatially close to represent relation (Sweller, 2010; Ginns, 2006). 
Spatial and temporal contiguity is presented as a benefit in majority of studies using AR technology in 
various educational subjects. First example is connecting the content with the learner’s active workspace, 
which has been shown to increase student’s learning in experiment done by Kester, Kirschner and van 
Merriënboer (2005). In lesson covering electrical circuits, students were reported to learn better when 
diagram and properties of circuits were shown in one display rather than in two separate displays (Kester, 
Kirschner and van Merriënboer, 2005). Same principle can be applied to sequential instructions – Tang et 
al., (2003) reported benefits for students performing a multi-step task when instructions are integrated 
with task materials. For example, Pathomaree and Charoenseang (2005) report that students were faster 
and more successful in constructing lego-structures because of AR feature that displays specific 
information at the appropriate time. 
More AR systems are being developed to utilise a specific visualization feature – observation and 
manipulation of learning content that is difficult to access with traditional tools (Bujak et al., 2012). For 
example, Nischelwitzer et al. (2007) have developed a system that allows students to examine and 
assemble virtually presented internal organs while learning about human body. Such systems enable 
spatial visualization with less material preparation and more individual control over content. A similar 
system was developed for simulating plant growth and report on the practical benefits of manipulating the 
amount of water and light in the environment. A process which would be time-consuming if real plants 
were used (Theng et al. 2007). 

Contextual dimension 
Collaboration is facilitating deeper learning because of multiple simultaneous interactions, students 
engage with content and other learners’ perspectives at the same time (Bujak et al., 2012). Collaborative 
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work with computer-based systems is difficult because students need to shift gaze and attention between 
computer screen and peers constantly (Sheldon and Hedley, 2004). Computer-based systems might not 
offer the individual control over virtual content in collaboration, but Bilinghurst et al. (2001) highlights 
features of immersive virtual-reality for collaboration around digital content. On the other hand, virtual 
environments don’t allow students to interact in non-verbal cues (Bilinghurst et al., 2001). Features of 
augmented reality allow students to use the best from two mentioned systems, students can engage with 
digital content and each other in the same space (Sheehy, Ferguson, Clough, 2014). Bujak et al. (2012) 
emphasises the advantage of collaboration around same digital content that can be observed in 
comparison to real physical objects, simultaneously using verbal and non-verbal interactions within the 
group. AR technology allows each student to have individual perspective and control over content, which 
can facilitate higher-level discussions around investigated material (Evans et al., 2011) 
Social context emphasises accessibility for everyone, including low-income groups. Bujak et al. (2012) 
states that AR manipulatives that are designed as cards or graphics activated with simple camera (tablet, 
smartphone or web-camera) might be accessible to more students. With popularity and availability of 
smartphones, they expect more students will use AR tools for learning outside the classroom, at home. 
Augmented reality tools can enhance learning due to features that combine personal relevance of 
students’ physical environment and the personalization of the virtual content, which results in students 
that describe experience as magical (Bilinghurst et al., 2001). AR systems, unlike immersive virtual 
environments, do not separate students from the reality, but transform and enhance it with digital 
elements. These interactive features are reported to spark curiosity (Di Serio, Ibáñez and Kloos, 2013) 
and enhance engagement (Chen et al., 2017; Radu, 2014; Bacca et al., 2014). Bujak et al. (2012) 
concludes that long-term sustainability of enhanced learning experiences could change with students’ 
emotional adjustment to new technology. 

Creating digital overlays with Blippar  
 

The suite of tools provided by Blippar for Education includes an online creation studio, educator 
dashboard for organization of content and access to network of users and support team. Blippar visual 
discovery (or image recognition) app utilises the camera on any smartphone or tablet device to connect 
the visual trigger (photo, text or graphic) to interactive media content. The presented content (defined as 
a “blipp” on Blippar's website) is the action of instantaneously transforming anything in the real world into 
an interactive experience (Blippar.com, 2015). It can contain 2D or 3D graphic material, audio or video, 
and interactive elements such as quizzes, links, action buttons or game-like interfaces.  

Setting up an account 

Blippar is free to use for basic (non-commercial) purposes, which includes all designs that can be viewed 
only using a test code. To start, you need to create an account on the Blippar.com website. 

After you have filled in your name, email and password, you will be 
asked about the purpose of your designs. If you wish to use them only 
for non-commercial purpose (free) select it from a drop-down menu. 
There are other options to choose from, full pricing can be found on 
Blippar website. 

An educational license offers free access to all features to create AR 
content for instructional purposes and a notable feature of that license 
is the use of a campaign or blip code which provides access for pupils 
in compliance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act and 
the General Data Protection regulation. 

Once you have created your account, you can start designing your AR 
experiences, or blips. 

Dashboard 

Your dashboard or workspace includes all functions and tools that will allow you to create your AR 
designs. As a general rule, options on the left side of the screen are for assets and objects you can add to 
your design, while the options on the right side offer modification of those assets. 
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The next sections will describe main elements of your dashboard, but if you prefer to see it in action, you 
can watch this video tutorial to learn about Blippar’s interactive features and overlay creation steps: 
https://youtu.be/x2td0r8ULaA  

On the left hand side of your dashboard, you can select pre-made elements (text box, shapes, objects), 
widgets (multimedia and social integration features) or upload your own assets (images, audio files, 
videos, 3D shapes or pdf documents). 

Widgets 

Widget option allows you to link to any website or use any ofthe 
following pre-set website widgets in your AR experience: 
 
Audio; Call; Instagram; Pinterest; Soundcloud; Twitter; Website; Buy; 
Facebook; LinkedIn; Go to Scene; Spotify; Video; Youtube 
 
To add a widget to the grid, simply drag-and-drop the desired widget 
onto the grid (position it in relation to your trigger) 

Uploads 

You can use any third-party design tool to create assets and upload 
them into Blippbuilder, just make sure they are in either JPEG, PNG, 
MP3, MP4 or 3D formats. 

Uploading and Adding Assets to the design 

- Click on the library tab found in the media panel on the left side 
- Click on the box labelled “+Click to upload files” or “+ Add Media." 
- Upload the image, audio or video files you wish to use in your design  
- Drag and drop an asset onto the grid. The properties panel be on the right side, allowing you to 

add actions to your assets or modify them (as described earlier) 
*Note: you can only set actions for images files. Audio files and video files will become an audio or video 
action by default. 

3D Models 

Working with 3D objects can seem like a difficult task, but remember that various tips and pre-made 
elements are available for you to use (including many websites with free 3D shapes for education).  

How to add 3D augmented reality to your experience 

1. Upload your 3D model -- select ‘Upload’, choose your file, and then click ‘open’. 
2. If you need to, you can then use our FBX to BB3 file converter to make it the correct format for 

our platform. 
3. You can then do a number of things with your 3D models: 

- Turn it into a button: make a link to a video, website, or social media page of your school 
- Add animation by adjusting the movement feature on the right side – for example, make a 3D 

boat glide across the canvas 

https://youtu.be/x2td0r8ULaA
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- Add texture: change the colour or upload your own texture file – For example, make a sphere 
look like planet Earth. 

Check out the video below to see 3D augmented reality put into action: https://youtu.be/InTxfjb_KFM  

Modification of assets and interactive functions 

Depending on which element or widget is selected, the right side of the dashboard will offer modification 
and interactivity options specific for that element. Basic properties are present for every element and 
include its position in a 3-dimensional grid, its size, colours, textures and similar. 

 

- Scale (click and drag) and rotate (blue 
circle) the element on the grid 
- Select a colour based on the 
preselected colour options which are 
chosen automatically from the main colours 
of the marker or enter a HEX value to set 
any colour you wish 
- Give your widget a name in the “Label” 
tab 
- Choose the font and shape of the 
element 
 

Each overlay element can also include 
different actions on-touch. Those actions 

can be chosen from the menu on the right side of the screen and include transitions to different scenes or 
audio, video, web or social media interaction. As an addition to interactive features, this platform allows 
for time-sensitive animations for each element added. Animations are added on the bottom part of the 
screen and include staggered appearing (fade in and out), movement (translation, rotation or 
combinations), appearance (changing opacity or size) or more complex animations (bouncing around the 
screen). 

Scenes 

Scenes are the core of many AR experiences that allow for more content than 360 degrees can fit. Like 
slides of a presentation, they underpin the structure and user journey of AR experiences. Scenes can link 
one piece of AR content to another, create games, or replicate the functionality of a simple app. 

You can use scenes to create an AR quiz. Each question and each answer option will need a separate 
scene to be created. You can create your own quiz by following the steps below. 

Interactive AR quiz 
 

Step 1 Upload your assets — you’ll need images for the quiz questions, 
answers and buttons. Select the ‘Uploads’ button, choose the files you 
want to upload and click ‘open’ — you can upload multiple assets at a time. 
Your files will appear in the assets panel on the left-hand side. 

Step 2 To create your first question, drag and drop the assets you need 
onto the canvas. 

Step 3 Resize, arrange and align each of your assets to how you want your 
quiz interface to look. Remember, all assets will be presented in 3D space 
and explored from all angles. 

Step 4 Create scenes for your quiz — these are like the different slides of a 
presentation. Think about where you want your user to go from your first 
quiz scene. For example, if you have two multiple choice options, a user 
will either need to be linked to the ‘correct answer’ scene, or ‘incorrect answer’ scene. Click on the 
‘Scene’ button in the bottom left hand corner to open the scene manager and add new scenes — rename 
them to help you organise. 

https://youtu.be/InTxfjb_KFM
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Step 5 You now need to make your assets — the quiz buttons — interactive, to let your user link to the 
different scenes. Select the element (asset) for your first quiz answer, for example, the correct answer. 
Next, in the settings pane on the right-hand side, select ‘Go to scene’ from the drop-down menu. Then, 
select which scene you want it to link to — in this case, it’s the ‘correct answer’ scene you created in step 
4. 

Step 6 Repeat the process until you have created each question of your quiz! The result will be a quick, 
fun experience that launches in augmented reality. 

 

Hexagon puzzles 
 

Discovery learning is important for all age groups. 
One of many solutions for quick difficulty 
differentiation, and my all-time favourite is using 
shapes and colours. 

 

For this puzzle tutorial I will use hexagons, but 
you can easily make your puzzle more complex 
by using octagons, nonagons, decagons…or 
even pentadecagons! 

How to create your own AR hexagon puzzle? 

You 
will need: 
– paper/plastic/wooden shapes 
I’m using DIY mirror decoration tiles that I’ve found in my 
craft drawer (find them here) 
– markers or printed labels 
You will be able to arrange 1 big triangular image and 2 
smaller ones. They can follow the story theme or different 
parts of the process (water cycle is a great idea) 

In the first step, you need to carefully measure your 
hexagons to define measurements for each of the three 

triangular images. Next step is designing, which can be done digitally or by hand. Make sure you add 
enough detail on each of the triangles for the scanning software to be able to recognise it.  

 

*Useful tip: Microsoft Office Word or PowerPoint offer 
a picture formatting option to crop in a specific shape. 
Use it to create your own triangle-shape images. 

 

When hexagons are ready, arrange them in all 
possible positions and take photos of each.  
You will cut those photos into a triangular shape and 
add to Blippar as a trigger image. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Ouneed-Mirror-Hexagon-Self-adhesive-Decorative/dp/B01LE9QOBO
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Next step can be as easy or complex as you like – it depends on the digital overlay you choose. In your 
Blippar builder dashboard, add any text, multimedia or functional buttons that can enrich your learning 
activity (see the section above about creating overlays) and test, test, test. 

Assign a test code for each overlay (if it is on the same trigger, you will be able to achieve seamless 
differentiation) for your students to access. Enjoy the learning activity and remember to ask your students 
for their creative ideas – best outcomes come with application of knowledge. 

Additional ideas 

Exploring and learning is fun, but now it’s time for 
another challenge. 
Create your own rhymes with a little help of rhyming 
cards. Make your own cards or use ready templates 
by Karyn (find them HERE). Turn your rhymes into 
media: 
– record them like a song 
– make an illustrated visual 
– create a video 
or just use your text to overlay your rhyming cards! 
And don’t forget – share them with friends! 

 

Tutorials on how to overlay images with media in AR 
are available HERE 

 

 

 

Pyramids and Prisms - FlashObjects 
 

Using geometric shapes to overlay extra information on top of symbols is not a new idea, flashcards have 
been around forever. However, what is changing is the importance these retrieval methods are gaining in 
classroom teaching practice. 

Retrieval practice is the act of trying to recall information without having it in front of you. Imagine you are 
studying the systems of the human body—skeletal, muscular, circulatory, and so on. You could do 
retrieval practice by attempting to name those systems without looking at the list. Once you have listed all 
you can remember, you would open up your book or notes and check to see if you got them right. In 
recent years, cognitive psychologists have been comparing retrieval practice with other methods of 
studying—strategies like review lectures, study guides, and re-reading texts. And what they’re finding is 
that nothing cements long-term learning as powerfully as retrieval practice. Read more about it, download 
resources or strategies HERE 

Using AR can make your flashcards interactive and fun, but also, it adds another action between recall 
and checking the answer. In other words, we need to put more effort into discovering the answer, and we 
might try harder to remember the answer ourselves before we scan the marker. 
Now, turning our flashcards into FlashObjects makes the whole learning process more interesting. 
Starting with the process of organizing content and creating own FlashObjects, students are engaging 
with the newly acquired knowledge and summarize it creatively while developing their digital skills. The 
element of fun and discovery in using AR with smartphones and tablets motivates students to use these 
objects frequently, as well as to share them or show them to their colleagues. After a while, like with 
regular flashcards, students store that information in their long-term memory and no longer need cards or 

https://teachbesideme.com/product/fox-in-socks-rhyming-word-puzzles/
https://augmentedtoys.org/augmented-reality/software/
https://www.retrievalpractice.org/
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objects to aid the information recall. That’s when the learning object becomes an artifact representing 
certain content, and can be used to lead the initial discovery for other students. 

To make your FlashObjects you will need: 
– a paper template for the object you choose (many object can be found HERE) 
– markers to write/draw on your objects 

When the design of your object is ready: 

- print it out 
- fold/glue/arrange it in all possible positions 
- take photos of each position (or if designed digitally, skip this step) 
- add each photo (or digital image) to Blippar as a trigger image 

Next step can be as easy or complex as you like – it depends on the digital overlay you choose. In your 
Blippar builder dashboard, add any text, multimedia or functional buttons that can enrich your learning 
activity (see the section above about creating overlays) and test, test, test. 

Assign a test code for each overlay (if it is on the same trigger, you will be able to achieve seamless 
differentiation) for your students to access. Enjoy! 

 

Example templates: 

 

 

Folding cube 
 

Augmented reality folding cube is an exciting way to introduce 
discovery learning in your classroom. 
Fidgeting toy as a basis for educational materials ensures that all your 
students (especially students with attention difficulties, sensory or 
autism spectrum conditions) enjoy learning. 
Even with multiple research findings connecting movement with 
improved focus and academic performance, the importance of 
kinaesthetic elements is often forgotten in traditional teaching practice. 
One way of offering your students some kinaesthetic learning 
opportunities is to use 3D objects as an alternative or addition to your 
usual printed instructions or tasks. 

https://www.polyhedra.net/en/
https://www.fun-stuff-to-do.com/printable-shapes.html
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How to create your own AR folding cube? 

You will need: 
– square labels 
I’m using 37x37mm square labels 
sheet from the Label Planet 
– template to print out images on 
your labels 
Also available on the Label 
Planet site 
– printer (laser or inkjet, it works on 
both) 
– some transparent tape 
– quite possibly some patience 

 

Start with deciding on the images 
you want to have on your AR 
folding cube. Each cube has 6 
square sides and 3 long (or double 
square) sides. Of course, 

depending on your content, you can rearrange your sides – double square can be in portrait or landscape 
orientation; squares can be full or split into smaller images. Above is an example of my template. 

Next step is to print out the labels (make sure you rotate the blank labels correctly when placing them in 
the tray) and the paper cube templates (each foldable cube is made of 8 cubes). Here is where the 
patience comes in. You might need a few extra sheets of labels to practice, so count that in. 

Now to create the shapes in paper – the folding cube design is composed of 8 identical paper cubes. You 
can use the blank template below and add printed stickers on the finished construction, OR carefully plan 
the position of each side of each cube and print the image segments prior to cutting. Either way, you will 
need 8 of these templates, printed in the same size. If you are using the stickers, make sure that each 
sticker corresponds to the size of the cube faces. 

 

Connecting individual paper cubes right is crucial for a folding cube to work. Use tape to connect the 
individual paper cubes, but follow the video tutorial to make sure you get it right: 

https://youtu.be/m_fpkmAIEYQ  

Once the cubes are connected into a folding cube design, you can add stickers on faces of the object to 
create the illusion of hidden images. When you connect your cubes and add labels it should look 
something like this: 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1143409881808035841  

https://www.labelplanet.co.uk/adhesive-a4-labels/paper-labels/square-labels.php
https://www.labelplanet.co.uk/label-templates/square/lp35-37sq.php
https://www.labelplanet.co.uk/label-templates/square/lp35-37sq.php
https://youtu.be/m_fpkmAIEYQ
https://twitter.com/i/status/1143409881808035841
https://www.printablee.com/post_printable-cube-template-4-inches_413387/
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The only thing left to do is to make this foldable cube interactive. Depending on your skill level, pick your 
AR elements from Blippar builder and add another dimension of content. Tutorials on how to overlay 
images with media in AR are available in the first part of this tutorial. 

 

Enjoy your kinaesthetic learning! 

 

Get creative! 
 

Augmented reality folding cube is an exciting way to introduce discovery learning in your classroom. 
Fidgeting toy as a basis for educational materials ensures that all your students (especially students with 
attention difficulties, sensory or autism spectrum conditions) enjoy learning. 
Even with multiple research findings connecting movement with improved focus and academic 
performance, the importance of kinaesthetic elements is often forgotten in traditional teaching practice. 
One way of offering your students some kinaesthetic learning opportunities is to use 3D objects as an 
alternative or addition to your usual printed instructions or tasks. 

 

 

https://www.wizardingworld.com/features/a-guided-tour-of-hogwarts-portraits

